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CHAPTER I GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.0. Motivation, objectives and organization of the present study

The Chinese language consists of many hundreds of often mutually unintelligible dialects. Each of these dialects has its own unique characteristics that are instrumental to our understanding of the universal rules and laws that govern human languages in general, yet very few of them have been thoroughly described by professional linguists. Under the powerful influence of Mandarin, which is by government decree the language of education, of commerce, of performing arts and above all of radio and television broadcasts, these Chinese dialects are rapidly losing their unique characteristics and even becoming extinct. It is my belief that the situation facing these Chinese languages is no less urgent than that facing Amerindian languages nearly a century ago, and a rescue mission akin to the one led by Edward Sapir is needed for the Chinese dialects - not only for the sake of record keeping, but also for the sake of contributing to the foundation of linguistic theories.

Based on these considerations, I chose to study the phonological system of the Nantong dialect for my PhD dissertation. This is not just because the Nantong dialect is my mother tongue and echoes many fond memories of my youth and childhood, but more importantly, it is because the immense complexity of the phonological system of this unique language demands a reasonable account.

Therefore, the first objective of the present study is to provide a faithful description of a phonological system that has never before been studied by theoretical phonologists. From the phonetic characteristics of individual sounds to the phonemicization of the entire sound system, from phonotactic constraints to morphophonemic alternations, from the interactions between segmental and tonal features to the application of phonological rules,
from the prosodic conditioning of phonological rules to the influence of morphology and syntax on prosodic structures, I will demonstrate this novel phonological system with as many details as possible so that my readers might appreciate its beauty and complexity.

The second but equally important objective of this study is to make contributions to the advancement of phonological theories. Over the last century or so, great progress has been made in the scientific study of the organization and patterning of speech sounds. Especially since the publication of Chomsky and Halle (1968), linguists working in the generative framework have been moving closer and closer to a theory of phonology that is powerful enough to account for the rules and representations of speech sounds in all possible human languages, but not so powerful that it predicts patterns that are not and will not be found in any possible human language. Theoretical models have been constructed to deal with all aspects of phonology, from the representation and alternation of individual segments, to the prosodic organization of segments, to the relevance of prosodic and morphosyntactic structures to phonological rules. It is every linguist's responsibility to test these models with reliable data from real languages, and to improve these models whenever necessary. With its rich and complex phonological system, the Nantong dialect serves as a very good test case for this purpose.

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. In the rest of this chapter, I will present some mostly nonlinguistic background knowledge of Nantong Chinese. In Chapter II, I will discuss certain aspects of modern phonological theory which will become relevant in the course of this study. A number of models for phonological representation will be proposed as an improvement of some existing models. Chapter III is devoted to a study of the underlying segmental and tonal inventory of this language. Phonotactic constraints on the cooccurrence of consonants, vowels and tones are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter IV is a study of segmental morphophonemic alternations. Chapter V discusses tonal morphophonemic alternations. Chapter VI shows how metrical constituents define the
domains of application of various phonological rules. Chapter VII studies the role of morphological and syntactic structures in phonological processes, especially the relationship between these structures and prosodic structures.

1.1. Location, population and history of Nantong Chinese

Nantong Chinese is spoken by about one million people in an area of about 1000 km$^2$ (the area encircled in Figure 2) in and around Nantong City, Jiangsu Province, which is about 180 kilometers northwest of Shanghai across the Yangtse River, as shown below.

(1) Location of the area where Nantong Chinese is spoken

Figure 1 - Where is Nantong in China    Figure 2 - The Nantong area and vicinity

Nantong Chinese is spoken in an area located on the border between Mandarin and Wu dialects. The dialect to the north of this area is Rugao, a Yangtse-Huai variety of Mandarin, and the dialect to the southeast is Haimen, a northern variety of Wu. To the east of this area are two sister dialects of Nantong, called Tongdong and Jinsha. Nantong Chinese shares some characteristics with Yangtse-Huai Mandarin dialects and others with
Wu dialects, and it has characteristics of its own. As a matter of fact, it is unintelligible to
speakers of both Yangtse-Huai Mandarin dialects such as Rugao and Wu dialects such as
Haimen. The only dialect that is mutually intelligible with Nantong is Jinsha.

(2) Nantong Chinese and its neighboring dialects

Figure 3 - Nantong Chinese and its neighboring dialects

The uniqueness of Nantong Chinese is deeply rooted in its history. Up till the late
third century A.D., the Nantong area was still submerged under water. By the end of that
century, a sandbar island named Hudouzhou had emerged in the middle of the Yangtse
River. It remained as an island for nearly 600 years until the end of the ninth century, when
the northern waterway silted up and Hudouzhou became part of the north bank. Figure (3)
shows the Nantong area as an island in the year 741 A.D. According to Taiping Huanyu Ji
[The Peaceful World], a book of geographical and historical facts published in the early
tenth century, the inhabitants of Hudouzhou were exiles who made salt from sea water for
a living. Given the location of Hudouzhou and the condition of transportation over a
thousand years ago, it is likely that those exiles came from neighboring areas and spoke
different dialects. After a span of nearly 600 years, their dialects gradually merged into one with mixed characteristics.

(3) The Nantong area as an island in 741 A.D. (adapted from Tan 1982:5-10)

![Diagram of the Nantong area as an island in 741 A.D.]

The two sister languages of Nantong Chinese, Tongdong and Jinsha, were formed under similar historical circumstances. Tongdong was originally spoken by exiles on another sandbar island named Dongbuzhou, which was some 500 years younger than Hudouzhou and became part of the mainland in the eleventh century when it was about 200 years old. Jinsha is similar to Nantong in some ways and to Tongdong in others. It was formed on a sandbar island called Nanbuzhou which was located closer to Hudouzhou and became part of the north bank earlier than Dongbuzhou.

1.2. Relationship of Nantong Chinese with its neighboring dialects

Probably because of their history, the three dialects Nantong, Tongdong and Jinsha are very closely related to each other. The most unique feature that unifies these three dialects as one group is the palatalization of labialized alveolar sibilants [tsʰ tsʰʷ sʰ] into
The sound change of palatalization in Nantong, Jinsha and Tongdong

(4) The sound change of palatalization in Nantong, Jinsha and Tongdong

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rugao</th>
<th>Nantong</th>
<th>Jinsha</th>
<th>Tongdong</th>
<th>Haimen</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tswé i₁</td>
<td>tcwé</td>
<td>tcwé</td>
<td>tcwéi</td>
<td>tswé i</td>
<td>most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tswhé i</td>
<td>tcwhé</td>
<td>tcwhéi</td>
<td>tcwhéi</td>
<td>tswhéi</td>
<td>crispy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swé i</td>
<td>cwé</td>
<td>cwé</td>
<td>cwéi</td>
<td>swhi</td>
<td>shatter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above data also show that while Rugao and Haimen both allow off-glides in the syllable coda, Nantong, Jinsha and Tongdong never do.

Among the three dialects Nantong, Jinsha and Tongdong, we note that the alveolar sibilants [ts tsʰ s] are preserved before the vowel [o] in Nantong but are palatalized before the same vowel in Jinsha and Tongdong, as shown in (5a); that the ancient contrast between voiced and voiceless aspirated obstruents is lost in Nantong but retained in Jinsha and Tongdong, as shown in (5b); and that a contrast between [i]² and [e] is retained in Nantong but lost in Jinsha and Tongdong, as shown in (5c). These make Nantong distinct from its two sister dialects Jinsha and Tongdong.

(5) Differences between Nantong and Jinsha/Tongdong

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nantong</th>
<th>Jinsha</th>
<th>Tongdong</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tsʰb</td>
<td>tcʰb</td>
<td>tcʰb</td>
<td>vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰb</td>
<td>dzb</td>
<td>dzb</td>
<td>tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sʰ</td>
<td>cʰ</td>
<td>cʰ</td>
<td>snake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tʰj</td>
<td>dj</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf. tʰj</td>
<td>tʰj</td>
<td>tʰj</td>
<td>soup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰi</td>
<td>bʰi</td>
<td>bʰi</td>
<td>argue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf. pʰi</td>
<td>pʰi</td>
<td>pʰi</td>
<td>deceive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tcʲ</td>
<td>tcʲ</td>
<td>tcʲ</td>
<td>award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcʲ</td>
<td>tcʲ</td>
<td>tcʲ</td>
<td>simple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The tone marks used in this study are [ ' ], [ ' ], [ ' ] and combinations of the three. [ ' ] represents H, or 5 in Chao letters; [ ' ] represents M, or 3 in Chao letters; and [ ' ] represents L, or 1 in Chao letters.

2 The tilde indicates nasality. It is used underneath instead of on top of vowel symbols in order to avoid poor legibility when a tone mark is also used.
The vocalism in Nantong, though sometimes similar to that in Jinsha, is also quite different from that in its neighboring dialects, as shown below.

(6) Vocalism in Nantong and its neighboring dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rugao</th>
<th>Nantong</th>
<th>Jinsha</th>
<th>Tongdong</th>
<th>Haimen</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>çû</td>
<td>çû</td>
<td>çû</td>
<td>çû</td>
<td>çû</td>
<td>repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kõɡ</td>
<td>kõɡ</td>
<td>kõɡ</td>
<td>kõɡ</td>
<td>kõɡ</td>
<td>work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kãɡ</td>
<td>kãɡ</td>
<td>kãɡ</td>
<td>kãɡ</td>
<td>kãɡ</td>
<td>steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tçâɡ</td>
<td>tçâɡ</td>
<td>tçâɡ</td>
<td>tçâɡ</td>
<td>tçâɡ</td>
<td>award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sâɡ</td>
<td>sâɡ</td>
<td>sâɡ</td>
<td>sâɡ</td>
<td>sâɡ</td>
<td>deep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iõé</td>
<td>iãé</td>
<td>iãé</td>
<td>iõé</td>
<td>iõé</td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>põ ŋ</td>
<td>põ ŋ</td>
<td>põ ŋ</td>
<td>põ ŋ</td>
<td>põ ŋ</td>
<td>wrap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are many other differences among the phonological systems of these dialects. For example, there are six surface tones in Rugao, eight in Haimen, ten in Tongdong, but seven in Nantong and Jinsha. There are lexical differences as well. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss all these differences. What has been presented so far suffices to establish that Nantong Chinese is a unique Chinese dialect in its own right.

1.3. Dialectal differences within Nantong Chinese

There are internal dialectal differences within Nantong Chinese. Roughly speaking, there are two varieties of this dialect: urban and rural. The urban variety is spoken by most residents of Nantong City and its satellite towns Tianshenggang, Tangzha etc. The rural variety is spoken by most residents of the vast rural area.

There are at least three major differences between the sound systems of the two varieties of Nantong Chinese. Firstly, the contrast between the onset fricative [z] and the onset glide [j] in the rural variety is lost in the urban variety, even though the same contrast is preserved in various forms in many other dialects, as shown below.
(7) The [j] - [z] correspondence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rural Nantong</th>
<th>Urban Nantong</th>
<th>Rugao</th>
<th>Haian</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zè</td>
<td>jè</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>nìn</td>
<td>person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zò</td>
<td>jò</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>nòå</td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jò</td>
<td>jè</td>
<td>1å</td>
<td>nòå</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. jō | jō | jā | jā | medicine |

jè | jè | jō | jō | want |

Secondly, when occurring before the vowel [i], urban [tʃ tʃʰ] corresponds to rural [ts tsʰ s], as shown in the following data.

(8) The [tʃ tʃʰ] - [ts tsʰ s] correspondence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tʃèg</td>
<td>tsèg</td>
<td>stingy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃʰèg</td>
<td>tsʰèg</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃʰè</td>
<td>tsʰè</td>
<td>eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sèg</td>
<td>sèg</td>
<td>new</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thirdly, the vowel [u] has merged with [o] before a coda obstruent in every lexical item of the urban variety except for one word (tʃò? "that"), but is preserved in many words of the rural variety, as shown below.

(9) The [u?] - [o?] contrast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsò</td>
<td>tsò</td>
<td>porridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsò</td>
<td>tsò</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>drop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of sporadic but conspicuous differences in the pronunciation of the two varieties, for example:

(10) Sporadic but conspicuous differences between the two varieties of Nantong

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tʃè</td>
<td>tʃfuè</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nìxì</td>
<td>nìxì</td>
<td>mud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nò</td>
<td>nò</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Again, it is beyond the scope of this study to discuss all the internal dialectal differences of Nantong Chinese. In the rest of this study, I will ignore the rural variety, and focus on the phonetics and phonology of the urban variety of Nantong Chinese.

1.4. Previous studies of Nantong Chinese

The earliest study of Nantong Chinese is a list of 193 words with brief definitions included in a local city annals (Guangxu Tongzhou Zhi) published in 1875. A dictionary entitled Nantong Fangyan Shuzheng [A Glossary of the Nantong Dialect] was compiled by a local scholar Sun Jinbiao and was published in 1911. A four-volume dictionary entitled Nantong Changyan Shuzheng [A Glossary of Commonly used words in the Nantong Dialect] by the same author was published in 1925. Unfortunately, no indication of the sound system of Nantong Chinese is given in any of these publications. The first description of the Nantong sound system appeared in the published results of a 1960 survey of dialects spoken in Jiangsu Province and Shanghai City. A more complete description of dialects spoken in the Nantong area (Nantong Fangyan Zhi) is now underway, but so far no publishable results are available.
CHAPTER II  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.0. Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss some theoretical issues in segmental and tonal phonology. I will present, compare and evaluate some models for the representation of segmental and tonal features, and suggest some improvements. I will also outline the basic assumptions of feature underspecification, moraic theory and metrical phonology as a background for readers who are not familiar with these theoretical frameworks.

2.1. Segmental features and feature geometry

2.1.1. Representation of the segment

The theory of distinctive features dates back to the work of the Prague school linguists in the 1930's led by Roman Jacobson and Nicolaj Trubetzkoy, and is fundamental to modern generative phonology. In traditional linear phonology, this theory means that each distinct speech sound is composed of a set of distinctive features, and is distinguished from every other sound by at least one of these features. Phonological processes that change one sound to another operate on distinctive feature(s), not segments. For example, the sounds [s] and [z] differ only in the feature [±voice], as shown below.

(11) Distinctive features in linear phonology

\[
\begin{align*}
[s] & : \begin{cases} 
\text{-voice} \\
\text{-nasal} \\
\text{+coronal} \\
\text{+anterior} \\
\text{+consonantal} \\
\text{+continuant} \\
\text{-sonorant}
\end{cases} \\
[z] & : \begin{cases} 
\text{+voice} \\
\text{-nasal} \\
\text{+coronal} \\
\text{+anterior} \\
\text{+consonantal} \\
\text{+continuant} \\
\text{-sonorant}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
And the alternation between these two sounds as we see in [bæks] "backs" vs [bægz] "bags" where the English plural suffix /z/ surfaces as [s] after voiceless segments but as [z] after voiced ones is due to a phonological process that changes the feature [+voice] of /z/ to [-voice] after a [-voice] sound, which is formulated as C → [-voice] / [-voice] _______.

The assumption embodied in the linear phonological feature theory that each segment is in some way atomic and has its own feature specifications not shared by other segments came under scrutiny as people's attention shifted to studies of suprasegmental phenomena such as tone, stress, syllable structure etc. in the 1970's. Because of the lack of one-to-one mapping between features and feature bearing units, Goldsmith (1976) proposes that tonal features be specified on a partially autonomous tier and connected with tone bearing units with association lines. Clements (1977) organizes vowel features in a similar way to account for vowel harmony processes which resemble tonal processes. Such autosegmental organization of distinctive features makes it possible to prohibit arbitrary feature changing operations and allows one to assume that features can be altered only by deletion followed by either feature spreading or default feature specification. For example, the change from /z/ to [s] is now viewed as due to a process that deletes the [+voice] feature of /z/ and spreads the [-voice] feature from the preceding sound, as shown below. Obviously, if feature changing is realized only by feature spreading from a neighboring segment, then /z/ cannot become [-voice] if its preceding sound is [+voice]

(12) Devoicing in autosegmental phonology

If all features are treated equally this way, then the segment becomes a congregation of many coaxial tiers of autosegmental features, as shown below.
A serious problem with such a model is that it does not explain why some features are often operated on as a cluster, while others are not. For example, it is common for place features ([labial], [coronal], [dorsal] etc.) of a consonant to spread to a neighboring consonant so that the two become homorganic, yet it never occurs in any human language that any arbitrary collection of features such as [labial], [nasal] and [high] may spread together.

Because of this problem, phonologists now agree that phonological feature tiers are not coaxial, but are organized into an hierarchical structure known as the feature geometry. Early models that embody this idea are proposed by Clements (1985), Sagey (1986) and Steriade (1987). The Sagey (1986) model (the S model) is shown on the next page. With such feature geometry models, we can say that features like [labial], [coronal] and [dorsal] tend to spread together because they are grouped under the same place feature class node, which is what is being spread; and that features such as [labial], [nasal] and [high] do not spread together because they are not grouped under the same feature class node.
Despite obvious advantages brought about by early models like the S model, there are still problems. One problem is the relationship between the features [round] and [back]. Odden (1991) provides evidence that these features must spread simultaneously as one cluster. Yet this is not possible given their arrangement in the S model, where [round] and [back] do not share a feature class node. Another problem is the interaction between consonantal and vocalic place features. Clements (1989), Hume (1992) and Clements & Hume (1992) provide ample evidence that [round] is related to [labial], [-back] is related to [coronal] and [+back] is related to [dorsal] in various languages. The S model offers no principled explanation for such interactions given the fact that consonantal and vocalic place features are on different tiers in the S model. These problems are attacked in Clements (1989), Hume (1992) and Clements & Hume (1992), among others. From the solutions offered by these authors, we can piece together a new feature geometry model as shown below, which we will refer to as the C&H model.
The crucial improvement of the C&H model over the S model is the use of a unified set of place features for both consonants and vowels, with the feature class node being the C-place node and the V-place node respectively. Place features dominated by the V-place node may be used on consonants, but then they are considered secondary features and are interpreted differently from those dominated by the C-place node which are primary place features for consonants. For example, the place features of labial consonants and labialized consonants are represented as follows.

(16) Place features of labialized consonants

```
labialized labial C-place
    \--- vocalic
    |    V-place
    |        [labial]
labialized coronal C-place
    \--- vocalic
    |    V-place
    |        [coronal]
cf. plain labial C-place
    \--- [labial]
```
The C&H model captures many well-supported generalizations about the interaction between consonantal and vocalic place features. However, in its present form, this model is so powerful that it can generate many nonexistent phonological contrasts. Since each of the six paths that connect the C-place node and the features [labial], [coronal] and [dorsal] may either stand alone or combine with any other path(s) to represent a simple or complex articulation, a total of 63 such simple or complex articulations can be formed. Most of these articulations are either certainly (indicated with *) or probably (indicated with ?) unattested, as shown in the following table,\(^1\) where primary features are capitalized.

\[\text{(17) Possible combinations of place features in the C&H model}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature combination</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DOR]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>velar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][COR]</td>
<td>tp</td>
<td>labioalveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][DOR]</td>
<td>kp</td>
<td>labiovelar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lab]</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>labialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][lab]</td>
<td>pw</td>
<td>labialized labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][lab]</td>
<td>tw</td>
<td>labialized alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DOR][lab]</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>labialized velar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][COR][lab]</td>
<td>tpw ?</td>
<td>labialized labioalveolar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][DOR][lab]</td>
<td>kpw ?</td>
<td>labialized labiovelar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[cor]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>unrounded front or palatalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][cor]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>palatalized labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][cor]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>palatalized alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DOR][cor]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>palatalized velar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][COR][cor]</td>
<td>tp ]?</td>
<td>palatalized labioalveolar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][DOR][cor]</td>
<td>kp ]?</td>
<td>palatalized labiovelar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dor]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>unrounded back or velarized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][dor]</td>
<td>pY</td>
<td>velarized labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][dor]</td>
<td>tY</td>
<td>velarized alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lab][cor]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>rounded front or labiopalatalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][lab][cor]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>labiopalatalized labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][lab][cor]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>labiopalatalized alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DOR][lab][cor]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>labiopalatalized velar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][COR][lab][cor]</td>
<td>tp ]?</td>
<td>labiopalatalized labioalveolar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][DOR][lab][cor]</td>
<td>kp ]?</td>
<td>labiopalatalized labiovelar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][DOR][lab]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>unattested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][DOR][cor]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>unattested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][DOR][lab][cor]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>unattested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) This table does not include any uvular or pharyngeal articulations. Also notice that many of the unattested articulations in this table may be generated by Sagey's (1986) model as well.
A number of observations can be made from the unattested articulations shown in this table. First of all, since [DOR] and [dor] are as distinct as [LAB] and [lab] or [COR] and [cor], we expect to find dorsalized dorsals in (17c) as easily as we find labialized...
(rounded) labials or coronalized (palatalized) coronals in various languages. Yet such sounds never surface in any human language.

Secondly, the C&H model predicts the existence of labiodorsalized consonants such as those in (17d) which presumably contrast with labialized consonants such as those in (17a). Such contrasts are superfluous.

Thirdly, there is no principled way in the C&H model to rule out coronodorsal vowels and coronodorsalized consonants, such as those in (17e), even though Clements (1989) admits that such vowels are non-existent.

Finally, the C&H model predicts that there can be complex articulations involving three primary articulators, such as those in (17f), which have never been found to exist.

All these problems result from the assumption that [dorsal] is just like [labial] and [coronal] and may serve as a feature both for a consonant-like major articulation and for a vowel-like minor articulation. The overgenerativity of the place feature model based on this assumption suggests that it is an incorrect assumption.

To avoid this overgenerativity problem of the C&H model without losing its insight that consonants and vowels share the same set of place features, I propose a new place feature geometry model. In this model, the features [labial] and [coronal] are each linked to the C-place node either directly or through the V-place node, depending on whether these features represent a primary or secondary articulation. The feature [dorsal], on the other hand, is always linked to the C-place node through the V-place node, whether this feature represents a velar consonant or a back vowel. This model is shown as follows.

---

2 Clements and Sezer's (1982) claim that Turkish contrasts plain dorsal stops that are transparent to back harmony with coronalized or dorsalized dorsal stops that are opaque to back harmony is theory-specific. Assuming that the transparent dorsals are underspecified and opaque dorsals are fully specified, we can explain the transparency and opacity of Turkish dorsal stops without having to recognize dorsalized dorsals.
This place feature geometry is different from the C&H model in a number of ways. First, a dorsalized dorsal is structurally impossible, since it would be specified with a primary [dorsal] and a secondary [dorsal], a contrast that does not exist in this model. Second, since there is only one interpretation of [dorsal], the alleged contrast between plain labialized and dorsolabialized consonants (i.e. [lab][COR] vs [lab][dor][COR]) no longer exists. Third, since the secondary feature [coronal] is no longer sister to [dorsal], coronodorsal vowels are structurally impossible. Finally, the fact that there is no designated primary [dorsal] feature makes the representation of triply complex primary articulation impossible. For these reasons, combining terminal features in the new place feature geometry yields an inventory of only 17 articulations as listed below. Since it is meaningless in this place feature model to refer to the feature [dorsal] as primary or secondary, it is represented as [Dor], i.e neither [DOR] nor [dor].

(19) Inventory of complex and secondary articulations in the new place feature geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature combination</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[LAB]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[COR][Dor]</td>
<td>t̃</td>
<td>velarized alveolar (retroflex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Dor]</td>
<td>k i</td>
<td>velar or unrounded back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][COR]</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>labioalveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LAB][Dor]</td>
<td>kp</td>
<td>labiovelar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lab]</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>rounded or labialized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 In the following discussion, I will ignore placement of the feature [pharyngeal] and leave that to future investigations.
[LAB][lab] pʰ labialized labial
[COR][lab] tʰ labialized alveolar
[COR][Dor][lab] tʰ labialized velarized alveolar (retroflex)
[Dor][lab] kʰ u labialized velar or rounded back
[LAB][Dor][lab] kpʰ labialized labiovelar
[cor] c: i palatal or unrounded front
[LAB][cor] pʰ palatalized labial
[COR][cor] tʰ tʰ palatalized alveolar or alveopalatal
[cor][lab] cʰ y labialized palatal or rounded front
[LAB][lab][cor] gʰ labialized palatalized labial
[COR][lab][cor] tʰ labialized palatalized alveolar
[LAB][COR][lab] tpʰ labialized labialalveolar?
[LAB][COR][cor] tpʰ labialized labialalveolar?
[LAB][COR][lab][cor] tpʰ labialized palatalized labialalveolar?
[LAB][COR][Dor] * unattested
[LAB][COR][Dor][lab] * unattested

Notice that [cor] may not cooccur with terminal [Dor], because it is dominated by [Dor] and thereby rendering the latter nonterminal.

Although this new place feature geometry model is much more constrained than the C&H model, there are still a number of problematic or unattested feature combinations. The explanation for this seems to be the fact that it is hard to find plain complex segments such as kp or tp in the first place and therefore it is even harder to find secondarily articulated complex segments.

A potential problem with this new place feature geometry is total vowel harmony.

For example, Clements and Hume (1992) report that in the Servigliano dialect of Italian, post-tonic stem vowels are identical to the vowel in the suffix, as shown below.

(20) Servigliano vowel harmony

| a. | birikökkan-a | apricot tree | birikökun-u | apricot |
|    | pëtten-e     | comb         | pëttin-i    | combs   |
|    | álam-a       | soul         | âlem-e      | souls   |
| b. | prëdok-o     | I preach     | prëdik-i    | you preach |
|    | stômmuk-u    | stomach      | stômmik-i   | stomachs |
|    | doménnak-a   | Sunday       | domének-e   | Sundays |
Clearly, the Servigliano vowel harmony process involves simultaneous spreading of all vowel features. Given the assumption that the [dorsal] feature is linked to the C-place node via the V-place and the vocalic node, one would predict that dorsal consonants block total vowel harmony. Yet the Servigliano data in (20) show that dorsal consonants are as transparent to total vowel harmony as labial and coronal consonants are. To explain this paradox, we must assume that in Servigliano the dorsal consonants are underspecified for place features. Thus, plain coronal or labial consonants do not block vowel harmony because they do not have a vocalic node; and dorsal consonants do not block vowel harmony either because their vocalic node is underlyingly not specified, as shown below.

(21) Dorsal transparency in Servigliano vowel harmony

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{péttVn-i} & \rightarrow \text{péttin-i} \\
\text{prédVk-i} & \rightarrow \text{prédik-i}
\end{align*}
\]

A seemingly problematic case is the Klamath vowel harmony reported by Barker (1963). In this language, the vowel in the causative prefix always agrees with that of the stem, as shown below.

(22) Klamath vowel harmony

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{gej’ig-a} & \quad \text{"is tired"} & \text{sne-gej’ig-a} & \quad \text{"makes tired"} \\
\text{qdoč-a} & \quad \text{"it rains"} & \text{sno-qdoč-a} & \quad \text{"makes it rain"} \\
\text{m’as?-a} & \quad \text{"is sick"} & \text{sna-m’as?-a} & \quad \text{"makes sick"}
\end{align*}
\]

Since dorsals (e.g. [g]) and uvulars (e.g. [q]) are contrastive in Klamath, it seems that they cannot both be unspecified for [dorsal]. However, if we follow McCarthy (1989) and assume that the [dorsal] feature of uvulars is associated with the pharyngeal node, as
opposed to the [dorsal] of velars which is associated with the C-place node. Since the only pharyngeal consonants in Klamath are the uvulars, their [dorsal] feature is predictable. Thus, the uvulars can be distinguished from the velars by the presence or absence of the pharyngeal node. Consequently, the [dorsal] feature can be unspecified for both uvulars and velars.

A real problematic case is the vowel harmony in Maltese Arabic reported by Hume (1992). In this language, the second person singular suffix surfaces as [-ik] word-medially, as [-ek] word-finally, but as [-ok] if the stem vowel is [o], as shown below.

(23) Maltese Arabic vowel harmony

a. forob "he drank" jifrob "he drinks" jifroblok "he drinks for you"
b. tebah "he cooked" jitboh "he cooks" jitbohlok "he cooks for you"
c. tines "he cried" jtnos "he cries" jtnoslok "he cries to you"
d. gideb "he lied" jigdeh "he lies" jigdiblek "he lies to you"
e. dabhak "he laughed" jedhak "he laughs" jedhaklek "he laughs to you"
f. sired3 "he fried" jisred3 "he fries" jisred3lek "he fries for you"

Hume (1992) argues for independent reasons that the default place feature in Maltese Arabic must be [coronal]. Therefore, [dorsal] must be specified underlyingly and ought to block complete vowel harmony, which is not the case.

On the other hand, in languages with both dorsals and coronalized dorsals, we predict that the coronalized dorsals cannot be transparent to total vowel harmony or back harmony, since they must have their V-place node specified in order to be distinct from the plain dorsals. Furthermore, the plain dorsals can be either transparent or opaque to vowel harmony depending on whether they are underlyingly specified for vowel place features. There is some empirical evidence for these predictions. In Turkish, for example, coronalized dorsals are always opaque to back harmony, though plain dorsals may be either transparent or opaque to back harmony, as shown below.
The data in (24a) show that the vowels in the stem and the suffix must agree in backness, which can be accounted for by spreading the [dorsal] node from the stem vowel to the suffix vowel. Since the intervening labial or coronal consonant does not have any vocalic or dorsal specification, it will not block the spreading process. On the other hand, the consonants [r̩], [l̩] and [k̩] in (24b) are coronalized consonants according to Clements and Hume (1992) and are therefore specified with the secondary place feature [coronal] which is dominated by [dorsal] in the present model. If the spreading of [dorsal] were to start from the stem vowel, then the new association line between the [dorsal] feature of the stem vowel and the V-place node of the suffix vowel will cross the association line between the [dorsal] feature and the V-place node of the intervening dorsal consonant, violating the constraint that association lines may not cross. However, if we assume that the spreading starts from the intervening dorsal consonant, then the suffix vowel's being [coronal] (i.e. a front vowel) can be attributed to the fact that the intervening dorsal is also [coronal]. A similar account can be made for the data in (24c). Assuming that this set of data is reliable\(^4\), we can say that in this case, spreading of the [dorsal] feature also starts from the intervening dorsal consonant, except that this time the consonant is not coronalized, and

\(^4\) According to Clements and Sezer (1982), such words are very few and only used in certain idiolects.
therefore the suffix vowel becomes back instead of front. With regard to (24d), a possible analysis treats the stem-final consonant as underlyingly a plain dorsal, which is transparent to the back harmony triggered by the stem vowel [e], and becomes coronalized after the back harmony.\(^5\) This is believed to be evidence that while dorsalized or coronalized dorsals are opaque to back harmony, plain dorsals are transparent. However, since the so-called dorsalized dorsals have never been found to surface as phonetically distinct in any language, a better analysis is to assume that the transparent dorsals are not specified for place features while opaque dorsals are. Following is an illustration of this new analysis.

(25) Dorsal transparency and opacity in Turkish back harmony

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{renk-}^1 & \rightarrow \text{renk}^2^-i \\
\text{e} & \text{n} \quad \text{k} \quad \text{I} \\
\text{C-place} & \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \\
\text{Vocalic} & \text{Vocalic} \\
\text{V-place} & \text{V-place} \\
\text{[dorsal]} & \text{[coronal]} \quad \text{[coronal]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{imsäk}^1^-I & \rightarrow \text{imsäk}^2^-i \\
\text{å} & \text{k} \quad \text{I} \\
\text{C-place} & \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \\
\text{Vocalic} & \text{Vocalic} \quad \text{Vocalic} \\
\text{V-place} & \text{V-place} \quad \text{V-place} \\
\text{[dorsal]} & \text{[dorsal]} \quad \text{[coronal]}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^5\) Alternatively, the stem-final consonant may be analyzed as a coronalized dorsal, in which case it blocks harmony triggered by the stem vowel but triggers back harmony itself.
In contrast to Turkish, both palatals and velars are transparent to back harmony as shown below.

(26) Hungarian vowel harmony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>olvas-unk</th>
<th>&quot;to read&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vaj-unk</td>
<td>&quot;to be&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mej-ynk</td>
<td>&quot;to go&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jov-ynk</td>
<td>&quot;to come&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If, as we assume, palatals are coronalized dorsals, then their transparency to back (coronal) harmony is inexplicable. Moreover, since palatals and velars are contrastive, it is not possible that they are both unspecified for place features. Hume (1992) proposes that the Hungarian palatals do not have a secondary place feature [coronal] whereas the Turkish palatalized velars do. I have no objection to that proposal.

In the present model of feature geometry, the combination of consonantal [coronal] and [dorsal] features is assigned to retroflexes, instead of coronodorsal clicks, as it is in Sagey (1986) and Clements and Hume (1992). There are two reasons for this. First, since clicks and non-clicks are produced with entirely different aerodynamic control, they cannot be distinguished by place feature alone. As a matter of fact, Chomsky and Halle (1968) propose and Traill (1985) adopts the feature [±suction] to distinguish clicks and non-clicks made at the same place of articulation as non-clicks. For example, Traill (1985) reports that in the Khoisan language !Xôô, there are clicks and non-clicks at each of the three places of
articulation: bilabial, dental and post-dental. Therefore, it does not make sense to save some place features solely for clicks.

The second reason is more compelling. It involves the analysis of a rule in Sanskrit, the so-called RUKI rule, which changes the dental fricative [s] into a retroflex [ʂ] when immediately preceded by [r], [u], [k] or [i] (including the syllabic [ɾ] and diphthongs which may be analyzed as containing a final [i] or [u]), as shown below.

(27) Sanskrit RUKI alternation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom. sg.</th>
<th>progeny</th>
<th>foot</th>
<th>thought</th>
<th>earth</th>
<th>voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dṣā-s</td>
<td>pāt</td>
<td>dhī-s</td>
<td>bẖī-s</td>
<td>vāk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(28) Place feature geometry of RUKI sounds

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{[r]} & \text{C-place} & \text{V-locale} & \text{Vocalic} & \text{V-place} \\
\text{[u]} & \text{C-place} & \text{V-locale} & \text{Vocalic} & \text{V-place} \\
\text{[k]} & \text{C-place} & \text{V-locale} & \text{Vocalic} & \text{V-place} \\
\text{[i]} & \text{C-place} & \text{V-locale} & \text{Vocalic} & \text{V-place} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Thus, the four RUKI sounds are a natural class that share the [dorsal] feature. The RUKI rule can therefore be formulated as follows.

---

6 The traditional symbol for Sanskrit retroflexion is a dot underneath the symbol for a corresponding non-retroflex sound, e.g. [ʂ]. For the sake of consistency, this symbol will be replaced with the standard IPA symbol for retroflexion which is a hook underneath the corresponding non-retroflex symbol, e.g. [ʂ]. Also, the symbol [j] representing a voiced postalveolar stop is replaced with the standard IPA symbol [dʒ].
The RUKI rule is thus seen as involving the spreading of the feature [dorsal], which is not possible if retroflex consonants are treated as just posterior coronals. Notice that in order for this rule to produce a true retroflex instead of a palatalized one, the feature [coronal] must be left unspecified for [i]. This is not a problem, since there are only three underlying vowels in Sanskrit, and [i] is distinct from [a] by being [high] and from [u] by not being [labial]. The important point is that by treating retroflex consonants as coronodorsals, we capture the generalization that "the assimilating influence ... of k and the other vowels appears to be due to a somewhat retracted position of the tongue in the mouth during their utterance, causing its tip to reach the roof of the mouth more easily at a point further back than the dental one," (Whitney 1887:61-2).

A major implication of the place feature geometry presented above is that the feature [dorsal] is different from the consonant place features [labial] and [coronal] in that it is more closely related to vowel place features. There is strong phonetic evidence for this. Öhman (1967) observes from his X-ray studies of the vocal tract show that during the closures for /idi/, /udu/ and /ada/ the global shapes of the vocal tract are determined by the vowel with a relatively invariant tongue tip constriction superimposed on the vowel shapes, but for /igi/ and /ugu/ the actual position of the constriction is shifted. This observation is also accommodated into such theoretical models as the articulatory phonology model developed by Browman and Goldstein (1987) and the task-dynamic model developed by
Saltzman and Munhall (1989), both of which are independent of mainstream phonological feature geometry models.

2.1.2. Representation of affricates

The articulation of affricates involves two phases, the first being [-continuant] and the second [+continuant]. Chomsky and Halle (1968) use the segmental feature [delayed release] to identify affricates. Sagey (1986) argues that since affricates behave like stops with respect to phonological rules sensitive to their left edge, but like fricatives with respect to rules sensitive to their right edge, they must be treated as contour segments specified with both [-continuant] and [+continuant], as follows.

(30) Sagey’s (1986) representation of affricates

\[
\begin{array}{c}
X \\
\text{root} \\
[-\text{cont}] [+\text{cont}]
\end{array}
\]

A problem with Sagey’s approach is how to determine which features may branch and which may not, because without proper constraint, nonexistent contour segments, such as [td] which contours for [±voice], [tc] which contours for [±anterior] etc., can be predicted to exist.\(^7\)

An alternative approach to representing contour segments is proposed by Clements (1987) among others. This approach treats a contour segment as having two root nodes, each linked to the same timing unit and dominating a feature specification characterizing the corresponding portion of the contour segment. No feature branching under the root node is allowed. Thus, an affricate will be represented in part as follows.

\(^7\) Sagey (1986) shows that the !X! effluxes branch in laryngeal features [constricted glottis] and [spread glottis], so k?h\(^a\) [+c.g.,-c.g.,-s.g.,+s.g.] contrasts with k [-c.g.,-s.g.], k\(^b\) [-c.g.,+s.g.] and k? [+c.g.,-s.g.]. From a phonological point of view, however, k?h\(^a\) is simply [+c.g.,+s.g.]. The sequencing of these features is merely a phonetic adjustment to their physically impossible simultaneous realization.
A similar proposal is made by Steriade (1991), where an affricate is assumed to have two aperture positions $A_0$ and $A_f$ which, according to the author, are analogous to the root nodes. Following is a partial representation of an affricate in Steriade's model.

Clements's model and Steriade's model can both be referred to as two-root models. The problem with such models is similar to that with Sagey's feature branching approach. Without further constraint, each root node may dominate a different set of segmental features, and therefore nonexistent contour segments that can be generated with the feature branching approach may also be generated with the two-root approach.

Not only is the phonological representation of affricates unsettled, but the whole concept of contour segments is controversial. The most commonly recognized contour segments are affricates, prenasalized stops and postnasalized stops. McCawley (in Chomsky and Halle 1968:317:fn20) suggests that prenasalized stops should be regarded as obstruent nasals. Postnasalized stops can be treated the same way, since there is no clear evidence that they contrast with prenasalized stops in any language. Thus the only real contour segments appear to be affricates. However, there is little phonological evidence that affricates are contour segments. None of the three cases reported in Sagey (1986:94-5) where affricates appear to pattern with fricatives have anything to do with the affricates'
being [+continuant] at their right edge. Specifically, the epenthesis of a schwa between a
stem-final fricative or affricate and the suffix -z in English, as in /bʌs + z/ → [bʌsz]
"buses", is due to the avoidance of two successive [+strident], not necessarily
[+continuant], segments, because a schwa is not inserted between any sequence of
[+continuant] consonants. For example, underlying /glʌv + z/ "gloves" does not become
[glʌvəz], even though both /v/ and /z/ are [+continuant]. The labialization of stops and
labiodentalization of fricatives and affricates in Kutep, whereby labialization results in a
bilabial after stops but a labiodental after affricates and fricatives, e.g. [batwap] "they
picked up" but [batçfak] "they sleep" and [basfa] "they kneel" (Ladefoged 1968:31,62),
can be reanalyzed as the spreading of [+strident] from the fricative or affricate to the labial
glide. The aspiration of word-final stops, not affricates or fricatives, in Sierra Popoluca can
be regarded as the release of an oral closure, which is inherent in affricates and fricatives,
and therefore has nothing to do with the second half of an affricate being [+continuant]. In
fact, there is no evidence whatsoever that affricates pattern with any other continuant
consonants (glides, flaps) except fricatives, and the fact that affricates are [+continuant] at
their right edge may be a phonetic artifact that accompanies the fricative release of
affricates. Thus, affricates and fricatives may form a natural class identifiable by some
stricture feature such as [+strident], as proposed in Jacobson, Fant and Halle (1952:24). In
other words, an affricate is simply a strident stop, and whether or not its second half is
continuant is a matter of phonetic detail. (See also arguments offered in Hualde (1988) and
Lombardi (1990) against the contour segment analysis of affricates.)

Since the contour segment analysis of affricates has many problems and since there
is no evidence that such an analysis is necessary, I will treat affricates as strident stops
specified with [-continuant] and [+strident].

9 Since there is little evidence that affricates with different places of articulation may form a natural class in
phonological processes, more localized features may be needed to identify labial, coronal and dorsal affricates
respectively. However, for the purpose of the present study, I will not pursue this any further.
2.1.3. Representation of other features

So far, I have discussed the organization of consonant and vowel place features and the representation of affricates. As for the laryngeal features [stiff] and [slack] (=[-voice] and [+voice]), [spread glottis] (for aspiration) and [constricted glottis] (for glottalization), we notice that they are not contrastive in every language. In Nantong Chinese, for example, the only contrastive laryngeal feature is [spread glottis], whereas voicing and glottalization are both predictable.

A number of features that have been used in the literature are omitted in the above discussion. These include [lateral], [pharyngeal], [anterior] and [distributed] among others. None of these features is relevant for the phonological system of Nantong Chinese. I will leave the scrutiny of the relevance and possible position of these features for future studies.

With all the relevant features discussed above, the segmental feature geometry model I propose is illustrated below.

(33) Segmental feature geometry
2.2. Tonal features and feature geometry

2.2.1. Tonal features

In the early days of descriptive linguistics, various numerical systems were used to represent tones. One such system is the famous "Chao letters", first introduced in Chao (1930) and used by students of Chinese linguistics to this day. In this system, numbers 1 through 5 are used to represent five pitch levels, with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest, as shown in (37a). Level tones are represented with two identical numbers if used on a sonorant-final syllable or with one number on an obstruent-final syllable, also known as a checked syllable. Contour tones are represented with two or three juxtaposed numbers, which are underlined if used on a checked syllable. In practice, these numbers are often accompanied with mock pitch contours drawn at a reference line, as shown in (34b).

(34) a. the Chao letter  

b. Mandarin tones represented with Chao letters

The Chao letters are a convenient tool for annotating pitch values, but not suitable for a system of distinctive features. Various attempts were made to represent tones in terms of distinctive features. For example, Halle & Stevens (1971) use two segmental features [stiff vocal cords] and [slack vocal cords] to represent tones, while Wang (1967) proposes seven prosodic features: [contour], [high], [central], [mid], [rising], [falling] and [convex]. Wang's system is too powerful to be of any use. Halle & Stevens' system, on the other hand, is too constrained, since by using segmental features as tonal features, they fail to account for the many observed cases of tone stability (cf. Goldsmith (1976), inter alia), i.e. tones unaffected by segmental deletion rules or tones spreading independently of the laryngeal features of the affected segments.

A very different model of tonal representation is proposed by Yip (1980). In this model, a maximum of four tone levels can be represented with combinations of two binary
features: register and tone. A contour tone is treated as a sequence of two tonal features with opposite values. Since register is assumed to be constant over the syllable in Chinese, the basic inventory of contour tones is restricted to include no more than two of any given contour type.

(35) Level tones and contour tones in the Yip (1980) model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Tone</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Upper</td>
<td>+ High (H)</td>
<td>+ Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- High (L)</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Upper</td>
<td>+ High (H)</td>
<td>- Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- High (L)</td>
<td>H L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yip's model is superior to previous models in a number of ways. By using two rather than seven binary features, this model is much simpler and more constrained. And by dissociating tonal features from segmental features, one is no longer obliged to bind every tonal change to segmental alternations.

Despite its apparent advantages, Yip's model has been criticized for being vague about the nature of register. Two recent works attempt to define this feature on articulatory basis. Bao (1990:11) suggests that "the cricothyroid executes the register feature [stiff] and the vocalis executes the contour feature [slack]", while Duanmu (1990:119) suggests the opposite, that "voicing/register probably relates to the vocalis muscles and pitch to the cricothyroid muscles". These conflicting speculations are not substantiated by any phonetic or phonological evidence, and neither adds anything new to the well-known fact that pitch variation is jointly executed by a number of muscles including the cricothyroid muscles and the vocalis muscles. More importantly, what is wrong with Bao's and Duanmu's metatheory is that they assume without argumentation (and incorrectly) that knowing the articulatory facts immediately produces the phonological facts. In other words, perceptual and functional questions are totally ignored.
A real problem with the Yip model is its inability to represent more than four tone levels, despite the fact that the maximal number of tone levels in a human language is five\textsuperscript{10}.

The most indisputable and well-documented evidence for more than four contrastive tone levels comes from the Gaoba Dong language reported by Shi et al (1985). This language has five level tones (labelled 1', 2, 3, 5 and 6), three rising tones (labelled 1, 3' and 5') and one falling tone (labelled 4). Following are the normalized pitch contours of these nine tones.

(36) Pattern curves of Gaoba Dong tones in monosyllables (Shi et al 1985:343)

![Pattern curves of Gaoba Dong tones in monosyllables](image)

Figure 5 - Level tones Gaoba Dong

Figure 6 - Contour tones in Gaoba Dong

Amazingly, all tones in Gaoba Dong are contrastive, as can be seen from the following chart of minimal pairs, where pitch values are indicated with the Chao letters.

(37) Tonal minimal pairs in Gaoba Dong (adapted from Shi et al 1985:337)

\[
\begin{align*}
t\text{a}^{11} & \quad \text{catch} & \quad m\text{a}^{11} & \quad \text{come} \\
t\text{a}^{22} & \quad \text{build} & \quad m\text{a}^{22} & \quad \text{tongue} \\
t\text{a}^{33} & \quad \text{mountain forest} & \quad m\text{a}^{33} & \quad \text{soft} \\
t\text{a}^{44} & \quad \text{pass} & \quad m\text{a}^{44} & \quad \text{chew}
\end{align*}
\]

\textsuperscript{10} Dihoff (1977:44ff) reports that the Nigerian language Chori has six surface tones with different pitch levels. However, there is no acoustic data to show whether all six are level tones. In fact, since three of the six tones are entirely predictable and derive from sequences of tones with different pitch levels, it is possible that they are actually contour tones.
Aware of the need for representing five tone levels, Duanmu (1990) proposes a model that allows for three voicing/register states and three pitch levels in each state, giving "a total of nine tone levels" (p.120), as shown in the following diagram.

(38) Duanmu's (1990) tonal feature model

![Diagram of Duanmu's tonal feature model]

There is no way of knowing exactly what tone level each of the nice tonal feature representations corresponds to, since, according to Duanmu, Register may be reflected by voice quality and therefore the nine tone levels need not be nine pitch levels. To justify the obvious overgenerativity of his model, Duanmu claims that "five out of nine is not an unreasonable ratio, considering how few segments a language uses out of the entire known inventory" (Duanmu (1990:121)). This is a very weak justification, because we are not dealing with a segmental inventory, but with the gradation in a specific dimension — pitch level. If we could allow nine tone level contrasts while in reality there are no more than five, then we might as well propose a theory which allows nine vowel height contrasts despite the fact that the actual number of contrastive vowel heights in any language is much smaller.

A better way to solve the representational problem of the Yip model is to keep the basic model intact and give it a reinterpretation. From the diagram in (35), it is clear that Yip views each tone level as a sub-pitchrange. Now if we do away with this idea and
instead regard each tone level as the target of pitch defined as the end points of each pitch range, then, with four pitch subranges, we get five target points which represent five tone levels.

To elaborate, let's say that within a given pitch range, which we call a register, high tone corresponds to the highest pitch value and low tone to the lowest. Assuming in mathematical language that subranges are closed intervals, we can say that the lowest value of the upper subrange equals the highest value of the lower subrange. In other words, an upper register \( L \) is equal in pitch value to a lower register \( H \). Thus, a two register language has three tone levels instead of four. To account for the fact that there are four tone level and even five tone level languages, we further divide each register into two subregisters. Thus, if either the upper register or the lower register is divided into two subregisters, we get a four tone level language; and if both registers are divided into two subregisters, we have a five tone level language. In a two tone level language, the entire pitch range is a single register, which may be called the base register. These ideas are illustrated below, where \( H' \) means extra high and \( L' \) means extra low.

(39) A reinterpreted tonal feature model

a. Two tone level language

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{base reg} \\
\text{L}
\end{array}
\]

b. Three tone level language

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{upper reg} \\
\text{L H} = \text{M} \\
\text{L} = \text{L}
\end{array}
\]

or

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{upper reg} \\
\text{upper upper reg} \text{L H} = \text{H} \\
\text{upper lower reg} \text{L H} = \text{M} \\
\text{lower reg} \\
\text{L} = \text{L'}
\end{array}
\]

c. Four tone level language

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{upper reg} \\
\text{upper upper reg} \text{L H} = \text{H} \\
\text{lower upper reg} \text{L H} = \text{M} \\
\text{lower reg} \\
\text{L} = \text{L'}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{upper reg} \\
\text{lower reg} \\
\text{upper lower reg} \text{L H} = \text{M} \\
\text{lower lower reg} \text{L H} = \text{L} \\
\text{lower lower reg} \\
\text{L} = \text{L'}
\end{array}
\]
d. Five tone level language

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{upper reg} & \text{upper upper reg} & \text{upper lower reg} & \text{lower reg} \\
\text{H} & \text{LH} & \text{LH} & \text{L} \\
\text{= H'} & \text{= H} & \text{= M} & \text{= L'}
\end{array}
\]

For four tone level or five tone level languages, we use two features \([\pm \text{upper}]\) and \([\pm \text{extra}]\) to represent the subregisters, with the feature \([\pm \text{extra}]\) referring to subregisters at the extremities of the overall pitch range. Thus, \([+\text{upper},+\text{extra}]\) represents the upper upper register, \([+\text{upper},-\text{extra}]\) represents the lower upper register, \([-\text{upper},-\text{extra}]\) represents the upper lower register, and \([-\text{upper},+\text{extra}]\) represents the lower lower register. For three tone level languages, the feature \([\text{extra}]\) is irrelevant and hence unspecified. Notice there is an inherent ambiguity in this model with regard to the representation of four tone levels, since either the upper register or the lower register may be further divided. To eliminate this ambiguity, we arbitrarily assume that unless there is evidence to the contrary, only the upper register may be divided.

The model proposed above preserves all the merits of the Yip (1980) model, and in addition, it can handle five and no more contrastive tone levels. Moreover, since more tone levels entail more registers and greater structural complexity, this model predicts that the greater the number of tone levels, the rarer the language, which is correct. Finally, the idea that some tone letters have two feature representations (e.g. \(M = L[+\text{upper}]\) or \(H[-\text{upper}]\)) allows us to analyze certain tonal changes in a more natural way. For example, in the Yuncheng dialect reported by Lü (1991), there are four lexical tones: ML, LM, HM and M. Three tone sandhi rules are found in compound words, as shown below.
A number of tone sandhi processes can be extracted from the above data. One process dissimilates the registers of two adjacent tones, so that underlying [-upper] LH (=LM) becomes [+upper] LH (=MH) before another [-upper] LH, and underlying [+upper] HL (=HM) becomes [-upper] HL (=ML) before another [+upper] HL. Following Odden's (1987a) thesis that feature dissimilation should be analyzed as feature deletion followed by automatic insertion of the opposite value of the deleted feature, this rule can be formalized as follows.

(41) Register Dissimilation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal} \\
\hline
[\sigma_{\text{upper}}] \\
[\sigma_{\text{lower}}]
\end{array}
\]

This rule is obviously an effect of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). It predicts that there are no tonal sequences with identical register feature in this language. In fact, there are some apparent exceptions. First of all, before another [-upper] HL (=ML), [-upper] HL (ML) changes into a rising contour LH but remains [-upper] (=LM). The underlying sequence ML.ML clearly does not undergo Register Dissimilation. We can account for this assuming that this sequence first undergoes a regressive tone spreading rule formalized below.
Since there can be no more than two tonal nodes per syllable in this language, the output of Regressive Spreading will be pruned by a structure preservation rule which deletes the first tonal node of any syllable containing more than two tonal nodes, yielding the following surface form.

(43) Final result of Regressive Spreading

Since this structure contains an ambisyllabic tonal node and therefore does not satisfy the structural description of Register Dissimilation, it does not undergo this rule.

The second set of exceptions include the lower register tonal sequences LM.ML and ML.LM. Since the second tonal node of the first tonal contour and the first tonal node of the second tonal contour are identical in both sequences, we assume that the two tonal nodes are fused into one by OCP, as follows.
Again, these structures do not satisfy the structural description of Register Dissimilation, and therefore they do not undergo this rule.

As for the M tone, which does not undergo or trigger any tonal process, we assume that it is underlying unspecified for tone or register.

The process of register dissimilation is not an isolated instance. According to Yip (1980), the Mandarin tone sandhi process which changes a low rising tone (214) to a high rising tone (35) before another low rising tone also involves changing a lower register into an upper register before another lower register. An interesting problem for Yip's analysis is that in her tonal feature model, raising the register of the low rising tone LM will produce an extra high rising tone HH' instead of the expected high rising tone MH that neutralizes with the underlying high rising tone MH. There is no principled way to translate HH' into MH. Of course, one could assume that the underlying high rising tone is in fact extra high rising, yet this does not square with the phonetic fact that when uttered in isolation, the final pitch of LM (i.e. the 4 of 214) is not lower than the initial pitch of the putative HH' (i.e. the 3 of 35), and it forces us to say that Mandarin has four tone levels when there is no other evidence that this is the case. This is not a problem for the tonal feature model proposed in this study, because in this model, a lower register H is the same as an upper register L in pitch value.
2.2.2. Tonal feature geometry

The analysis of register dissimilation as register feature deletion is possible only if we assume that tonal features are not dominated by the register feature. Otherwise, deletion of the register feature will necessarily cause the tonal features to be deleted as well, making it impossible to preserve the basic tonal contour. Therefore, the proposal of Yip (1989a,b) and Chen (1992) that register dominates tone needs to be reconsidered.\(^\text{11}\)

On the other hand, when the feature \([\pm\text{extra}]\) is specified in a four or five tone level language, it must be dominated by \([\pm\text{upper}]\), since it has no interpretation without the latter. We thus derive a tonal feature geometry as follows.

(45) Tonal feature geometry

\[
\text{Tonal} \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[\pm\text{upper}] \\
[\pm\text{raised}] (=H/L) \\
[\pm\text{extra}] 
\end{array} \right]
\]

2.2.3. Tone bearing unit

The tone bearing unit has been assumed by many to be the mora. This hypothesis leads to a number of theoretical problems. First, assuming that each mora may carry more than one tone, there can be three distinct representations of a contour tone in a bimoraic syllable, as shown below.

(46) Possible representations of contour tone in bimoraic syllable with mora as TBU

---

\(^{11}\) Another prediction that follows tone-register independence is that register features may spread without affecting the tonal features, e.g. LM becomes MH before MH. This prediction has not been attested yet.
This implies that a language may contrast three rising tones (or falling tones) with exactly the same pitch value but different onset time. Such a contrast has never been found to exist. This problem cannot be solved by assuming that each mora may carry at most one tone, as Duanmu (1990) suggests, because a short vowel, which is monomoraic, can carry a contour tone. On the other hand, if we assume that the tone bearing unit is the syllable, then no more than one representation per syllable is possible for any contour tone, as shown below. No more ambiguity exists.

(47) Representation of contour tone in bimoraic syllable with syllable as TBU

\[ \sigma \]

\[ \text{Tonal} \quad \text{Tonal} \]

\[ \text{L} \quad \text{H} \]

Based on this observation, I assume that the tonal node that dominates tonal features is attached to the syllable node. I further assume that every syllabic segment is underlingly associated with a syllable node, which may be specified with an underlying tone, as follows.

(48) Partial representation of an underlingly toned syllabic segment

\[ \sigma \]

\[ \text{Tonal} \quad \text{Tonal} \]

\[ \text{L} \quad \text{H} \]

\[ \text{Root} \]

2.3. Feature underspecification

If a phoneme is not specified in its underlying representation for features that are present in its surface form, it is said to be underspecified. Phonologists differ on whether phonemes must be underspecified a priori, but they do agree that if a predictable feature gets in the way of an otherwise successful phonological operation, it must not be specified in the underlying representation but should be filled in later by default feature specification.
rules. For example, Ao (1990) reports that in the Bantu language Kikongo, a suffixal alveolar consonant becomes a nasal if the verb stem contains a nasal, as shown below.

(49) Kikongo nasal harmony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kikongo nasal harmony</th>
<th>cf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tu-kun-ini</td>
<td>we planted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma-kin-unu</td>
<td>it was planted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu-nik-ini</td>
<td>we ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma-nik-unu</td>
<td>it was ground</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This nasalization process can be understood as the spreading of [+nasal] from the nasal consonant in the verb stem to the coronal consonant in the suffix, as follows.

(50) Kikongo nasal harmony

![Diagram of Place node and Supralaryngeal node with features]

If both [-nasal] and [+nasal] features are marked, then the spreading of [+nasal] results in a violation of the ban on crossing association lines, as shown below.

(51) Cross association line condition

![Diagram of possible violations of the ban on crossing association lines]

Therefore, we assume that [-nasal] is not specified in the underlying representation.

An even more convincing case of underspecification exists in the following data.

(52) Apparent counterexamples to Kikongo nasal harmony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apparent counterexamples to Kikongo nasal harmony</th>
<th>cf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tu-bing-idi</td>
<td>we hunted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu-bing-ulu</td>
<td>we were hunted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu-kong-idi</td>
<td>we tied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu-kong-olo</td>
<td>we were tied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If non-nasals are transparent to nasal harmony, then the failure of the suffixes in the left-hand column to undergo nasal harmony is unexpected. Again, this can be explained by an appeal to underspecification. Since nasals are the only consonants that can immediately precede another consonant, the [+nasal] feature for the [n] in [bing], [kong] etc. is entirely predictable. Suppose this feature is underlingly unspecified, then we can say that there is no nasal harmony in *tu-bing-idi* etc., because there is no [+nasal] feature to spread, and there is nasal harmony in *tu-menginati* etc. because the [+nasal] feature comes from the stem-initial nasal and is not blocked by anything.

We have seen how important underspecification is for avoiding crossing association lines and for deriving the correct surface forms of a language. We will see later that underspecification is instrumental in accounting for both tonal and segmental alternations in Nantong Chinese as well.

2.4. Moraic theory and representation of the syllable

Moraic theory deals with such phenomena as length and syllable weight. The model of moraic theory to be used in this study is first introduced in Hayes (1989). This model assumes that underlingly long vowels are each associated with two moras, short vowels and geminate consonants are each associated with one mora. Nongeminate consonants are not associated with any mora underlingly, but may be associated with one in the surface as the result of "weight by position" (Hayes 1989) if they occur in the syllable coda. Thus, an open syllable with a short vowel is monomoraic or light, and an open syllable with a long vowel or a closed syllable with a short vowel is bimoraic or heavy. Following is the moraic representation of these basic syllable types.
In addition to representing vowel length and syllable weight, moraic theory is also used to explain facts about gemination. Specifically, an ambisyllabic geminate consonant is represented as a root node linked to the second mora of the first syllable and to the syllable node of the second syllable, as shown below.

(54) Geminate consonant in moraic theory

The moraic theory outlined above is adopted in this study to identify syllable peak, onset and coda, and to account for several gemination processes. Vowel length is not contrastive in underlying forms in Nantong Chinese: vowels are short in closed syllables and long in open syllables. In surface forms, vowel length is potentially contrastive. As the result of a morphophonemic rule, the coda obstruent [k] is deleted when followed by a vowel or glide. In principle, the short vowel preceding the deleted coda obstruent should contrast with its corresponding long vowel, as shown below.

(55) Potentially contrastive vowel length in surface forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Form</th>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ph6k.jë/</td>
<td>[pʰd.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;servant&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tsd.k. tô/</td>
<td>[tsd. tô]</td>
<td>&quot;bamboo oil&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kôk.jë/</td>
<td>[kô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;each person&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tçôk.jë/</td>
<td>[tçô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;potassium salt&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tcôk.jë/</td>
<td>[tcô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;stubborn person&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pʰd.jë/</td>
<td>[pʰd.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;anthropophobic&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tsd. tô/</td>
<td>[tsd. tô]</td>
<td>&quot;extract oil&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kô.jë/</td>
<td>[kô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;marry someone&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tçô.jë/</td>
<td>[tçô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;borrow salt&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tcô.jë/</td>
<td>[tcô.jë]</td>
<td>&quot;rescue a person&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In reality, however, every non-final syllable is shortened in normal and fast tempo speech. Therefore, the actual difference in duration between the derived short vowels and the underlying long vowels in non-final open syllables is very small, and native speakers usually do not detect any difference in vowel length, even though it is possible to deliberate a contrast between short and long vowels in slow speech. Another relevant fact about vowel length is the lack of any phonological rules in this language that refer to vowel length or syllable weight. For these reasons, vowel length will not be addressed in this study.

As far as the representation of the timing units that comprise a syllable is concerned, the CV Theory developed by Clements and Keyser (1983) is just as good as the moraic theory. Although I have chosen the moraic theory to represent positions in the syllable, such as onset and coda, and to represent geminate consonants, every one of these moraic representations can be converted to a CV representation without any negative consequence.

2.5. Metrical theory and the prosodic hierarchy

Metrical phonology handles the rhythmic alternation of stress, which is indicative of the prosodic organization of segments into prosodic units such as syllables and metrical feet etc. There is evidence that the prosodic structure plays an important role in conditioning phonological processes in various languages, including Nantong Chinese. According to studies in metrical phonology, a syllable may be strong or weak, depending on its position in a metrical foot. Each strong syllable heads a metrical foot, which may contain any number of weak syllables. If the strong syllable is the leftmost in the foot, then the foot is trochaic, or left-dominant. If the strong syllable is the rightmost, then the foot is iambic, or right-dominant. If the number of syllables in a foot is fixed, then the foot is bounded; otherwise, it is unbounded. A bounded foot can be unary, binary or ternary depending on the number of syllables it contains. A foot is quantity sensitive if the stress on the strong syllable it contains is sensitive to syllable weight; otherwise, the foot is quantity insensitive.
Just as syllables can be grouped into a metrical foot, so can metrical feet be grouped into a phonological word. Similar to the metrical foot, the phonological word may also be bound or unbound, left-dominant or right-dominant, etc.

Prosodic constituents larger than the phonological word include phonological phrases, intonation phrases and utterances. These prosodic constituents, along with prosodic constituents at lower levels, form a prosodic hierarchy, which is illustrated as follows in Selkirk (1978).

(56) The prosodic hierarchy à la Selkirk (1978)

```
utterance
  | intonation phrase
  | phonological phrase
  | phonological word
  | metrical foot
  | syllable
```

There have been two models for representing the prosodic structure above the level of the syllable. One model may be referred to as the tree model, which is first proposed by Hayes (1980). In this model, the relationship between prosodic constituents at different levels is indicated with association lines, as exemplified below.

(57) A tree representation of prosodic structure

```
Phonological word
  +------+
  | ω    |
  |      |
  |      |
  | s    |
  | w    |

Metrical foot
  +------+
  |   φ  |
  |  φ   |
  |      |
  | s    |
  | w    |
  | s    |
  | w    |

Syllable tier
  +-----+
  | σ    |
  | σ    |
  | σ    |
  | σ    |
  | mét  |
  | al   |
  | lùr  |
  | gy   |
```
The tree model is abandoned by many recent studies in metrical phonology, such as Prince (1983) and Halle & Vergnaud (1987), among others, in favor of a grid model, which represents the degree of stress with stacked grids and the relationship between different prosodic constituents with parentheses or brackets at different levels. For example, the prosodic structure shown above can be represented in Halle and Vergnaud's (1987) model as follows.

(58) A grid representation of prosodic structure

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{line 2} & : (\ast \cdot \cdot \cdot ) \\
\text{line 1} & : (\ast \cdot )(\ast \cdot ) \\
\text{line 0} & : (\ast )(\ast )(\ast )(\ast ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Both the tree model and the grid model represent a dominance and membership relationship between adjacent layers of prosodic constituents, e.g. all syllables dominated by a foot are members of that foot. An apparent advantage of the grid model is the elimination of illicit representations such as multiply dominated constituents (59a) and multi-layered embedded structures between adjacent layers of prosodic constituents (59b), which can be represented with the tree model.

(59) Illicit metrical trees

a. Multiply dominated structure  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\sigma
\end{array}
\]

b. Multi-layered embedded structure  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\sigma \sigma \sigma \sigma
\end{array}
\]

However, like every other theory, the metrical theory is constrained with its own axioms. The most important is the Strict Layer Hypothesis proposed by Selkirk (1984, 1986), which is intended to enforce the well-formedness of metrical trees, as shown below.

(60) Strict Layer Hypothesis

a. A given nonterminal unit of the prosodic hierarchy, XP, is composed of one or more units of the immediately lower category, XP⁻¹.
b. A unit of a given level of the hierarchy is exhaustively contained in the superordinate unit of which it is a part.

Given that no intermediate nodes are allowed in a metrical tree between adjacent prosodic levels, and that every daughter constituent is exhaustively included in her mother constituent, the tree model and the grid model become notational variants. To conform to structural representations in other components of nonlinear phonology while avoiding the clumsiness of Hayes's tree model, I shall follow Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983), Beckman (1986), Hammond (1986) and Goldsmith (1990), among others, and adopt the "head-marked notation" which places a mother node above her head constituent, links the two with a vertical association line, and links the mother node with her non-head constituents with slanted association lines, as shown below.

(61) The head-marked notation of prosodic structure

```
Phonological word : \( \omega \)
Metrical foot : \( \phi \)
Syllable tier : \( \sigma \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \)
\( \text{mèt al lùr gy} \)
```

2.6. Summary

In this chapter, I have proposed a new model of segmental place feature geometry, and a new model of tonal feature and feature geometry. Both models are more constrained than some existing models, and more adequate in their descriptive and explanatory power than others. I have also discussed the representation of contour segments, the notion of underspecification, and theories of prosodic phonology. All these theories, models and notions are instrumental for the analysis of the phonological system of Nantong Chinese to be presented in the rest of this study.
CHAPTER III  THE UNDERLYING SOUND INVENTORY

3.0. Introduction

The underlying sound inventory refers to the inventory of sounds that are used to construct utterances before any phonological processes take place. Unlike traditional distributionalists, whose main interest in linguistic analysis is to classify speech sounds on distributional grounds into contrastive units (i.e. phonemes), we analyze the phonemic status of speech sounds based on their morphophonemic alternations, not just on their distribution. In this view, an underlying sound is the same as its surface realization, unless there is morphophonemic evidence to the contrary. Distributional facts alone are not considered to be sufficient grounds for treating distinct surface sounds as variants of the same underlying sound. This point will be further discussed in section 3.1. The rest of this chapter will be divided into four sections. Section 3.2 deals with consonants, section 3.3 with vowels, section 3.4 with tones, and section 3.5 with phonotactic constraints.

3.1. Against the distributionalist approach to phonemicization

Early studies of Chinese language phonemicization, such as Hockett (1947) and Chao (1968), inter alia, were heavily influenced by the American distributionalist tradition, according to which sounds that are in contrastive overlapping distribution are classified as different phonemes, and those that are not in such distribution are usually considered variants of some other phonemes. For example, in Mandarin (Peiping) Chinese, the alveopalatal consonants [tɕ tɕʰ ɕ] occur before high front vowels [i] or [y], but not before any other vowels. In contrast, the alveolar sibilants [tʂ tʂʰ s] and velar obstruents [k kʰ x]
never occur where the alveopalatals do but do occur where the alveopalatals do not, as shown in the following table.

(62) Distribution of alveolars, alveopalatals and velars in Mandarin Chinese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tç</th>
<th>tçʰ</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>ts</th>
<th>tsʰ</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>kʰ</th>
<th>x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>tçi</td>
<td>cï</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>tçy</td>
<td>tçʰy</td>
<td>cï</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>tsu</td>
<td>tsʰu</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>kʰu</td>
<td>xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>tsɑ</td>
<td>tsʰɑ</td>
<td>sɑ</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>kʰa</td>
<td>xa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the distribution of these consonants, traditional studies in Chinese phonemic analysis treat the alveopalatals as allophones of the velar obstruents or the alveolar sibilants. There are a number of problems with this.

One problem with the distributionalist approach to phonemic analysis involves the non-uniqueness condition first noted by Chao (1934). For example, since the Mandarin alveopalatals are in complementary distribution with the velars, one might assume that they are allophones of the velars, so that surface [tçi], [tçy] etc. are underlingly /ki/, /ky/ etc. However, since the alveopalatals are also in complementary distribution with the alveolar sibilants, one might also assume that they are allophones of the alveolar sibilants, so that surface [tçi], [tçy] etc. are underlingly /tsi/, /tsy/ etc. Since the putative derivation of the alveopalatals is motivated by their distribution but not supported by any morphophonemic alternation, it is not possible to determine which analysis is correct. As a result, there can be no unique underlying representation of morphemes containing alveopalatals. Such a condition is undesirable, because it implies that phonological representations could be arbitrarily determined, and thereby undermines the validity of phonemic analysis. We can avoid this condition by assuming that the alveopalatals are underlying, not derived. Obviously, doing so would require a departure from the distributionalist tradition.

Another problem with the distributionalist approach to phonemic analysis is the excessive abstractness it leads to. When surface phonetic forms are treated on purely distributional grounds as deriving from some phonetically distinct underlying forms which
neither surface nor trigger any morphophonemic processes, it is impossible to find out if such alleged underlying forms ever existed at any level of the linguistic representation, and it is also impossible to find out if the rules that are supposed to derive these surface phonetic forms from their alleged underlying forms are psychologically real, i.e. if they are part of the synchronic grammar. For example, there is no way of knowing whether the alleged underlying forms /ki/ and /ky/ (or /tsi/ and /tsy/, for that matter) of surface [tçi] and [tçy] are indeed part of the underlying representation, and whether the change from /k/ (or /ts/) to [tçi] to [tç] is a real synchronic phonological process. Such abstract and unverifiable underlying forms and derivational rules should be eliminated from any phonological representation intended to reflect the synchronic grammar which is part of the native speakers' linguistic knowledge.

One motivation for the distributionalist approach to phonemic analysis appears to be the possibility to produce a smaller phonemic inventory. For example, if the Mandarin alveopalatals [tçi tç] derive from underlying velars /k k*» x/ or alveolar sibilants /ts ts*» s/, and are therefore eliminated from the phonemic inventory, then the inventory is smaller by three. Presumably, a smaller inventory is easier to learn and is hence better than a larger inventory. However, under this analysis, the underlying forms of morphemes containing alveopalatals also become abstract, because they are different from their surface forms. An abstract phonemic system is harder to learn than a concrete one. Thus, as far as learnability is concerned, whatever benefit the smaller size of a distributionally motivated phonemic inventory may bring about is offset by its greater degree of abstractness. Therefore, there is nothing to be gained with the distributionalist approach.

Another motivation for the distributionalist approach seems to be its capability to account for distributional gaps. For example, assuming the Mandarin alveopalatals derive from underlying velars or alveolar sibilants before front high vowels, we can explain why velars and alveolar sibilants do not surface before high front vowels, because they become
alveopalatals. However, such an explanation is possible only if we assume that there exists an abstract rule that changes the velars or alveolar sibilants into alveopalatals. At times, such explanations can be very difficult even with the recognition of abstract rules. For example, the rounded front high vowel [y] never occurs after a labial consonant (e.g. *[py]) or an alveolar obstruent consonant (e.g. *[ty] but [ly]), but the unrounded front high vowel and the back high vowel do follow these consonants (e.g. [pi], [pu], [ti] [tu]). Are we to say that the rounded front high vowel becomes unrounded or back in these environments? Now consider the non-occurrence of any front high vowel after the labiodental [f], (e.g. *[fi] and *[fy] but [fu]). Are we to say that both front vowels become back in this case? The point I am trying to make here is that such abstract rules are not only difficult to verify, but also extremely powerful and unprincipled.

A more straightforward and concrete way to express the phonotactic constraints in a language is possible with the use of positive or negative filters, such as those used quite extensively in Ito (1986). Thus, we can have a filter stating that a sequence is ill-formed if it contains a labial consonant or a coronal obstruent followed by a rounded front high vowel. We can have another filter stating that a sequence is ill-formed if it contains a strident consonant (i.e. [f] and [ts tsʰ s]) followed by a front high vowel. To explain the distributional gap between the alveopalatals and the alveolar sibilants and velars, the only other filter we need is one that states a sequence is ill-formed if it contains a velar consonant followed by a front high vowel. Now that distributional gaps can be expressed more straightforwardly with the use of filters, the second motivation for the distributionalist approach to phonemic analysis also becomes untenable.

In the following analysis of the Nantong sound system, every underlying sound is assumed to be the same as its surface realization, unless there is morphophonemic evidence to the contrary. For example, what traditional distributionalist phonologists treat as consonant glide sequences, e.g. /pj/, /lj/, /kj/, /kw/ etc., are analyzed as consonants with
secondary articulation, i.e. /p/, /h/, /tç/, /kʷ/ etc., because there is no morphophonemic evidence that there is such a thing as medial glide in this language. To avoid confusion with the traditional distributionalist notion of phonemicization, I shall refer to the phonemic inventory derived this way as the underlying sound inventory.

3.2. The consonants

3.2.1. Underlying consonants and their surface phonetic characteristics

There are 38 underlying consonants in Nantong Chinese, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(63) Underlying consonants (38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stop</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃʰ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃʰʷ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃʷ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋʷ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial Unround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The phonetic value of most consonants in the above chart can be inferred from the standard interpretation of the IPA symbols that represent them. In addition to these 38 consonants, there is also a glottal stop in the surface, which alternates with the velar stop [k] when followed by a sonorant onset of a toneless syllable, which will be discussed in chapter IV.

With regard to the other consonants, we notice that the coexistence of postalveolars [/tʃ/ /tʃʰ/ /ʃ/] and alveopalatals [/tʃʰ/ /tʃʰʷ/ /ʃʷ/] in one language is quite rare cross-linguistically. The
postalveolars are like those in English, but with a little retroflexion. The alveopalatals, on the other hand, are like those in Mandarin Chinese. These two sets of sounds are different both articulatorily and acoustically. The following palatograms show that the area of contact between the tongue and the palate is greater with alveopalatals than with postalveolars. The alveopalatals are produced with the tongue body raised against the palate, so that the tongue tip is behind the lower teeth, whereas the postalveolars are produced with the tongue blade raised against the front part of the palate, so that the tongue tip is away from the lower teeth.

(64) Palatographs of postalveolar and alveopalatal

![Palatographs of postalveolar and alveopalatal](image)

Figure 7 - Palatographs of postalveolar and alveopalatal

The acoustic difference between these two sets of consonants is evident from the following averaged power spectra (average intensity (in dB) against frequency (in kHz) during the two fricatives) obtained with a DSP Sona-Graph Model 5500 speech analyzer. We can see that the peak intensity is about 3200 Hz for [ʃ] but about 5000 Hz for [ç], and there is a sudden decrease in intensity at about 4500 Hz in the power spectrum of [ʃ] but not in that of [ç]. Also notice that the F2 value of [ʃ] (3200 Hz) is much lower than that of [ç] (4000 Hz). The lower F2 value of [ʃ] is partly due to the lip rounding that accompanies and negatively enhances the non-palatality of [ʃ].

---

1 These palatographs are obtained by painting the tongue with a mixture of charcoal powder and vegetable oil and then photographing the impression the tongue leaves on the palate after pronouncing each sound.
Average power spectra of postalveolars and alveopalatals

Figure 8 - Average power spectra of postalveolars and alveopalatals

3.2.2. Feature representation of the consonants

Based on their manner of articulation, the 38 consonants can be divided into the following six major classes.

(66) Major consonant classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stops</th>
<th>Affricates</th>
<th>Fricatives</th>
<th>Nasals</th>
<th>Liquids</th>
<th>Glides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p, pʰ, pʲ</td>
<td>t, tʰ, tʲ</td>
<td>f, s, sʲ</td>
<td>m, mʲ</td>
<td>l, lʲ</td>
<td>u, w, j, q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| [±sonorant], [±continuant], [strident] and [nasal], as follows.

(67) Feature representation of major consonant classes

Since sonorant consonants are always voiced and obstruent consonants always voiceless, the feature [±voice] need not be specified; and since the only glottal sound
occurs in a prepausal syllable coda, the feature [constricted glottis] need not be specified, either. The only contrastive laryngeal feature is [±spread glottis] (henceforth [±spread]), as shown in the minimal pairs [ tà ] "silly" vs [tʰà ] "fetus", [tsà ] "plant" vs [tsʰà ] "guess", [ tà ] "low" vs [tʰì ] "ladder" etc. Of the 20 plosives, 10 are [+spread] and 10 are [-spread].

According to their place of articulation, the 38 consonants can be divided into the following nine groups.

(68) Supralaryngeal consonants with different places of articulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>labials:</th>
<th>p pʰ m f u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alveolars:</td>
<td>t tʰ n t ts tʰ s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postalveolars:</td>
<td>tf tfʰ f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveopalatals:</td>
<td>tc tcʰ c j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velars:</td>
<td>k kʰ x η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatalized labials:</td>
<td>pʲ pʰ mʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatalized alveolars:</td>
<td>tʲ tʰ nʲ jʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labialized alveopalatals:</td>
<td>tcʷ tcʰʷ cʷ ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labialized velars:</td>
<td>kʷ kʰʷ xʷ w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the nine places of articulation, the first five are represented as follows.

(69) Feature representation of major places of articulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>postalveolar</th>
<th>alveopalatal</th>
<th>velar²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-place</td>
<td>C-place</td>
<td>C-place</td>
<td>C-place</td>
<td>C-place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>[coronal]</td>
<td>[coronal]</td>
<td>[coronal]</td>
<td>[dorsal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+anterior]</td>
<td>[-anterior]</td>
<td>[dorsal]</td>
<td>[dorsal]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palatalized labials and palatalized alveolars both have the secondary place feature [coronal] specified in addition to their respective primary place features, as follows.

² This represents a surface velar consonant. There are good reasons to believe that plain velar consonants are underlyingly unspecified for place features, because the only segments that may occur in a syllable coda are velars. This will be discussed later in this chapter.
Similarly, labialized alveopalatals and labialized velars have a secondary place feature [labial] specified in addition to their respective primary (and secondary) place features, as shown below.

(71) Feature representation of labialized consonants

Similarly, labialized alveopalatals and labialized velars have a secondary place feature [labial] specified in addition to their respective primary (and secondary) place features, as shown below.

(71) Feature representation of labialized consonants

3.3. The vowels

3.3.1. Underlying vowel and their surface phonetic characteristics

There are 22 surface vowels, as shown in the following chart.

(72) Surface vowels (22)
Each of the seven nasal vowels \([i \, y \, u \, e \, æ \, œ \, ə]\) behaves like a \(Vg\) sequence in causing the onset sonorant of a following toneless syllable to become \([ŋ]\). Furthermore, the oral counterparts of these nasal vowels never surface before a coda nasal. For these reasons, the nasal vowels shall be analyzed as \(Vg\) sequences in chapter IV. As a result of this analysis, there are 15 underlying vowels, as shown in the following chart.

(73) Underlying vowels (15)

As we can see, this language is extremely rich in high vowels. The common ones are the front unrounded \([i]\), the front rounded \([y]\), the central unrounded \([i]\) and the back rounded \([u]\). These vowels have similar F1 values, meaning they are produced with similar tongue height, but have distinct F2 values: 2200 Hz for \([i]\), 2000 Hz for \([y]\), 1700 Hz for \([i]\) and 900 Hz for \([u]\) for this speaker (myself). Following are the spectrograms of these four high vowels.

(74) Spectrograms of the four common high vowels

![Figure 9 - Spectrograms of four common high vowels](image-url)
In addition to the four common high vowels, there are four rare "fricative" vowels [3], [3], [p] and [q]. These vowels sound exactly like what their transcriptions indicate, i.e. [3] is a syllabic [3], [3] a syllabic [3] (labialized [3]), [p] a syllabic [p] and [q] a syllabic [q]. The last sound is also found in Mandarin and many other Chinese dialects, often referred to as an apical vowel and transcribed with the symbol [1]. The palatograms below show the articulatory difference between the fricative vowel [3] and the plain front high vowel [i]. Notice how they resemble those in (64), i.e the palatogram of [3] is like that of [j], and the palatogram of [i] is like that of [e].

(75) Palatographs of [3] and [i]

![Palatographs of [3] and [i]](image)

Following are the spectrograms of the four fricative vowels.

(76) Spectrograms of the four fricative vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Hz)</th>
<th>[3]</th>
<th>[3]</th>
<th>[q]</th>
<th>[p]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Spectrograms of four fricative vowels](image)

In the above spectrograms, the F1 value is about 280 Hz for [3], [3] and [q]. This shows that these vowels are all high vowels. The F2 value is about 1500 Hz for [3] and
1300 Hz for [ɜ] and [ʊ], suggesting that these are central vowels. The F1 value for [ŋ] is very difficult to determine, because it is often blended into F0. The F2 value for [ŋ] is about 1100 Hz, which shows that this is a back vowel. The lack of a well-defined formant structure of the vowel [ŋ] is probably due to the narrow lip closure blocking most of the resonances in the oral cavity and to the lack of a resonator prior to the labial constriction.

In addition to formant energy at the F1 and F2 values noted, we see that with the vowels [ɜ] and [ʊ] there is a huge amount of energy concentration in the higher frequency region (between 2500 Hz and 4000 Hz for [ɜ] and between 5000 Hz and 7000 Hz for [ʊ], respectively). This indicates that there is strong frication. With the vowel [ɜ], the overall energy level is lower due to lip rounding, though there is a moderate energy concentration between 2000 Hz and 3200 Hz. With the vowel [ʊ], on the other hand, there is no high frequency energy concentration. This is typical of sounds made with a labial constriction, because of the lack of any resonator prior to the constriction. The extremely low overall energy is all concentrated at the lowest end of the spectrum, which is probably due to the narrow labial closure that masks much of the resonances in the oral cavity.

A phonetic detail about the vowel [ŋ] is its exact place of articulation. This vowel is bilabial if preceded by a bilabial or a velar, labiodental if preceded by a labiodental, and half way between bilabial and labiodental, with the upper teeth touching the upper inside of the lower lip, if preceded by an alveolar. Such a variation is phonetically interesting but phonologically insignificant, since the difference between labiodental and bilabial is not involved in any phonological contrasts or phonological processes in this language. Therefore, this variation will not be further pursued in this study.

In addition to the fricative vowels, the retroflex vowel [ɔ] is worth mentioning. It is similar to the retroflex vowel in English, except that with the Nantong [ɔ] the jaw is lower and the tongue tip is raised higher and further back. This vowel has prominent F1 and F2
with an average value of 600 and 1500 respectively, and a weak F3 at about 2000 for this speaker. Following is the spectrogram of this vowel.

(77) Spectrogram of the retroflex vowel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Hz)</th>
<th>[\alpha]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 - Spectrogram of the retroflex vowel

With the exception of the fricative vowels, the retroflex vowel and the low central vowel [a], all vowels may occur before the coda nasal [g] underlyingly. However, only [i] or [e] may surface before the coda nasal, while all other other vowels that precede the coda nasal underlyingly (i.e. [i], [y], [u], [e], [o], [e] and [a]) surface as nasal vowels, with the coda nasal deleted. This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter IV.

3.3.2. Feature representation of the vowels

When followed by a coda nasal, the central vowels [i] and [e] behave differently from other vowels in a number of ways. They fail to merge with the coda nasal to become a nasal vowel (e.g. /tig/ > [t̚ĭ] but /t̚ĭg/ \(\not>\) *[t̚ĭ]), and they fail to trigger deletion of the coda nasal followed by a retroflex vowel (e.g. /t̚ĭg.\alpha/ > [t̚ĭ.\alpha] but /t̚ĭg.\alpha/ \(\not>\) *[t̚ĭ.\alpha]). In order to account for these processes, we must assume that the central vowels are not specified for vowel place features, i.e. they lack a V-place node.

Given the above assumption, and with the place feature geometry model discussed in chapter II, the four common high vowels should be represented as follows.
The mid vowels [e o a] are represented with the respective place features of [i i u], with the height feature changed to [-high]. Similarly, the low vowels [e a o] are also represented with the respective place features of [i i u], with the height feature changed to [+low].

The four fricative vowels are essentially sonorant fricatives. Their articulation does not involve any vowel-like lingual gestures. Therefore, they should have the same place feature specification as their non-sonorant counterparts, i.e. [3] and [3] are postalveolar vowels, [?] is an alveolar vowel and [?] is a labial vowel. Following are their feature representations.

Finally, based on our discussion of retroflexes in chapter II, we treat the retroflex vowel as a coronodorsal vowel; as shown below.
3.4. The tones

3.4.1. Underlying tones and their surface phonetic characteristics

There are five underlying tones in Nantong Chinese. They include two level tones L and H, two rising tones LM and MH, and a falling tone HM, as shown below.

Underlying tones in Nantong Chinese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>/t^hj/</td>
<td>&quot;ladder&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>/t^hj/</td>
<td>&quot;ground&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>/t^hj/</td>
<td>&quot;body&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>/t^hj/</td>
<td>&quot;raise&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>/t^hj/</td>
<td>&quot;go&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We transcribe the three tone level primitives H, M, L as [`, `], [`, `], [`, `], respectively. And we transcribe a sequence of tonal primitives (e.g. LM) which represents a contour tone as a combination of these tonal diacritics (e.g. "). Following are narrowband spectrograms of the five underlying tones found in monosyllabic words uttered by this speaker. Notice that L and LM are realized as ML and MLM respectively in this environment.

Narrowband spectrogram of surface forms of five underlying tones

Figure 13 - Narrowband spectrogram of surface forms of five underlying tones
Ignoring the initial segmental perturbation and the final trailing toward the mid pitch level in some cases, we get the following mean pitch values (in Hz) from five tokens of each of the five surface tones at the start point, mid point and end point respectively, the mean duration (in milliseconds) of each contour, and the standard deviation of each value.

(83) Mean pitch value of surface tones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample word</th>
<th>Tone letter</th>
<th>Start Point F0(\text{Hz}) SD</th>
<th>Mid Point F0(\text{Hz}) SD</th>
<th>End Point F0(\text{Hz}) SD</th>
<th>Duration Dur.(ms) SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tʰi] &quot;ladder&quot;</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>150.0 3.6</td>
<td>123.3 7.3</td>
<td>111.0 4.5</td>
<td>231.2 17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰi] &quot;raise&quot;</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>138.3 7.4</td>
<td>151.0 8.2</td>
<td>202.5 5.4</td>
<td>315.6 18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰi] &quot;body&quot;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>199.8 3.1</td>
<td>199.5 2.3</td>
<td>200.8 1.9</td>
<td>264.4 14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰi] &quot;go&quot;</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>223.5 5.2</td>
<td>180.0 4.2</td>
<td>114.8 5.8</td>
<td>230.6 11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰi] &quot;ground&quot;</td>
<td>MLM</td>
<td>131.0 9.7</td>
<td>104.8 5.3</td>
<td>131.5 4.9</td>
<td>448.1 29.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems from these measurements that the target values of the three tone levels L, M and H are about 110, 140 and 200 respectively for this speaker in this overall pitch range.

Of the five underlying tones, L and LM are the most variant. In addition to its word-final surface form ML, underlying L may surface as M in non-final positions. And in addition to its prepausal surface form MLM, underlying LM may surface as M, MH, ML etc. These alternations will be discussed in chapter V.

All the tonal contours and their measurements and variations shown above occur in sonorant-final syllables. Two of them, HM and LM, also occur in obstruent-final syllables, where they surface as HM and H\(^3\) respectively in prepausal positions, as shown below.

(84) Surface forms of HM and LM in prepausal positions

\[ \text{Figure 14 - Narrowband spectrograms of HM and H in prepausal positions} \]

\(^3\) These tonal primitives are underlined to indicate their short duration.
The same kind of measurements as those shown in (83) can be made for these tonal contours, as shown below.

(85) Mean pitch value of surface tones in obstruent-final syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample word letter</th>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Start Point F0(Hz) SD</th>
<th>Mid Point F0(Hz) SD</th>
<th>End Point F0(Hz) SD</th>
<th>Duration Dur.(ms) SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tʰiʔ?] &quot;iron&quot;</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>206.5 6.8</td>
<td>172.3 5.4</td>
<td>138.0 4.0</td>
<td>99.4 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰiʔ?] &quot;enemy&quot;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>223.5 6.7</td>
<td>230.2 6.7</td>
<td>236.9 6.7</td>
<td>100.6 13.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The supposition that surface H derives from underlying LM is based on the fact that it alternates morphophonemically with other surface forms of underlying LM (i.e. MH and M), for example, [séʔ] "ten", [sē.səʔ] "thirteen", but [sē.jiʔ?] "eleven", [sē.uʔ] "fifteen". These alternations will be discussed in more detail in chapter V.

Traditional Chinese phonologists divide Middle Chinese tones into four categories: level, rising departing and entering. Each category is divided into two subcategories yin and yang. The yin subcategories cooccur with voiceless onset consonants and the yang subcategories with voiced onset consonants. The reflexes of these tonal categories in Nantong Chinese are shown as follows.

(86) Reflexes of Middle Chinese tonal categories in Nantong Chinese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>level</th>
<th>rising</th>
<th>departing</th>
<th>entering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yin</td>
<td>yin</td>
<td>yin</td>
<td>yin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L (ML)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>HM (HM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td>&quot;ladder&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;shave&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;body&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;iron&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2. Feature representation of surface tones

With the tonal feature model discussed in Chapter II, the five underlying tones can be represented in feature geometry as follows.
(87) Feature representation of underlying tones

Notice that under the assumption that there is one register per syllable, only the first
tonal node of a contour tone is specified for register. This is because in order to account for
a process that changes an underlying LM into a surface H, there must be a rule that fills the
second tonal node with the default register feature [+upper] after the first tonal node is
deleted. If both tonal nodes are specified with [-upper], then deleting the first tonal node
will not result in a registerless second tonal node, and therefore we must forcibly change
the register feature on the second tonal node from [-upper] to [+upper], which is against the
tacit principle that features may be spread, deleted or specified by default, but may not be
arbitrarily changed. Also notice that the falling tone HM has no specification for register.
This is necessary because it does not pattern with either upper register tones or lower
register tones with regard to tonal processes that refer to register features, and it is possible
because HM is the only underlying falling tone in this language. In any case, a tonal node
that has no register specification will receive one by register default if there is no register
specification in the syllable or by register spreading if there is register specification on at
least one tonal node in the syllable. These processes will be discussed in chapter V.

3.5. Phonotactic constraints

3.5.1. Distributional gaps of the underlying sounds

The canonic syllables in Nantong Chinese are V, VC, CV and CVC. If the 38
underlying consonants and 15 underlying vowels could combine freely, we would expect
to find $15 + 2 \times (38 \times 15) + (38 \times 15 \times 38) = 22815$ syllables. In reality, there are only 400
possible syllables, most of which are shown in the following table, where the symbol(s) at the intersection of each onset in the left-hand column and each rhyme in the top row indicate a possible syllable and its surface vocalism. Underlined symbols represent syllables used only in loan words, italicized symbols represent those used only in interjections, and underlined italicized symbols represent those used only in onomatopoeia (cf. Appendix I).

(88) Possible combinations of underlying consonants and vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i y i z z</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>y g e g e g i g e g i a y k o k e k c k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s y i z z</td>
<td>u e o a c a</td>
<td>y g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>g e a</td>
<td>y e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>g e a</td>
<td>e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p'</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t i y</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k y k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th i</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k y k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n i y</td>
<td>u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g e g i k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l i y</td>
<td>g u e o a c a i g y g</td>
<td>e g e g i g e g i k y k o k e k a k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>y g e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>y g e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>g u e o a c a</td>
<td>y g e g e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>u e o a c a</td>
<td>e g e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>e g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p'</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, there are four more syllables: », t», kuk, t®ik.

Since the number of well-formed syllables is much smaller than that of logically possible syllables, there are obviously many distributional gaps.

In addition to restrictions on possible consonant-vowel combinations, there are restrictions on possible tone-syllable combinations, as shown in the following data.

(89) Possible combinations of tones and syllables

We can see that there are also many systematic distributional gaps in possible tone-syllable combinations. First, LM and MH may not occur in a syllable with an unaspirated onset plosive. Second, HM may not occur in a syllable with an onset lateral or onset labial
or alveolar nasal. Third, L, H and MH may not occur in an obstruent-final syllable, even though underlying LM may surface as $H$ in such a syllable.

3.5.2. Phonotactic constraint — a few case studies

As I argued earlier in this chapter, distributional facts alone are not sufficient grounds for phonemicization. On the other hand, however, native speakers do seem to know which combinations are acceptable syllables and which ones are not. To incorporate this knowledge into the grammar, we can utilize positive or negative phonotactic filters. To elaborate on this point, we consider a few case studies.

3.5.2.1. Case study I — distribution of unrounded high front vowels

To account for the complementary distribution of the unrounded high vowels $\tilde{\varepsilon}$, $\breve{\varepsilon}$ and $\tilde{\varepsilon}$, we assume that these vowels are all underlying and each subject to a set of phonotactic filters stated as follows.

(90) $\tilde{\varepsilon}$ occurs after postalveolar consonants $\tilde{\varepsilon}$ in open syllables;

```
  \sigma
    \mu
      \mu
        Root
            C-place
                [coronal]
                    [-anterior]

This is a positive filter. It states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains a postalveolar onset and a postalveolar vowel dominated by two moras.
(91) [3] occurs after labial consonants [p ph m] in open syllables;

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{C-place} \\
\text{C-place} \\
[-\text{cont}] \\
[\text{labial}] \\
[\text{coronal}] \\
[-\text{anterior}] \\
\end{array}
\]

This filter is also positive. It states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains a non-continuant labial onset and a postalveolar vowel dominated by two moras.

(92) [3] occurs in isolation in open syllables;

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{C-place} \\
[\text{coronal}] \\
[-\text{anterior}] \\
\end{array}
\]

This is another positive filter. It states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains an initial postalveolar vowel which is dominated by two moras.

(93) [3] occurs after strident coronals [ts tsʰ s] in open syllables;

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{C-place} \\
\text{C-place} \\
[\text{strident}] \\
[\text{coronal}] \\
[\text{coronal}] \\
[+\text{anterior}] \\
[+\text{anterior}] \\
\end{array}
\]

This is yet another positive filter. It states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains a strident coronal onset and a coronal vowel dominated by two moras.
Finally, we need a general negative filter which states that a syllable is ill-formed if it contains an alveolar or postalveolar vowel, as shown below.

(94) [ʒ] and [ʃ] do not occur anywhere else;

\* \sigma \\
| \mu \\
Root \\
| C-place \\
[coronal]

Since this filter is more general than and contradictory with filters (90) through (93), it applies under the Elsewhere Condition discussed in Kiparsky (1973). In other words, it applies after all other filters referring to the alveolar and postalveolar vowels have applied, and rules out every syllable containing an alveolar or postalveolar vowel not licensed by one of the phonotactic filters (90) through (93).

(95) [i] does not occur after strident coronals [ts tsʰ s tf tfʰ f];

\* \sigma \\
| \mu \\
Root \\
| C-place \\
[strident] \\
| Vocalic \\
| V-place \\
[height] \\
| [dorsal] \\
[coronal] [coronal]

This negative filter means that a syllable is ill-formed if it contains a strident coronal onset and a front high vowel. This bleeds the next more general filter.
(96) Front vowels occur after coronal consonants [t tʰ n 1];

This positive filter states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains a coronal onset and a front vowel.

(97) Front vowels occur after labial consonants [p pʰ m] in closed syllables;

This filter states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains a noncontinuant labial onset and a front vowel in a closed syllable (dominated by a mora which is followed by another one).
(98) [i] occurs after palatal consonants [tç tçʰ ç] in closed syllables;

This positive filter states that a syllable is well-formed if it contains an alveopalatal onset and a front vowel in a closed syllable (dominated by a mora which is followed by another mora).

(99) [i] does not occur anywhere else;

This negative filter states that a syllable is ill-formed if it contains a front high vowel. Like filter (94), it also applies under the Elsewhere Condition, and excludes every syllable containing a front high vowel not licensed by a phonotactic filter.

The following illustration shows how these phonotactic filters operate on a group of arbitrarily generated syllables, licensing well-formed ones and ruling out ill-formed ones.
(100) Sample derivation of well-formed syllables with unrounded high vowel

Input: $f_3 p_3 z s_3 t_i p_i k c_i k s_5 f_3 k p_3 t_s i p_i$

Filter (90): $f_3$
Filter (91): $p_3$
Filter (92): $z$
Filter (93): $s_3$
Filter (94): $t_i$
Filter (95): $p_i k$
Filter (96): $c_i k$
Filter (97): $s_3$
Filter (98): $f_3 k$
Filter (99): $p_3$

Output: $f_3 p_3 z s_3 t_i p_i k c_i k *s_3 *f_3 k *p_3 *t_s i *p_i$

3.5.2.2. Case study II — distribution of consonants in syllable coda

As a second case study, we now consider the fact that only plain dorsals [k] and [ŋ] may occur in the syllable coda. This appears to be another instance of the universal phenomenon that segments in the syllable coda tend to have little or no difference in place features. Following the licensing theory developed by Ito (1986) and summarized by Goldsmith (1992), we may assume that the syllable coda in Nantong Chinese does not license place features, and that the plain dorsals may occur in the syllable coda because they are underlingly not specified with place features. Notice that while plain dorsals can be unspecified for place features, dorsals with secondary features cannot, because their secondary features need to be docked under the C-place node. Also notice that if [dorsal] is underlingly unspecified for plain dorsals, then it is the default place feature, and therefore [labial] and [coronal] cannot be underlingly unspecified. Thus, the first phonotactic filter regarding well-formed syllable codas states that a syllable coda is ill-formed if it contains a segment with a C-place node, as formalized below.
(101) Consonants with place features may not occur in syllable coda

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\ast & \circ & \circ \\
\mu & \mu & \\
\text{Root} & \\
\text{C-place}
\end{array}
\]

Of the four plain dorsals \([k g k^h x]\), only two may occur in the syllable coda. To account for this, we need a filter that rules out continuant segments, as formalized below.

(102) Continuant segments may not occur in syllable coda

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\ast & \circ & \circ \\
\mu & \mu & \\
\text{Root} & \\
\text{[+cont]}
\end{array}
\]

In addition, we need a filter that rules out aspirate segments from the syllable coda, as formalized below.

(103) Aspirate segments may not occur in syllable coda

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\ast & \circ & \circ \\
\mu & \mu & \\
\text{Root} & \\
\text{laryngeal} & \\
\text{[+spread]}
\end{array}
\]

The following illustration shows how the four rules proposed above operate on arbitrarily generated syllables to license those with a well-formed coda and rule out those with an ill-formed coda.

(104) Sample derivation of well-formed syllable coda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>pik</th>
<th>pig</th>
<th>pik^h</th>
<th>pix</th>
<th>pit</th>
<th>pitç</th>
<th>pik^w</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule (101)</td>
<td>pik</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>pik^h</td>
<td>pix</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule (102)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule (103)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>pik</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>*pik^h</td>
<td>*pix</td>
<td>*pit</td>
<td>*pitç</td>
<td>*pik^w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One should notice that the coda filters proposed above only apply to underlying forms. In surface forms, it is possible to find consonants other than [k] and [g] in the syllable coda, which are derived by assimilation to the following onset consonant. For example, /dák.sɛ/ "sixty four" surfaces as [16.s.sɬ], /dák.pɔk/ "sixty eight" surfaces as [16.p.pɔʔ], etc. These surface forms defy the coda filters, because the root node dominated by the second mora of the first syllable is also dominated by the the second syllable node, as is shown below, and is therefore structurally distinct from those singly linked root nodes which are subject to coda filters.

(105) Doubly linked root nodes in surface forms

According to the Linking Constraint proposed by Hayes (1986), "Association lines in structural descriptions are interpreted as exhaustive". Since a doubly linked root node is structurally different from a singly linked one, it is not constrained by coda filters that apply to the latter. More importantly, according to the licensing theory, consonants that do appear in the coda "will share the point of articulation autosegment that is licensed by the following onset" (Goldsmith 1990:125). This explains why consonants that are not licensed by coda filters may occur in the coda only if they are homorganic to the following consonant.

3.5.2.3. Case study III — distribution of rising tones

As a third example of phonotactic constraint, we study a rare case of distributional gaps of tone-syllable combination. As is shown earlier, the surface tones LM, MH and H never occur in syllables with an unaspirated onset. In the present tonal feature model, LM and MH are LH contours differing only in register, i.e. LM is lower register LH and MH is upper register LH. We also know that surface H is underlyingly LM, because it alternates with LM in morphophonemic processes, e.g. [sɛʔ] "ten", [sɛ.s.sɛ] "thirteen", but [sɛ.jɛʔ]
"eleven", [sé.uʃ] "fifteen". Since the three surface tones involved in this tone-syllable distributional gap all have an underlying LH contour, we can formalize a phonotactic rule as follows.

(106) LH contour does not occur in syllables with unaspirated onset

```
  *   σ
    |   |
Tonal Tonal
  |   |
Root L   H
  |   |
Laryngeal [-spread]
```

This tone-syllable phonotactic constraint is easy to understand if put in historical perspective. According to traditional Chinese phonology, there are four tonal categories in Middle Chinese, each later divided into two subcategories yin and yang. The yin tones co-occur with voiceless onset consonants while the yang tones co-occur with voiced onset consonants. In Nantong, surface LM, MH and H are the reflexes of Middle Chinese yang tones. Moreover, all Middle Chinese voiced obstruents have developed into voiceless aspirated obstruents in Nantong Chinese. Therefore, while we can find both yin tones and yang tones in syllables with aspirated onset obstruents, we cannot find any yang tones in syllables with unaspirated onset obstruents.

Finally, the fact that this tone-syllable phonotactic constraint applies to unaspirated consonants only is theoretically significant, because it falsifies Lombardi's (1991) claim that the feature [spread] is monovalent and therefore no rule can refer to [-spread].

3.6. Summary

In this chapter, I have argued against the traditional distributionalist approach to phonemic analysis. Accordingly, I have analyzed the underlying sound system of Nantong Chinese as one with 38 consonants, 15 vowels, and 5 tones. I have shown the acoustic and/or articulatory characteristics of the postalveolar and alveopalatal consonants, the high
vowels, the fricative vowels, the retroflex vowel, and the tones. With three case studies, I have shown how phonotactic constraints are to be incorporated into the grammar. The following chapters will handle the morphophonemic alternations of the underlying sounds.
CHAPTER IV SEGMENTAL MORPHOPHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS

4.0. Introduction

When morphemes are concatenated to form new words, the phonological shape of individual morphemes may change. Such a change is referred to as a morphophonemic process. In this chapter, I will discuss morphophonemic processes involving segmental alternations. Four classes of such alternations are discussed in four sections. There are obligatory and optional glide deletion processes and an onset assimilation process that occur in underlyingly toneless syllables. These will be discussed in 4.1. When followed by a retroflex vowel, a coda nasal either geminates or deletes. These processes are handled in 4.2. Four other processes, including coda deletion, coda nasal assimilation, coda obstruent gemination and coda obstruent deletion, are analyzed in 4.3. Two lenition processes, one affecting the syllable coda and the other affecting the syllable onset, will be dealt with in 4.4. In the course of these discussions, I will also show that many of these processes are prosodically conditioned.

4.1. Alternations of toneless morphemes

Some morphemes are made of underlyingly toneless syllables, which derive their surface tone by tone spreading or tonal default. The tonal alternations of these morphemes will be discussed in chapter V. In this section, I only discuss their segmental alternations. The toneless morphemes include a number of sentence-final particles that indicate the communicative function, the verbal aspect or the speaker's attitude. Following are some examples.
(107) Sentential particles

Perfective interrogative (PI)-la, e.g. kù...tsistingu
whether Pf² go PI ṭì ìà? Has PRO left yet?

Imperfective interrogative (Ipl)-a, e.g. kù má å? Is PRO buying?

Exclamative (Exc)-jo, e.g. xó tā ŋ! How big!
well big Exc

Vocative (Voc)-a, e.g. lā tā à, ... Old Dai, ...
old Dai Voc

Imperative (Imp)-sa, e.g. ṭhì sà! Get going!
go Imp

Requestive (Req)-se, e.g. ṭhì sè. Please go.
go Req

Suggestive (Sug)-på, e.g. tjhìp pè. Let's eat.
eat Sug

Persuasive (Prs)-ja, e.g. má jà. Come on, buy (it)!
buy Prs

Retortive (Ret)-lo, e.g. nù y pe tì ṭì ̀ à! But I'm not going!
I and not go Ret

Commentive (Cmt)-le, e.g. à pè.tsistingu tì ̀ lè. (It's remarkable) PRO hasn't left yet.

Two morphophonemic processes take place in toneless morphemes. One involves the deletion of an onset glide, the other involves the assimilation of an onset sonorant to the preceding coda consonant. We analyze these two processes as follows.

4.1.1. Deletion of onset glide

Two of the sentential particles in (107) start with an onset glide [j]. When preceded by a non-low oral vowel ([i], [y], [ŋ], [ŋ], [u], [e], [a], [ə] or [ø]), the glide deletes, as shown below.

(108) Deletion of onset glide after non-low vowels

Exclamative (Exc)-jo, e.g. xá kwh k! How expensive!
well expensive Exc

xá kwh k! How bitter!
well bitter Exc

xá jś k! How fine!
well fine Exc

Persuasive (Prs)-ja, e.g. tsé å. Come on, go!
go Prs
When preceded by a low vowel ([a] or [o]), the onset glide is optionally deleted if the flanking vowels are different, but it does not delete if the flanking vowels are identical, as shown in the following data. It is not possible to test what happens if the glide is preceded by the low vowel [e], because underlyingly this vowel never occurs in an open syllable.

(109) Onset glide after low vowels

Exclamative (Exc)-ja, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{exc} & \quad \text{jo}, \\
\text{well} & \quad \text{crafty} \\
\text{cf.} & \quad \text{ta} \quad \text{ja}!
\end{align*}
\]

How crafty!

Persuasive (Prs)-ja, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pr} & \quad \text{ja}! \\
\text{pull} & \quad \text{Prs} \\
\text{cf.} & \quad \text{ja} \\
\text{buy} & \quad \text{Prs}
\end{align*}
\]

Come on, pull it.

Come on, come here.

Glide deletion also occurs with the repetitive affix (Rep) -ja- in the V-ja-V structure, where V refers to a reduplicated verb, as shown in (110a), and with the enumerative affix (Enm) -ja, as shown in (110b).

(110) Glide deletion in other toneless morphemes

a. Glide deletion in V-ja-V structures

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ph} & \quad \text{a} \quad \text{ph} \quad \text{p}, \quad \text{ph} \quad \text{ts} \quad \text{m} \quad \text{t} \\
\text{PRO} & \quad \text{crawled and crawled, and a sesame candy appeared. (nursery verse)} \\
\text{pr} & \quad \text{ja} \quad \text{r} \\
\text{PRO} & \quad \text{pulled and pulled, and broke it.} \\
\text{yell} & \quad \text{ra} \\
\text{PRO} & \quad \text{yelled and yelled, and his/her throat became hoarse.}
\end{align*}
\]

1 The surface tone of the sentential particle -ja derives from the underlying tone of the preceding morpheme, which is LM for /tsʰʊ/ "sit" but L for /tsʰʊ/ "vehicle". Hence the difference in the surface pitch values of -a. This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter V.
b. Glide deletion in enumerative structures

\[\text{PRO bought some spinach, tomatoes (and) cucumbers.}\]

Glide deletion does not occur if the glide is in the onset of a syllable that has an underlying tone. In the following data, for example, the toned syllable \[\text{[jó]}\] retains its onset glide, but the toneless syllable \[\text{[jo]}\] loses its onset glide when preceded by a nonlow vowel.

(111) No glide deletion in toned syllables

\[
\text{[	i f\text{h}â\text{ts}h\text{h} j\text{ô}]} \quad *[	i f\text{h}â\text{ts}h\text{h} j\text{ô}'] \quad "\text{Too rude."} \\
\text{cf.} \quad /\text{xá ts}h\text{h} j\text{ô}'/ *[	i x\text{á ts}h\text{h} j\text{ô}'] \quad [/xá ts\text{h} j\text{ô}] "\text{How thick!}" \\
\]

Glide deletion also does not occur if the glide is in the onset of a pseudo-toneless syllable, one that is usually toneless, but may be toned with questionable acceptance, as shown below.

(112) No glide deletion in pseudo-toneless syllables

\[
/\text{ts}h\text{h} j\text{ê}/ *[	i \text{ts}h\text{h} j\text{ê}'] \quad ?[\text{ts}h\text{h} j\text{ê}'] "\text{feeling hungry}"
\]

To account for obligatory glide deletion after non-low vowels, we need a rule that deletes a root node which is in the onset position, i.e. is directly linked to the syllable node, and preceded by a [-low] vowel. To condition this rule so that it does not apply in either toned or pseudo-toneless syllables, we may assume that it applies only under the weak branch of a metrical foot, which dominates an underlyingly toneless syllable but not a toned or pseudo-toneless syllable, because the latter two either are underlyingly toned or undergo tone deletion at a later stage. This analysis allows us to formalize the obligatory glide deletion rule as follows.
As for the optional glide deletion after low vowels, we need a rule that applies only when the vowels flanking the glide do not agree in lip rounding. However, there is no mechanism in nonlinear phonology that allows us to do so directly. What is involved in this case appears to be a vocalic version of the antigemination condition discussed in McCarthy (1986) and Odden (1988). Specifically, it is assumed that successive identical consonants resulting from a phonological process are a violation of the arguably universal Obligatory Contour Principle, unless they fuse together by language specific rules to form a geminate. Similarly, if we assume that an antigemination condition in Nantong Chinese prohibits identical hiatus vowels, then the failure of glide deletion to occur between identical vowels can be seen as the result of the antigemination condition keeping an ill-formed structure from being created.

Such an account, however, does not explain why identical hiatus vowels do occur in underlying forms such as /ku má a/ → [kù má á] "Is PRO buying?", /lâ tá a/ → [lâ tâ à] "Old Dai, ...", etc. The solve this problem, we assume that what the OCP defines is a desirable state, and that phonological rules do not apply if their output is not in a desirable state. Thus, forms like /ku má a/ or /lâ tá a/ are undesirable, yet they never went from good to worse by any phonological rule. On the other hand, glide deletion does not occur in forms like /xá tã ja/ "how big" or /lâ ja/ "come here", because if it did, it would have
changed them into the undesirable *[xə tɔ] or *[lə a] etc. Based on these observations, we formally state the antigemination condition as follows.

(114) Antigemination Condition

Identical hiatus vowels in adjacent syllables should be avoided.

With this provision, the rule for optional glide deletion after low vowels can be simply formalized as follows.

(115) Optional Glide Deletion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{C-place} \\
\text{Vocalic} \\
\text{Height} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{[+cont]} \\
\text{[+son]} \\
\text{[+low]} \\
\end{array}
\]

Notice that the prosodic condition of this rule is identical to that of Obligatory Glide Deletion. This rule applies in a toneless syllable with an onset glide whenever such a syllable is preceded by a [+low] vowel, unless its application results in two identical hiatus vowels being created, which violates the antigemination condition.

4.1.2. Assimilation of onset sonorant

In addition to glide deletion, there is a process by which the onset glide [j] and the onset liquid [l] in a sentential particle becomes [k] when preceded by [k], or becomes [g] when preceded by [n] or a nasal vowel\(^2\). Since [j] and [l] are the only sonorant segments in the onset of underlyingly toneless syllables, we assume that this process affects onset sonorants. Following are some examples.

\(^2\) This is the only clear evidence that the coda obstruent is underlyingly /k/, and that the nasal vowels are underlyingly vowel-nasal sequences.
(116) Alternation of onset glide and onset liquid
Perfective interrogative (PI)-la, e.g.  
\[ \text{kù..ts'è kà?} \]  
whether \text{Prf} eat \text{PI}
Has PRO eaten yet?

\[ \text{kù..ts'è tòŋ gà?} \]  
whether \text{Prf} understand \text{PI}
Does PRO understand it yet?

\[ \text{kù..ts'è kwhè gà?} \]  
whether \text{Prf} go \text{PI}
Is PRO asleep yet?

\[ \text{cf. kù..ts'è tà?' là?} \]  
whether \text{Prf} go \text{PI}
Has PRO left yet?

Retortive (Ret)-lo, e.g.  
\[ \text{gù y pé t'èk kò!} \]  
I and not eat \text{Ret}
But I won't eat!

\[ \text{gù y pé tòŋ gò!} \]  
I and not understand \text{Ret}
But I did know it!

\[ \text{gù y pé kwhè gò} \]  
I and not go \text{Ret}
But I won't sleep!

\[ \text{cf. gù y pêt t'è lә!} \]  
I and not go \text{Ret}
But I'm not going!

Exclamative (Exc)-jö, e.g.  
\[ \text{xö jík kò!} \]  
well hot \text{Exc}
How hot!

\[ \text{xö ts'håŋ gò!} \]  
well heavy \text{Exc}
How heavy!

\[ \text{xö t'èk gò!} \]  
well sweet \text{Exc}
How sweet!

\[ \text{cf. xö të jà!} \]  
well big \text{Exc}
How big!

Persuasive (Prs)-ja, e.g.  
\[ \text{t'èk kà.} \]  
\text{eat \text{Prs}}
Come on, eat!

\[ \text{fàŋ gò.} \]  
\text{seal \text{Prs}}
Come on, seal it!

\[ \text{kwhè gà.} \]  
\text{sleep \text{Prs}}
Come on, go to sleep!

\[ \text{cf. mà jà.} \]  
\text{buy \text{Prs}}
Come on, buy it!

This process is also found in the repetitive V-ja-V structure, as shown in (117a), as
well as in the enumerative structure, as shown in (117b).

(117) Onset assimilation with other toneless morphemes
a. in V-ja-V structures
\[ \text{cy'k.kà.cy't.là, ñò.iì xò.là.rà} \]
talk \text{Rep}
tears \text{down Dir \text{Prf}}
PRO talked and talked, and burst into tears.
PRO sang and sang, and his/her throat became hoarse.

PRO listened and listened, and fell asleep.

cf. pʰo.á.pʰo̞, pʰo̞.tɕ=e? jík.kʷá tɕə.mo̞.tʰá.

PRO crawled and crawled, and a sesame candy appeared. (nursery verse)

b. in enumerative structures

má.rá cə jók.ká, tʰí.tsən.a, tʰí.tsən.a, tʰí.fʰ.á

PRO bought some meat Eggs Enn onions Enn beancurd Enn.

This process does not occur in sentential particles with an onset obstruent, as the following data show.

(118) Invariance of obstruent-initial sentential particles

Requestive (Req)-se, e.g. tʃík sə. Please eat.

eat Req

tʰí g sə. Please listen.

listen Req

kʰí sə. Please look.

look Req

tʰí sə. Please go.

go Req

Assuming that nasal vowels are underlyingly vowels followed by a coda nasal [ŋ], all the alternations can be seen as resulting from a total assimilation of an onset sonorant ([l] or [j]) to the preceding coda consonant ([k] or [ŋ]). Such a generalization needs to be constrained, because onset sonorants of underlyingly toned syllables never assimilate to a preceding coda consonant, as we can see from the following data.

(119) Onset assimilation does not occur in underlyingly toned syllables

/tsʰíŋ.já/ [tsʰíŋ.já] *[tsʰíŋ.gá] "important"

/pík.já/ [pík.já] *[pík.ká] "necessary"

/ʃíŋ.tá/ [ʃíŋ.tá] *ʃíŋ.ŋá] "originally"

/lík.tá/ [lík.tá] *[lík.ká] "historically"

We might conclude that the assimilation of an onset sonorant occurs only in a toneless syllable. However, this appears to be problematic with regard to the following
data, where the sonorant onset of toneless syllables in the directional -la "toward speaker" (a post-verbal particle that indicates direction) and the locative -litbe "inside" (a post-nominal particle that indicates location) fails to assimilate to the preceding coda consonant.

(120) Onset assimilation fails to occur in directionals and locatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic Form</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tʃeŋ-la/</td>
<td>[tʃeŋ.là]</td>
<td>*[tʃeŋ.ŋà] &quot;come in&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃeŋk-la/</td>
<td>[tʃeŋk.là]</td>
<td>*[tʃeŋk.ŋà] &quot;come out&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nò.tò 1è.sò-g-la/</td>
<td>[nò.tò 1è.sò-g.là]</td>
<td>*[nò.tò 1è.sò-g.ŋà] &quot;bring it upstairs&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fò.kò-g-1i.ti-be/</td>
<td>[fò.kò-g-1i.ti-be]</td>
<td>*[fò.kò-g.ŋì.ti-be] &quot;inside the room&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tò-g-çò-k-ii-tì-be/</td>
<td>[tò-g-çò-k-ii-tì-be]</td>
<td>*[tò-g-çò-k-ii-tì-be] &quot;among the classmates&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like the pseudo-toneless syllables mentioned earlier, an important characteristic of the directionals and locatives in (120) is that they have an underlying tone which can surface under special circumstances such as in slow tempo or with emphasis. Thus, the words in (120) may be pronounced in slow speech (sometimes with questionable acceptance) as follows.

(121) Directionals and Locatives in slow tempo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic Form</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tʃeŋ-la/</td>
<td>[tʃeŋ.là̂]</td>
<td>&quot;come in&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃeŋk-la/</td>
<td>[tʃeŋk.là̂]</td>
<td>&quot;come out&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nò.tò 1è.sò-g-la/</td>
<td>[nò.tò 1è.sò-g.là̂]</td>
<td>&quot;bring it upstairs&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fò.kò-g-1i.ti-be/</td>
<td>[fò.kò-g-1i.ti-be]</td>
<td>&quot;inside the room&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tò-g-çò-k-ii-tì-be/</td>
<td>[tò-g-çò-k-ii-tì-be]</td>
<td>&quot;among the classmates&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above data suggest that the directionals and locatives are pseudo-toneless, i.e. they are underlyingly toned and become toneless after onset assimilation has taken place. Such a scenario makes it possible to maintain the hypothesis that onset assimilation only occurs in underlyingly toneless syllables. Assuming that an underlyingly toneless syllable is under the weak branch of a metrical foot, we formalize the rule of onset assimilation as follows.
We have assumed in the previous chapter that the coda consonants are underlyingly unspecified for place features. Since they surface as dorsal consonants, a place feature default rule is needed. We formalize this rule as follows.

(123) Place Feature Default

Later we will see that this rule must be revised so that it does not apply to prepausal segments. Following is a sample derivation of toneless syllables with a sonorant onset.

(124) Sample derivation of toneless syllables with sonorant onset

| Underlying | /tśe ja/ | /lɔ ja/ | /má ja/ | /tʃʰk ja/ | /tɔŋ ja/ |
| Obl. Glide Deletion | /tśe a/ | — | — | — | — |
| (Opt. Glide Deletion) | — | /lɔ a/ | — | — | — |
| Onset Assim. & PFD | — | — | — | /tʃʰk ka/ | /tɔŋ ga/ |
| Surface | [tśe à] | [lɔ à] | [má jà] | [tʃʰk kà] | [tɔŋ gà] |
| Gloss | "Go!" | "Pull!" | "Buy it!" | "Eat!" | "Seal it!" |

4.1.3. Against a lexical phonology analysis

In the previous two sections, we have seen that the sonorant onset rules (Obligatory Glide Deletion, Optional Glide Deletion and Onset Assimilation) only apply to truly toneless syllables. Because of the small number of morphemes that do undergo those rules, it is tempting to assume that those morphemes are lexically marked for undergoing those rules. However, this approach is undesirable, because it fails to capture the generalization
that morphemes that undergo those rules do not have any underlying tones, whereas those that do not undergo those rules do have underlying tones that may surface.

A more principled approach might appear to be possible using the framework of lexical phonology. This theory deals primarily with interactions of phonology with morphology and syntax. The basic idea is that the derivational and inflectional processes of a language are organized into a series of levels, where different sets of phonological rules apply. After words are combined into sentences, a different set of phonological rules, the postlexical rules, apply. This idea is illustrated in Kiparsky (1982) as follows.

(125) Structure of the lexicon (à la Kiparsky 1982)

Lexical phonology offers a principled account for the observation that certain phonological rules apply to some lexical categories but not to others. For example, in English, in- plus licit becomes il-licit but un- plus limited does not become *ul-limited. Presumably, in- is a level 1 morpheme and un- a level 2 morpheme. The failure of un- to become ul- is because the rule that changes in- into il- is a level 1 rule which does not apply to level 2 morphemes.
We might assume that all sonorant onset rules apply at level 1, and that morphemes that undergo these rules are level 1 morphemes while those that do not are level 2 morphemes. However, lexical levelling is not totally arbitrary, but must reflect the morphological relationship of the lexical items involved. If morpheme A always occurs closer to the root than morpheme B, then it must be at a lower level than morpheme B. The following examples show that morphemes that do not undergo sonorant onset rules may occur closer to the root than those that do, and therefore cannot be level 2 morphemes.

(126) Morphemes that fail to undergo sonorant onset rules may occur at lower level
/ku tsʰjó ja/ [kù tsʰjó â] * [kù tsʰjó á] "Is PRO rude?"
/ku tsʰeŋ tfǐn.1a 1a/ [kù.tsʰ tfǐn.1a 1a] * [kù.tsʰ tfǐn.1a 1a] "Has PRO entered?"

For this reason, we conclude that the sonorant onset rules cannot be constrained in terms of lexical levelling.

4.2. Alternations of coda consonants triggered by the retroflex vowel

If the coda nasal /ŋ/ is preceded by /i/ or /a/ and followed by the retroflex vowel, it geminates, as shown below.

(127) Gemination of coda nasal before retroflex vowel
/pʰŋ.a/ [pʰŋ.ŋâ] "bottle"
/tʃŋ.a/ [tʃŋ.ŋâ] "zero-two"
/jŋ.a/ [jŋ.ŋâ] "silver ear (an edible white fungus)"
/tsʰŋ.a/ [tsʰŋ.ŋâ] "insect"
/tʃŋ.a/ [tʃŋ.ŋâ] "hole"
/tsŋ.a/ [tsŋ.ŋâ] "middle ear"

Otherwise, if the coda nasal is preceded by any other vowel and followed by the retroflex vowel, it deletes, as shown below.

(128) Deletion of coda nasal before retroflex vowel
/tɕʰŋ.a/ [tɕʰŋ.ŋâ] "silk worm" cf. /tɕʰŋ.sâ/ [tɕʰŋ.ʃâ] "silk fiber"
/pʰŋ.a/ [pʰŋ.ŋâ] "small stick" cf. /pʰŋ.ʃe/ [pʰŋ.ʃe] "stick"
/jŋ.a/ [jŋ.ŋâ] "figure" cf. /jŋ.tsʰâ/ [jŋ.tv.ʃâ] "man-made"
/sŋ.a/ [sŋ.ŋâ] "three-two" cf. /sŋ.sŋ/ [sŋ.sâ] "three-three"
The coda obstruent /k/, on the other hand, always deletes when it is followed by the retroflex vowel, as the following data show.

(129) Deletion of coda obstruent before retroflex vowel

/tsʰêŋ k.ə/ [tsʰêŋ k.ə] "nephew" cf. /tsʰêŋ c.əŋ/ [tsʰêŋ c.əŋ] "grandnephew"
/môk.ə/ [mô.ə] "tree ears" cf. /môk.ə/ [môk.ə] "tree melon"
/tsêk.ə/ [tsê.ə] "pawn" cf. /tsê tsê/ [tsê tsê] "walking pawn"

I will show in 4.3 that the coda obstruent is always deleted before a vowel. Therefore, I will concentrate only on the alternations of the coda nasal. We first consider the case of coda nasal deletion. There are seven vowels that may precede the deleted coda nasal. They are [i], [y], [u], [e], [o], [s] and [a]. An interesting fact about these vowels is that they are either coronal (front) or labial (rounded). As such, each of them must have a V-place node, to which either [coronal] (via [dorsal]) or [labial] or both can be attached. In contrast, the two vowels [i] and [a] which do not precede the deleted [n] are neither labial nor coronal, and therefore need not have a V-place node to anchor any vowel place feature. Thus, we can identify the seven coronal or labial vowels as a natural class to the exclusion of the two noncoronal and nonlabial vowels by assuming that each of the former has a V-place node and none of the latter has one. Furthermore, the short vowel that precedes the deleted nasal surfaces as a long vowel (although as I mentioned earlier vowel length is not really distinctive in this language), suggesting that there is compensatory lengthening on the part of this vowel. Based on these observations, we formalize the following rule of coda nasal deletion.

(130) Coda Nasal Deletion
This rule deletes a mora-dominated (coda) nasal preceded by a segment with a V-place node (one of the seven coronal or labial vowels) and followed by a non-high corono-dorsal (retroflex) vowel. Meanwhile, the vacated mora reassociates with the preceding root node.

Now the only coda nasal left before the retroflex vowel is the one preceded by [i] or [ə], which is exactly when coda nasal gemination takes place.

The coda nasal gemination process can be accounted for with the following rule which associates the coda nasal to the syllable node dominating the retroflex vowel.

(131) Coda Nasal Gemination

Following is a sample derivation of the coda nasal followed by a retroflex vowel.

(132) Sample derivation of coda nasal followed by retroflex vowel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Coda Nasal Del.</th>
<th>Coda Nasal Gem.</th>
<th>Surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bɔŋ.ə/</td>
<td>/pʰɔŋ.ə/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/bɔŋ.ə/</td>
<td>/pʰɔŋ.ə/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Other alternations of coda consonants

4.3.1. Deletion of coda consonants

A number of sentence-final particles are vowel initial. They include the imperfective interrogative marker -a and the vocative marker -a. When followed by one of these, both the coda nasal and the coda obstruent are deleted, as we can see from the following data.
(133) Deletion of coda consonants

a. Before imperfective interrogative (Imp)-a, e.g.

\[ k\hat{u} \text{ só } \hat{a}? \text{(cf. } p\hat{e}? \text{ só? } "\text{PRO (is) not ripe."")} \]

Whether ripe \( \text{Imp/} \)

Is PRO ripe?

\[ k\hat{u} \text{ ts}^{\text{h}} \hat{a}? \text{(cf. } x\hat{a} \text{ ts}^{\text{h}} \text{ go? } "\text{How heavy!"")} \]

Whether heavy \( \text{Imp/} \)

Is (it) heavy?

b. Before vocative (Voc)-a, e.g.

\[ l\hat{o} \text{ sé } \hat{a}, \ldots \text{(cf. } l\hat{o} \text{ sé k} \text{ kô.} \text{ mà.} \text{ râ } "\text{Old Sek is back home"}) \]

Old Sek, Voc

Old Sek, ...

\[ l\hat{o} \text{ t}^{\text{h}} \hat{a}, \ldots \text{(cf. } l\hat{o} \text{ t}^{\text{h}} \text{ k} \text{ kô.} \text{ mà.} \text{ râ } "\text{Old Ding is back home"}) \]

Old Ding, Voc

Old Ding, ...

The coda deletion in this case is different from the coda nasal deletion triggered by a retroflex vowel. First, the coda nasal deleted before a retroflex vowel does not nasalize the preceding vowel, but the coda nasal deleted in this case does nasalize the preceding vowel.

Second, the retroflex vowel that triggers coda nasal deletion can be either toned or toneless, but there is evidence that the syllable that triggers coda deletion in this case must be underlyingly toneless, as the following data show.

(134) Coda nasal does not delete if following syllable is toned

\[ /x\hat{a} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}^{\text{h}}/ \quad [x\hat{a} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}^{\text{h}}] \quad "\text{red (chili) oil}"
\]

\[ /t\hat{f} \text{ a}^{\text{h}} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}/ \quad [t\hat{f} \text{ a}^{\text{h}} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}] \quad "\text{golden fish}"
\]

\[ /t\hat{s} \text{ a}^{\text{h}} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}/ \quad [t\hat{s} \text{ a}^{\text{h}} \text{ n}^{\text{h}} \text{ j}] \quad "\text{Chinese medicine}"
\]

Assuming as we did in 4.1 that a toneless syllable is a weak syllable dominated by the weak branch of a metrical foot, we can formalize the coda deletion rule as follows.

(135) Coda Deletion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\text{Root}
\end{array}
\]

\[ [-\text{cont}] \]
4.3.2. Assimilation of coda nasal

The coda nasal /ŋ/ surfaces as [m] before labial consonants [p pʰ m p̥ p̥ʰ m̥], as [n] before labiodentals [f v], as [n] before coronal consonants [t tʰ n l lʰ j jʰ ts tʰ s tʃ tʃʰ ʃ tʃʰ ʃ], or as [ŋ] before dorsal consonants [k kʰ x kʷ xʷ], as shown below.

(136) Place assimilation of coda nasal

a. /tʃiŋ.pʰâ/ [tʃim.pʰâ] "golden watch"
   /xəŋ.m̥è/ [xəm.m̥è] "red plum"

b. /xəŋ.tʃèŋ/ [xəm.tʃèŋ] "red powder"
   /xəŋ.u̯è.pìŋ/ [xəm.u̯è.pìŋ] "red guards"

c. /tʃiŋ.tɛ̯â/ [tʃin.tɛ̯â] "gold bar"
   /xəŋ.t⁵dʒ̊̄/ [xən.t⁵dʒ̊̄] "red egg"
   /xəŋ.tij̊̄/ [xən.tij̊̄] "red interest (dividend)"
   /xəŋ.t⁵sʰō/ [xən.tsʰō] "red tea (black tea)"
   /xəŋ.t⁵f̊̄/ [xən.t⁵f̊̄] "red flag"
   /xəŋ.tɛ̯̄/ [xən.tɛ̯̄] "red wine"
   /xəŋ.n⁵dʒ̊̆/ [xən.n⁵dʒ̊̆] "red bird"
   /xəŋ.s̊k̊/ [xən.s̊k̊] "red color"

d. /xəŋ.kû/ [xəŋ.kû] "red fruit (haw)"
   /xəŋ.kʷôŋ/ [xəŋ.kʷôŋ] "red light"
   /xəŋ.xʷô/ [xəŋ.xʷô] "red flower"

The coda nasal surfaces as [ŋ] when followed by a vowel or glide, as the following data show.

(137) Coda nasal does not change before vowel or glide

/xəŋ.ύ̯̄/ [xəŋ.ύ̯̄] "red (chili) oil"
/xəŋ.ʒ̊̄/ [xəŋ.ʒ̊̄] "red fish"
/xəŋ.wô̯̄/ [xəŋ.wô̯̄] "red tile"
/xəŋ.ʔ⁵ŋ̊̄/ [xəŋ.ʔ⁵ŋ̊̄] "red cloud"
/xəŋ.j⁵k.cʷ̊̄/ [xəŋ.j⁵k.cʷ̊̄] "red lotion (mercurochrome)"

This process is common in many languages. It is easily analyzed with a rule that spreads the place node of a consonantal segment to the preceding coda consonant, as shown below.
Given the above analysis and the fact that nasals may have a secondary articulation, such as palatalization, we might wonder why there is no secondary articulation on the coda nasal after place assimilation. For example, /tʃɪŋ.pʰâ/ could have become [tʃɪ m.j.pʰâ] instead of [tʃɪ m.pʰâ] "tournament", /pʰɔŋ.tʰɔs/ could have become [pʰɔ n.tʰɔs] instead of [pʰɔ n.tʰɔs] "cuisine", etc. The explanation of this apparent problem lies in the fact that features of secondary articulation are most salient at the release, but the coda nasal is never released. In other words, even if there is secondary articulation on the coda nasal after place assimilation, its effect will not be heard until the point of release of the following onset consonant is reached. Of course, this is a phonetic detail that does not require phonological representation.

4.3.3. Vowel nasalization and loss of coda nasal

The coda nasal never surfaces if it is preceded by a labial (rounded) or coronal (front) vowel. Instead, the preceding vowel becomes a nasal vowel, as shown below.

Vowel nasalization and loss of coda nasal

/mɨŋ/ [mɨ] "noodle"
/xɔŋ/ [xɔ] "salty"
/tʰɔŋ/ [tʰɔ] "candy"
/mɨŋ.pɔ/ [mɨ.pɔ] "bread (roll)"
/xɔŋ.tʰɔŋ/ [xɔ.tʰɔ] "salinated egg"
/tʰɔŋ.tɔɔ/ [tʰɔ.tɔ] "candy wrapper"
/tʰɔŋ.kɔ/ [tʰɔ.kɔ] "(egg) cake"
cf. /mɨŋ/ [mɨŋ] "life"
/mʊŋ/ [mʊŋ] "dream"
We have seen earlier that the labial and coronal vowels are underlyingly specified with a V-place node. This allows us to treat vowel nasalization and coda nasal deletion with one rule which vocalizes the coda nasal by spreading the V-place node to the coda nasal. The vowels [i] and [a] are not specified with a V-place node, and therefore do not undergo this rule. We formalize this rule as follows.

(140) Coda Nasal Vocalization

This rule must be ordered after Coda Nasal Deletion triggered by the retroflex vowel, because the loss of the coda nasal in that case does not leave behind a nasal vowel.

4.3.4. Total assimilation of coda obstruent

We have seen that the coda obstruent /k/ surfaces as [k] before a toneless syllable with an onset [l] or [j] which also becomes [k]. Otherwise, /k/ surfaces as [p] before [p pʰ pʲ pʰʲ], as [t] before [t th tʰ t sʰ tʃ tɕ tɕʰ tɕʰ tɕʰ tɕʰ tɕʰ], [k] before [k kʰ kʷ kʰʷ], [m] before [m mʲ], [n] before [n nʲ], [l] before [l lʲ], [r] before [ɾ u], [s] before [s], [ʃ] before [ʃ], [ʃ] before [ʃ], [c] before [ʃ] and [x] before [x xʷ]. These alternations are exemplified below.

(141) Alternations of the coda obstruent

a. /thk/ [tʰk] "iron"
   /thk.pʰŋ/ [tʰp.pʰŋ] "iron plate"
   /thk.pʰʃ/ [tʰp.pʰʃ] "iron sheet"
   /thk.tʰɛ/ [tʰt.tʰɛ] "iron head"
   /thk.tʰɛŋ/ [tʰt.tʰɛŋ] "blacksmith"
   /thk.kʷʰʃɡ/ [tʰk.kʷʰʃɡ] "iron ring"
   /thk.m.k/ [tʰm.k] "iron gate"
This process is different from Coda Nasal Assimilation, because it involves all the features under the root node, including [±sonorant], [±continuant] etc. which are directly associated with the root node. Therefore, this is a case of total assimilation, which involves the spreading of the root node of an onset consonant to the dominating mora of a preceding coda obstruent. Following is the formalization of this rule. Notice that it is not necessary to specify the second root node as a consonant node, because after the deletion of the coda obstruent before vowels and glides, all non-final coda obstruents that remain are followed by consonants.

(142) Coda Obstruent Assimilation

\[
\mu
\]
\[
\text{Root} \quad \text{Root}
\]
\[
[-\text{son}]
\]

Since the only [-sonorant] segment dominated by a mora is the coda obstruent [k], nothing more needs to be said in the rule.

Just as the coda nasal never surfaces with a secondary place feature after place assimilation, so too the coda obstruent never becomes secondarily articulated or aspirated.
or affricated after total assimilation. For example, /tʰik.tʰë/ becomes [tʰɨ.tʰɛ] but not *[tʰi.tʰɛ]; /bʰik.tʰëg/ becomes [bʰɨ.tʰɛ] but not *[bʰɨ.tʰɛ]; /kʰok.tʰɛ/ becomes [kʰôt.tʰɛ], not *[kʰôt.tʰɛ]; /tʰik.kʰëg/ becomes [tʰɨ.kʰɛ], not *[tʰɨ.kʰɛ]; etc. As in the case of nasal place assimilation, this is due to the fact that aspiration, fricative release and secondary articulations are salient only at the point of release. Therefore, they are not heard until the point of release of a geminate consonant. This explains why there are no such geminates as [tʰkʰ], [tʰtʰ], [tʰstʰ], [kʰkʰ] in Nantong or in any other languages.\(^3\) Again, this is a phonetic detail that need not be represented in phonology.

4.3.5. Deletion of coda obstruent

When followed by a vowel or a glide, the coda obstruent is always deleted, as shown in the following data.

(143) Prevocalic deletion of coda obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Coda</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tˢɛ.k.ʃ̃/</td>
<td>[tˢɛ.j̃]</td>
<td>&quot;excerpt&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰo.k.w̃g/</td>
<td>[kʰ.ɯ̃ɡ]</td>
<td>&quot;king&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tˢʰɛ.k.ʃ̃/</td>
<td>[tˢʰ.ʃ̃]</td>
<td>&quot;nephew&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tˢɛ.k.ʃ̃/</td>
<td>[tˢɛ.ʃ̃]</td>
<td>&quot;inquire&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mʰo.k.ʃ̃</td>
<td>[mʰ.ʃ̃]</td>
<td>&quot;wooden fish&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This process can be formalized into the following rule.

(144) Coda Obstruent Deletion

\[ \text{Root} \quad \mu \quad \text{Root} \]

\[ [-\text{son}] \quad [+\text{son}] \quad [+\text{cont}] \]

\(^3\) Brian Joseph points out that geminates in some onomatopoetic words in Sanskrit are transcribed as [kʰkʰ] as opposed to those transcribed as [kkʰ]. However, it is impossible to know whether such transcriptions represent real geminates or simply juxtaposed identical consonants, because they do not exhibit any morphophonemic alternations.
4.3.6. Glottalization of coda obstruent

None of the assimilation rules that affect the syllable coda may apply if the coda is prepausal. In this case, a coda nasal surfaces as [ŋ], which is straightforward, but a coda obstruent surfaces as a glottal stop, which needs an explanation. The following data show the effect of the pause (represented with a check mark "\(\check{\text{m}}\)" on the surface realization of coda consonants.

(145) Alternations of coda consonants blocked by pause

a. /tʃiŋ jɪŋ thɔŋ \th^2k \ç²k/
   \[tʃiŋ][jɪŋ][\th^2n][\th^2c][c²?]
   "gold, silver, copper, iron, tin"

b. /tʃiŋ jɪŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\) thɔŋ \th^2k c²k/
   \[tʃiŋ][jɪŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\)][\th^2n][\th^2c][c²?]
   "gold, silver, copper, iron, tin"

c. /tʃiŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\) jɪŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\) thɔŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\) \th^2k·c²k/
   \[tʃiŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\)][jɪŋ\(\check{\text{m}}\)][\th^2n\(\check{\text{m}}\)][\th^2c\(\check{\text{m}}\)][c²?]
   "gold, silver, copper, iron, tin"

As the coda obstruent is assumed to be underlyingly unspecified for place features, it seems that we need to specify it as [constricted glottis] in order to make it a glottal stop. However, there are reasons to believe that this is entirely unnecessary. First, the feature [constricted glottis] is not distinctive in this language, since the glottal stop is the only segment specified with this feature. Second, if an obstruent is placeless, i.e. produced without supralaryngeal constriction, then the only way it can be non-continuant is by having a temporary closure at the glottis. In other words, the coda obstruent's being [constricted glottis] is a direct consequence of its being placeless and non-continuant. Therefore, there is no need to specify the feature [constricted glottis]. Instead, we need to explain why this underlyingly placeless obstruent does not surface as [k] in prepausal positions. We can do so assuming that the place feature default rule that supplies the default
[dorsal] feature for placeless obstruents only applies to non-final segments with a domain bounded by pauses. Thus, we revise that rule as follows.

(146) Place Feature Default (revised)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Root} \\
\text{Root} \\
\text{C-place} \\
\text{[dorsal]}
\end{array}
\]

4.4. Onset and coda lenition

In section 4.1, we have seen processes like glide deletion and onset assimilation which occur only in toneless syllables. In this section, we examine two processes with a similar condition.

In normal tempo speech, a word-medial syllable flanked by two toned syllables always loses its underlying tone, and either inherits the tonal specifications of the terminal tonal node of the preceding syllable or receives a default tone in its surface form. For example, the word \[/j\varepsilon.k\u0161\u0107.x\varepsilon/ "man-made lake" surfaces as \[/j\varepsilon.k\u0161\u0107.x\varepsilon\] in slow tempo, where the only change is the underlying L becoming M in the medial syllable. In normal tempo, however, the same word surfaces as \[/j\varepsilon.\varepsilon\varepsilon.x\varepsilon\], where the medial syllable loses its underlying tone and inherits the second half of the preceding MH tone. At the same time, the onset stop [k] becomes a nasal [\varepsilon]. Following are the waveforms of the two surface forms of this word.

(147) Waveforms of \[/j\varepsilon.k\u0161\u0107.x\varepsilon/ "man-made lake" in

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{a. slow tempo} & \text{b. normal tempo} \\
[j\varepsilon.k\u0161\u0107.x\varepsilon] & [j\varepsilon.\varepsilon\varepsilon.x\varepsilon]
\end{array}
\]

Figure 15 - Waveforms of \[/j\varepsilon.k\u0161\u0107.x\varepsilon/ in slow and normal tempos
We see from these waveforms that the first two syllables both have less intensity and shorter duration in normal tempo than in slow tempo. However, since the word-medial syllable is the one that loses its underlying tone and undergoes lenition processes, only it will be referred to as a weak syllable. In what follows, I will discuss the lenition processes that occur in weak syllables. The tonal alternations will be handled in chapter V.

4.4.1. Lenition of onset obstruent

In a weak syllable, an unaspirated onset plosive\(^4\) is always changed into a flap when used after a vowel, or into a nasal when used after a coda nasal. If the underlying onset consonant is an affricate, then the frication feature is preserved in the lenited form. No lenition takes place if the weak syllable is preceded by an obstruent. The following table shows the alternating forms of unaspirated underlying plosives.

(148) Lenition of onset consonants\(^5\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>p(^j)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>t(^j)</th>
<th>t(\tilde{s})</th>
<th>t(\tilde{c})</th>
<th>t(\tilde{c})^w</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>k(^w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After V</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>β(^j)</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r(^j)</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z(^j)</td>
<td>z(^w)</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>γ(^w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After V(\tilde{g})</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m(^j)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n(^j)</td>
<td>nz</td>
<td>nz(^j)</td>
<td>nz(^w)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g(^w)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following are example words in which these alternations take place. Note that from now on, each pair of parentheses in the surface phonetic transcription mark the boundaries of a metrical foot, which is defined as a toned (strong) syllable followed by any number of toneless (weak) syllables.

(149) Words undergoing onset lenition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/jîk.ka/</td>
<td>[(jîk.kâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) the Iqs' family&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lî.ka/</td>
<td>[(lî.yâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) the Lis' family&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nî.ka/</td>
<td>[(nî.yâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) your family&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/qû.ka/</td>
<td>[(qû.yâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) my family&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wûq.ka/</td>
<td>[(wû.qâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) the Uons' family&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kû.ka/</td>
<td>[(kû.qâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;(of) the Dings' family&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^4\) Actually, there appear to be some lenition effects on aspirated plosives and fricatives in this environment as well. More experimental work is needed to determine what exactly these effects are.

\(^5\) All the phonetic symbols in the first row represent flaps, i.e. short sonorant approximants, with [z z\(^w\) z\(^w^n\)] being flaps with frication.
The onset lenition process does not occur in a syllable that retains its underlying tone, because such a syllable is not weak. Following are some contrasting pairs illustrating this.

(150) Words with and without onset lenition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Phonetic Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Island</td>
<td>[(tʃʰnThe.tá)]</td>
<td>&quot;Green Island&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has become green</td>
<td>[(tʃʰInThe.ná)]</td>
<td>&quot;has become green&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small knife</td>
<td>[(tʃʰThe.tá)]</td>
<td>&quot;small knife&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has become small</td>
<td>[(tʃʰThe.tá)]</td>
<td>&quot;has become small&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rice cake</td>
<td>[(tʃʰThe.tá)]</td>
<td>&quot;rice cake&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Nins'</td>
<td>[(tʃʰThe.tá)]</td>
<td>&quot;the Nins'&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The onset lenition process can be understood as the articulators, which are moving toward a target position to form an oral closure, being moved away before reaching this target position toward the target position of the next articulatory event. Since no complete oral closure is ever sustained, the intended stop becomes a flap.
From the phonological point of view, the feature involved in the flapping process can be either [+sonorant] or [+voice] or both. Since there are no voiced stops in Nantong Chinese, it is possible to assume that flapping in this language involves spreading [+voice] to an underlying stop, which is phonetically realized as a flap. However, this analysis must be rejected on typological grounds, because in languages where voicing is contrastive, flapping cannot be effected by spreading [+voice]. For example, in English, underlying /lædə-/ "ladder" surfaces as [lærə]. Since underlying /d/ is already [+voice] (as opposed to underlying /t/, which is [-voice], in /lætə-/ "latter"), its flapping must involve some feature in addition to [+voice]. Following Kahn (1976:99), I assume that this other feature is [+sonorant].

Based on the above discussion, we formalize the onset lenition rule such that it spreads the [+sonorant] feature from a mora-dominated root node, which is a vowel or a coda consonant, under the strong branch of a metrical foot to a syllable-dominated root node, which is an onset consonant, under the weak branch of a metrical foot, as follows.

(151) Onset Lenition

To account for the nasalization of the onset plosive, we need another rule. Instead of spreading the feature [+sonorant], this rule spreads the feature [nasal] from a mora-dominated root node under the strong branch of a metrical foot to a syllable-dominated root node under the weak branch of a metrical foot, as follows.
4.4.2. Lenition of coda consonants

In addition to onset lenition, another segmental alternation applicable to weak syllables is the deletion of its coda obstruent. Since an underlyingly toned word-medial syllable remains toned in slow tempo but becomes toneless (weak) in normal tempo, we may observe alternation of the coda obstruent in these different speech rates. Following are some examples.

(153) Alternation of coda obstruent in word-medial syllables

a. Deletion of coda obstruent in weak syllables in normal tempo

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/s-.pók.u/)} & \quad \{[\text{s-}(\text{po})(\text{u})]\} \quad \text{"two hundred and fifty"} \\
\text{/th₃g.p₃k.tsék’} & \quad \{[\text{th₃}(\text{p}₃)\text{tse?}]\} \quad \text{"egg white essence (protein)"} \\
\text{/c₃k.t₃k.p₃g’} & \quad \{[\text{c₃t}(\text{t₃})\text{p₃}]\} \quad \text{"study class (seminar)"} \\
\text{/ts₃k.k₃k’} & \quad \{[\text{ts₃}(\text{k₃})]\} \quad \text{"center country (China)"} \\
\text{/kb₃c₃k’} & \quad \{[(\text{kb₃})(\text{c₃})]\} \quad \text{"science"}
\end{align*}
\]

b. No deletion of coda obstruent in weak syllables in slow tempo

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/s-.pók.u/)} & \quad \{[\text{s-}(\text{po})(\text{u})]\} \quad \text{"two hundred and fifty"} \\
\text{/th₃g.p₃k.tsék’} & \quad \{[\text{th₃}(\text{p}₃)\text{tse?}]\} \quad \text{"egg white essence (protein)"} \\
\text{/c₃k.t₃k.p₃g’} & \quad \{[\text{c₃t}(\text{t₃})\text{p₃}]\} \quad \text{"study class (seminar)"} \\
\text{/ts₃k.k₃k’} & \quad \{[\text{ts₃}(\text{k₃})]\} \quad \text{"center country (China)"} \\
\text{/kb₃c₃k’} & \quad \{[(\text{kb₃})(\text{c₃})]\} \quad \text{"science"}
\end{align*}
\]

This process can be referred to as coda lenition, since it occurs in weak syllables only. Assuming as we did before that a weak syllable is dominated by the weak branch of a
metrical foot, we can formalize a rule which deletes a [-sonorant] root node from its
dominating mora under the weak branch (the tilted branch) of the metrical foot, as follows.

(154) Coda Lenition

\[ \phi \]

\[ R \]

\[ \mu \]

\[ \ast \]

Root

[-son]

4.5. Summary

To recapitulate, I have divided segmental morphophonemic alternations in Nantong
Chinese into four classes: alternations of toneless morphemes, alternations triggered by the
retroflex vowel, alternations involving the coda consonants, and alternations involving
lenition. The following 13 rules have been proposed to account for these alternations:
Obligatory Glide Deletion, Optional Glide Deletion, Onset Assimilation, Place Feature
Default, Coda Nasal Deletion, Coda Nasal Gemination, Coda Deletion, Coda Nasal
Assimilation, Coda Nasal Vocalization, Coda Obstruent Assimilation, Coda Obstruent
Deletion, Onset Lenition and Coda Lenition.
CHAPTER V  TONAL MORPHOPHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS

5.0. Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss morphophonemic alternations of tones. There are three types of tone sandhi in Nantong Chinese: progressive tone spreading, tone deletion, and regressive tone sandhi. These will be discussed in sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

5.1. Tone spreading and tonal default

In word-final positions, toneless syllables surface as L when preceded by L or HM; as M when preceded by LM, as H when preceded by MH, or as either H or L when preceded by H. At the same time, word-initial L surfaces as ML, and word-initial LM and MH surface as ML and M respectively when followed by a toneless syllable. These patterns are shown in the following table, where boldface tonal letters represents derived surface tones.

(155) Tonal patterns in words with final toneless syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st tone</th>
<th>1 toneless σ</th>
<th>2 toneless σ's</th>
<th>3 toneless σ's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>ML.M</td>
<td>ML.M.M</td>
<td>ML.M.M.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M.H</td>
<td>M.H.H</td>
<td>M.H.H.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H.L</td>
<td>H.L.L</td>
<td>H.L.L.L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H.H</td>
<td>H.H.H</td>
<td>H.H.H.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>ML.L</td>
<td>ML.L.L</td>
<td>ML.L.L.L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>HM.L</td>
<td>HM.L.L</td>
<td>HM.L.L.L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In word-medial positions, a toneless syllable surfaces as M when preceded by L, HM and LM, as either H or M when preceded by H, or as H when preceded by MH. At the same time, the word-initial L surfaces as M, and LM and MH may surface as ML and M.
respectively. These patterns are illustrated in the following table, where T represents any tone, and boldface tone letters represent derived surfaces tones.

(156) Tonal patterns in words with medial toneless syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st tone</th>
<th>1 med toneless σ</th>
<th>2 med toneless σ’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>ML.M.T</td>
<td>ML.M.M.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>M.H.T</td>
<td>M.H.H.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H.M.T</td>
<td>H.M.M.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.H.T</td>
<td></td>
<td>H.H.H.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>M.M.T</td>
<td>M.M.M.T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>HM.M.T</td>
<td>HM.M.M.T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In word-initial positions, toneless syllables always surfaces as M, as shown below.

(157) Toneless syllables in initial positions

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{la tćōk sōg}/ & \rightarrow [\text{lā tćeś sō}] & \text{"on the table"} \\
/\text{la tćōbēg sōg}/ & \rightarrow [\text{lā tćebē sō}] & \text{"on the wall"} \\
/\text{lā.xē tʃâ.k.fōg}/ & \rightarrow [\text{lā.xē tʃak.fō}] & \text{"Pro is eating"} \\
/\text{lā.xē kʰd.g.sōg}/ & \rightarrow [\text{lā.xē kʰd.g.sō}] & \text{"Pro is reading"}
\end{align*}
\]

The following narrowband spectrograms show the surface tonal contour of three words with different initial tone and a toneless syllable. Note how the surface pitch values at the end of these contours differ.

(158) Surface forms of toneless syllables

![Spectrograms](image.png)

a. /jā.ta/ → [(jā.rā)] \( \text{"asked for"} \)  
b. /jā.ta/ → [(jā.rā)] \( \text{"circled"} \)  
c. /jā.ta/ → [(jā.rā)] \( \text{"pardoned"} \)

i.e. \( \text{HM.Ø} \rightarrow \text{HM.L} \) i.e. \( \text{LM.Ø} \rightarrow \text{ML.M} \) i.e. \( \text{MH.Ø} \rightarrow \text{MH.H} \)

Figure 16 - Spectrograms of surface toneless syllables

In what follows, I will show that the surface tones of toneless syllables are the result of two separate processes: tone spreading and tonal default.
5.1.1. Tone redistribution and tone spreading

Tone redistribution is a special kind of tone spreading. It dissociates a tone from one syllable and reassociates it with another syllable. When a toneless syllable is preceded by a rising tone, the toneless syllable surfaces with exactly the same pitch as the terminal pitch of the preceding rising tone, with the rising tone losing its second half and becoming a level or falling tone. Some examples follow.

(159) Surface tones of underlyingly toneless syllables preceded by rising tone

a. /MH.∅/ → [(M.H)]
   /j̣a/          [(j̣a)]        "pardon"
   /j̣a.ta/       [(j̣a.ṛa)]   "pardoned"
   /j̣a.ta ṭo/   [(j̣a.ṛa ṭb̥o)] "pardoned him"
   /g̣o.a/        [(g̣o.ə)]    "child"
   /g̣o.a.ẉog/   [(g̣o.ə).ẉɔ] "childish language"

b. /LM.∅/ → [(ML.M)]
   /j̣a/          [(j̣a)]        "circle"
   /j̣a.ta/       [(j̣a.ṛa)]   "circled"
   /j̣a.ta ṭo/   [(j̣a.ṛa ṭb̥o)] "circled (around) him"
   /p̣b̥o.g̣.ə/    [(p̣b̥o.ə)]       "stick"
   /p̣b̥o.g̣.ə.ṭb̥o/ [(p̣b̥o.ə).ṭb̥o] "stick candy (lollipop)"

The change of initial L into ML in (159b) is due to a M Insertion rule to be discussed later. The rest of this process can be understood as a toneless syllable deriving its surface tone from the preceding rising tone. We account for this fact with a rule that deletes the second tonal node of a rising tone from the syllable node it is attached to, and reattaches it to a following syllable, as shown below.

(160) Tone Redistribution
Notice that according to the tonal feature system we adopt, LM is a lower register LH and MH an upper register LH. By mentioning the LH contour and omitting the register feature, this rule applies to both LM and MH.

When preceded by a high level tone, a toneless syllable may surface as H, but may also surface as M if followed by a toned syllable (e.g. the second syllable in /xâ.t@ tê@/ $\rightarrow$ [(xâ.r@ tê@)] "gave him") or as L otherwise (e.g. the second syllable in /xâ.t@ tê@/ $\rightarrow$ [(xâ.r@ tê@)] "gave him"). These two patterns are shown in (161a) and (161b) respectively.

(161) Surface forms of underlyingly toneless syllables preceded by high level tone

a. H.Ø $\rightarrow$ H.H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/xâ/</td>
<td>[(xâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;give&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@ tê@/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@ tê@)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave him&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@ tê@ pê?/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@ tê@ pê?)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave him a book&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@)]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@ tê@pê?/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@).tê@pê?]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe soup&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@ sê jôk/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@)].[(sê).jôk?)]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe cooked with meat&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. H.Ø $\rightarrow$ H.L, H.Ø.T $\rightarrow$ H.M.T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/xâ/</td>
<td>[(xâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;give&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@ tê@/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@ tê@)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave him&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/xâ.t@ tê@ pê?/</td>
<td>[(xâ.r@ tê@ pê?)]</td>
<td>&quot;gave him a book&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@)]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@ tê@pê?/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@).tê@pê?]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe soup&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.t@ sê jôk/</td>
<td>[(tê.t@)].[(sê).jôk?)]</td>
<td>&quot;tripe cooked with meat&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface tone of toneless syllables in (161a) is the result of tone spreading from the preceding syllable, as is formalized in the following rule. This rule is optional, because toneless syllables preceded by the high level tone do not always surface as H. Furthermore, when this rule applies, it applies to all toneless syllables preceded by a H level tone within the same domain. In other words, partial application resulting in *[(xâ.r@ tê@)] "gave him" is not possible.
Neither Tone Redistribution nor Tone Spreading takes a toned syllable as the target of tone spreading, as shown in the following data.

(162) No tone spreading to toned syllables

\[\text{/má tâ/ \quad [(má tâ)] \quad *[(má tâ)] \quad "buy knife"}\]

\[\text{cf. /má.ta/ \quad [(má.râ)] \quad "bought"}\]

\[\text{/mü tâ/ \quad [(mü tâ)] \quad *[(mü tâ)] \quad "grind knife"}\]

\[\text{cf. /mü.ta/ \quad [(mü râ)] \quad "ground"}\]

Note in particular that if a syllable is the target of tone spreading, it also undergoes onset lenition as we discussed in chapter IV. Otherwise, if the syllable does not undergo lenition, it is not the target of tone spreading either. We have shown that lenition occurs in toneless syllables which are dominated by the weak branches of a metrical foot. It follows that the two rules Redistribution and Tone Spreading must apply within a metrical foot, i.e. a toned syllable followed by some toneless syllable(s). The following sample derivation shows how the surface tones of some toneless syllables are derived with these two rules.

(163) Sample derivation of surface tones with Redistribution and Tone Spreading

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{Input: [+upper] /jô.ta/} \\
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{Tone Redistribution: [+upper] [(jô.ôô)]} \\
\end{array}
\]
5.1.2. Tonal default

When Tone Spreading does not apply, the toneless syllable preceded by H gets its surface tone by default, which is lower register L (=L) word-finally and upper register L (=M) otherwise, as shown in (161b). The tonal default rule can be formalized as follows.

(165) Tonal Default

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mid \quad \mathrm{Tonal} \\
\mid \quad L
\end{array}
\]

A surface tonal node must have a register feature in order to be properly interpreted, therefore, some register feature default rules are also needed. Since the default L tone is lower register L word-finally, and upper register L word-medially, I propose that one register default rule inserts a [-upper] feature on a word-final registerless tonal node, and another one inserts a [+upper] feature on other registerless tonal nodes. Since the first rule is more specific, it applies before the second by the Elsewhere Condition. Following are the formalization of these rules.

(166) Register default rules

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{Final Register Default} & \text{Register Default} \\
\text{Tonal} & \text{Tonal} \\
\mid \quad \omega & \mid \\
\mid \quad [-\text{upper}] & \mid \\
& \quad [+\text{upper}]
\end{array}
\]
Notice that the same set of tonal and register default rules also account for the surface M tone of underlying toneless syllables in word-initial positions, as shown in (157). Furthermore, the surface tones of toneless syllables preceded by HM or L can be derived by the same set of tonal default rules, since they are also lower register L word-finally and upper register L word-medially, as shown below.

(167) Surface forms of underlingly toneless syllables preceded by HM or L

a. HM.Ø → HM.L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Tonal Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/jâ/</td>
<td>[(jâ)]</td>
<td>&quot;ask for&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jâ.ta/</td>
<td>[(jâ.ɔà)]</td>
<td>&quot;asked for&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʰ â.ə/</td>
<td>[(tʰ Â.ə)]</td>
<td>&quot;rabbit&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʰ ə. pʰ k/</td>
<td>[(tʰ Â.ə).pʰ k]</td>
<td>&quot;rabbit fur&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. L.Ø → ML.L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Tonal Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/sè/</td>
<td>[(sè)]</td>
<td>&quot;receive&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sè.ta/</td>
<td>[(tsè.ɔà)]</td>
<td>&quot;received&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/x̄ ə/</td>
<td>[(x̄ə)]</td>
<td>&quot;shrimp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/x̄ ə. tʰ ə y/</td>
<td>[(x̄ə).tʰ ə y]</td>
<td>&quot;shrimp soup&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above data, the low level tone surfaces as ML instead of L, e.g. /sè/ → [(sè)] "receive" and /sè.ta/ → [(tsè.ɔà)] "received". In addition, we have seen earlier that the low rising tone LM surfaces as MLM instead of LM, e.g. /jâ/ → [(jâ)] "circle" and /jâ.ta/ → [(jâ.ɔà)] "circled". Since no toned syllable may start with a low tone, we can view the insertion of an initial mid tone in syllables with an underlying L or LM tone as the result of a rule of phonetic implementation, which inserts a high tone in front of a lower register low tone, as formalized below.

(168) M Insertion

```
                   S
                    /
                   /  \
                  Tonal Tonal
                   /
                  /  \
                 H L
                 [-upper]
```
To ensure that the new tonal node is specified for a register feature, this rule will be followed by a rule that spreads a register feature already in the syllable to every tonal node in the same syllable, which produces in this case [-upper] H, i.e. M. Such a register spreading rule can be formalized as follows.

(169) Register Spreading (mirror image)

\[
\sigma \\
| \\
\text{Tonal} \quad \text{Tonal} \\
| \\
\text{[+upper]}
\]

Below is a sample derivation showing how these rules apply.

(170) Sample derivation of default tones

\[
\sigma \\
| \\
\text{Tonal} \\
| \\
\text{H} \\
\text{[+upper]} \quad \text{[+upper]} \\
\text{/t/} \quad \text{/t/}
\]

\[
\sigma \\
| \\
\text{Tonal} \\
| \\
\text{H} \\
\text{[-upper]} \quad \text{[-upper]} \\
\text{/t/} \quad \text{/t/}
\]

M Ins. & Reg. Spread.

Tonal Default
5.2. Tone deletion

We have shown that underlyingly toned syllables cannot be the target of tone spreading. However, in normal tempo speech, the second syllable of a trisyllabic word always loses its underlying tone and may become the target of tone spreading, as is evident in the following data and narrowband spectrogram.

(171) Loss of underlying tone and subsequent tone spreading in normal tempo speech

/jeŋ.kəŋ.x{//[(jeŋ.ŋəŋ)(x)]} "man-made lake"
/pʰx.tá.pʰŋ/ [(pʰx.tá)(pʰŋ)] "leather belt wheel"

cf. disyllabic
/jëŋ.kəŋ/ [(jëŋ)(kəŋ)] "man-made"
/pʰx.tá/ [(pʰx)(tá)] "leather belt"

cf. slow tempo speech
/jëŋ.kəŋ.x{//[(jëŋ)(kəŋ)(x)]} "man-made lake"
/pʰx.tá.pʰŋ/ [(pʰx)(tá)(pʰŋ)] "leather belt wheel"
Figure 17 - Narrowband spectrograms of /jë.kàg.x§/ in normal and slow tempo

The interesting fact is that the medial syllable that loses its underlying tone becomes not only the target of tone spreading, but also the site where lenition processes take place. Since lenition processes take place under the weak branch of a metrical foot, tone deletion can also be thought to occur in that position. Based on these observations, we can construct a tone deletion rule as shown below.

(173) Tone Deletion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array}
\]

We assume that in disyllabic words and in slow tempo polysyllabic words, every toned syllable constitutes a metrical foot by itself. Since no toned syllable is under the weak branch of a foot, tone deletion never occurs in such cases, as shown below.

(174) Different foot structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a. disyllabic</th>
<th>b. slow tempo</th>
<th>c. normal tempo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\phi) (\phi)</td>
<td>(\phi) (\phi) (\sigma)</td>
<td>(\phi) (\sigma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\sigma) (\sigma)</td>
<td>(\sigma) (\sigma) (\sigma)</td>
<td>(\sigma) (\sigma) (\sigma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[(jë)(kàg)]</td>
<td>[(jë)(kàg)(x§)]</td>
<td>[(jë.nôg)(x§)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tone Deletion, Onset Lenition etc. apply here
Thus, the derivation of the surface form of /jëg.kàg.x£j/ "man-made lake" in normal tempo can be shown as follows.

(175) Sample derivation of /jëg.kàg.x£j/ "man-made lake" in normal tempo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Tone Deletion</th>
<th>Onset Lenition</th>
<th>Tone Redistr.</th>
<th>Nasal Vocal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/jëg.kàg.x£j/</td>
<td>[jëg.kag.x£j]</td>
<td>[jëg.kag.x£j]</td>
<td>[jëg.kag.x£j]</td>
<td>[jëg.kag.x£j]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Regressive tone sandhi

A toned syllable may undergo certain tonal changes when it is followed by another toned syllable. This kind of tonal change is referred to as regressive tone sandhi. In word-initial positions, an underlying LM surfaces as M if followed by an upper register tone (H, MH or H), or as MH if followed by any other tone; an underlying MH surfaces as M if followed by a high level tone (H or H); and an underlying L surfaces as M when followed by any other tone. The surface forms of word-initial syllables are summarized as follows.

(176) Tonal alternations of word-initial syllables preceding a toned syllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Init. syl.</th>
<th>-LM</th>
<th>-L</th>
<th>-HM</th>
<th>-MH</th>
<th>-H</th>
<th>-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>MH.MLM</td>
<td>MH.ML</td>
<td>MH.HM</td>
<td>M.MH</td>
<td>M.H</td>
<td>M.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>M.MLM</td>
<td>M.ML</td>
<td>M.HM</td>
<td>M.MH</td>
<td>M.H</td>
<td>M.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>HM.MLM</td>
<td>HM.ML</td>
<td>HM.HM</td>
<td>HM.MH</td>
<td>HM.H</td>
<td>HM.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>MH.MLM</td>
<td>MH.ML</td>
<td>MH.HM</td>
<td>MH.MH</td>
<td>MH.H</td>
<td>MH.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H.MLM</td>
<td>H.ML</td>
<td>H.HM</td>
<td>H.MH</td>
<td>H.H</td>
<td>H.H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H.MLM</td>
<td>H.ML</td>
<td>H.HM</td>
<td>H.MH</td>
<td>H.H</td>
<td>H.H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In word-medial positions, an underlying LM surfaces as MH if followed by a lower register tone (L or LM) or as ML if followed by any other tone; and an underlying L surfaces as M when followed by any other tone, just as it does in word-initial positions. If the word-medial syllable precedes a toneless syllable, the regular tone redistribution or tone spreading processes are observed. The following table shows these alternations.
Tonal alternations of word-medial syllables

a. preceding a toned syllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>T.M.MLM</td>
<td>T.M.ML</td>
<td>T.M.HM</td>
<td>T.M.MH</td>
<td>T.M.H</td>
<td>T.M.H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. preceding a toneless syllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>T.M.H.MLM</td>
<td>T.M.H.ML</td>
<td>T.M.H.HM</td>
<td>T.M.H.MH</td>
<td>T.M.H.H</td>
<td>T.M.H.H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A special alternation involves the underlying LM surfacing as H in syllables with a coda obstruent, except when such a syllable is word-initial and followed by a sonorant, in which case it remains as LM and falls into all the alternation patterns of a regular LM. In what follows, I will offer a more detailed discussion of all these alternations.

5.3.1. Initial decontour and initial register raising

In word-initial positions, an underlying LM surfaces as M if followed by an upper register tone (MH, H or H), as shown below. Notice that the falling tone HM cannot be underlyingly specified with an upper register feature, since it does not trigger this process, as shown in (178b).

(178) Tone sandhi of syllable-initial LM before upper register tones

a. /t^b_j^0,1^b_\empty/ [(t^{b1})(1^b)] "electric stove"

/b^2_j^0,1^b_\empty/ [(t^{b1})(1^b)] "electric image (movie)"
This process does not occur if the word-initial LM is separated from the upper register tone by a toneless syllable, either underlying or derived. What happens instead is the insertion of a M tone before the initial L and the redistribution of the M following L to the toneless syllable, as shown below.

(179) Initial LM fails to become M when followed by toneless syllable

\[-x3g.ts?.ts6k/ \rightarrow [(x3^\circ.ts?)(ts6?)] \quad "oatmeal porridge"
\[-/t' *ïg.x''ô.çîg/ \rightarrow [(t' >ï,.x'»6)(ç£)] \quad "telephone line"
\[-/t' *ïg.x''ô.w6g/ \rightarrow [(t' >ï,.x'»6)(w6)] \quad "telephone network"

At first sight, it appears that this process can be accounted for with a rule which deletes the first tonal node of the underlying LM. This means that the resulting M is a lower register H, since LM is lower register LH. However, as we see from (176), a word-initial lower register tone always becomes a tone that can be characterized as an upper register tone. This suggests that the lower register tone is prohibited in word-initial positions, and is probably the underlying phonetic motivation for all the sandhi processes that affect word-initial lower register tones. Such a generalization would become impossible if we allowed a lower register tone to remain in the word-initial position of the output of a phonological rule. For this reason, we will adopt a different analysis, which accounts for this process with two rules. The first deletes the second tonal node of the low rising tone followed by an upper register tone in an adjacent syllable, as follows.

(179) Initial Decontour

```
\omega \sigma
\sigma
\leftarrow Tonal \quad \leftarrow Tonal \quad \leftarrow Tonal
\downarrow L \quad \downarrow H
[-upper] \quad [+upper]
```
Notice that HM does not trigger this rule, since underlyingly it is not specified for register features. The output of this rule feeds into a second rule, which deletes the feature [-upper] from any non-final tonal node, as shown below.

(181) Register Deletion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array}
\]

There is independent motivation for the Register Deletion rule, since an underlying lower register L always surfaces as M preceding another tone, as the following data show.

(182) Tone sandhi of word-initial L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Input</th>
<th>Initial Decontour</th>
<th>Reg. Deletion</th>
<th>Reg. Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[/fê.tʃʒ/]</td>
<td>[(fê)(tʃʒ)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[/fê.ʃŋ/]</td>
<td>[(fê)(ʃŋ)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[/fê.tʰŋ/]</td>
<td>[(fê)(tʰŋ)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[/fê.j̣/]</td>
<td>[(fê)(j̣)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[/fê.tʰʒ/]</td>
<td>[(fê)(tʰʒ)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf. [/fê/]</td>
<td>[(fê)]</td>
<td>--\</td>
<td>--\</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"flying machine (airplane)"
"flying wheel"
"flying boat (blimp)"
"flying and leaping"
"flying bullet (missile)"
"fly"

After Register Deletion, the tonal node deprived of the register feature will obtain its surface register feature by the register default rules discussed earlier, as shown in the following sample derivation.

(183) Sample derivation of word-initial LM becoming M

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]\quad \text{[+upper][-upper]}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]\quad \text{[+upper][-upper]}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]\quad \text{[+upper][-upper]}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{L'} \\
[-\text{upper}]\quad \text{[+upper][-upper]}
\end{array}
\]
A word-initial LM surfaces as MH instead of M when followed by a tone which is not an upper register tone, as shown below.

(184) Tone sandhi of word-initial LM before tones other than upper register tones

/tʰɪŋ.ţǐŋ/ \[(t^*_{l})(c^*_{i})\] "electric wire"
/tʰɪŋ.tʰǐŋ/ \[(t^*_{i})(t^*_{i})\] "electric ladder (elevator)"
/tʰɪŋ.x^*ô/ \[(t^*_{i})(x^*ô)\] "electric speech (telephone)"
cf. /tʰǐŋ/ \[(t^*_{i})\] "electricity"

Like initial decontour, this process also does not occur if the second syllable is toneless either underlyingly or by Tone Deletion in normal tempo speech, as shown in (179) copied below.

(179) Word-initial LM fails to become MH when followed by toneless syllable

/xʒ.ţs.ţsđk/ \[(x^*ʒ.ţs^ợ)(ţsđ?)\] "oatmeal porridge"
/tʰɪŋ.x^*ô.ţổŋ/ \[(t^*_{i})(x^*ô)(ţổ)\] "telephone operator"
/tʰɪŋ.x^*ô.wôŋ/ \[(t^*_{i})(x^*ô)(wô)\] "telephone network"
/tʰɪŋ.x^*ô.ţiŋ/ \[(t^*_{i})(x^*ô)(c^*{i})\] "telephone line"

The Register Deletion rule in (181) requires that the target tonal node be followed by a tonal node linked to an adjacent syllable. Since a contour tone is represented with two tonal nodes linked to the same syllable, the register feature on the first of the two tonal nodes cannot be deleted by Register Deletion. Moreover, Register Deletion applies in both word-initial and word-medial syllables as long as they are followed by some other tone, as shown in (185a), but LM does not always become MH in word-medial syllables (in slow tempo), as shown in (185b).
(185) Lower register tones in word-medial syllables

a. \( /fè.tζ^ts^ôg/ \) *(tζ)(tζ)(tsôg) \] "airplane field (airport)"

b. \( /bJ.ô.ôg/ \) *(bJ)(x ô)(ôg) \] "telephone operator"
\( /bJ.x.wô/w6g/ \) *(bJ)(x ô)(w6g) \] "telephone network"
\( /bJ.x^ô.cÎ/ \) *(bJ)(x ô)(cÎ) \] "telephone line"

For these reasons, I propose a more specific register deletion rule to handle the change from LM to MH. This rule deletes the [-upper] feature of a word-initial LM tone followed by a tonal node of an adjacent syllable, as formalized below.

(186) Initial Register Deletion

```
\[ \omega \]
  끝
\[ \sigma \]
  \[ \sigma \]
  \[ L \]
  \[ H \]
  \[ [-upper] \]
```

The same set of register default rules will supply the output of this rule with the correct surface register feature [+upper], as shown in the following sample derivation.

(187) Sample derivation of word-initial LM before tones other than upper register tones

```

\[ \sigma \]
  \[ \sigma \]
  \[ L \]
  \[ H \]
  \[ [-upper] \]
```

To ensure that only grammatical forms are generated by these rules, we must apply Initial Decontour first, Initial Register Deletion next and Register Deletion last, as shown below.

(188) Order of word-initial decontour and register deletion rules

```
Underlying Representation Initial Decontour
\[ /bJ.ô.lÎ/ \] \[ (tJ)(1Î) \] \[ /bJ.ô.lÎ/ \] \[ /bJ.ô.ô/ \]
```

Initial Decontour
5.3.2. Register dissimilation and non-initial decontour of LM

Another instance where LM becomes MH is when LM is followed by a word-final lower register tone L or LM, as shown below.

(189) LM becomes MH when followed by word-final lower register tone L or LM, as shown below.

a. Slow tempo

/\ti\l\n.x\w6.t\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(t^f_\f3))]  "telephone machine"
/\ti\l.x\w6.p\h_\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(p^h_\f3))]  "telephone book"
cf. /\ti\l.x\w6.c\l/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(c^l))]  "telephone line"

b. Normal tempo

/\ti\l.x\w6.t\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(t^f_\f3))]  "telephone machine"
/\ti\l.x\w6.p\h_\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(p^h_\f3))]  "telephone book"
cf. /\ti\l.x\w6.c\l/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(c^l))]  "telephone line"

c. Normal tempo

/\ti\l.x\w6.x\w6.\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(x^w_\d(\f3))]  "telephone conference"
cf. /\ti\l.x\w6.x\w6.m\d/  \[(t^h_\l.x^w_\d(x^\d(m_\d))]  "telephone number"

/\ts\h_\l.t\b\h_\l.x\w6.t\f3/  \[(t^h_\l.t\h_\l.x^w_\d(t^f_\f3))]  "automatic telephone machine"
cf. /\ts\h_\l.t\b\h_\l.x\w6.w\g/  \[(t^h_\l.t\h_\l.x^w_\d(w_\g))]  "automatic telephone network"

In (189a), the change from LM to MH in the second syllable cannot be due to Initial Register Deletion (186), because the syllable involved is not word-initial. In (189b), where the second syllable loses its underlying tone due to Tone Deletion, the change from LM to MH in the first syllable before Tone Redistribution (160) cannot be due to Initial Register Deletion either, because the latter does not apply if the target syllable is followed by a toneless syllable, as shown in (179). Since the change of LM into MH in this case is triggered by a lower register tone (L or LM), we may refer to this process as register dissimilation. The data in (189c) show that register dissimilation only occurs in a penultimate foot. In other words, this process is triggered by a word-final lower register tone.
tone. Notice that HM does not trigger this rule, because underlyingly it is not specified for any register features. Following is the formalized rule accounting for this process.

(190) Penultimate Register Dissimilation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Tonal} \\
\hline
[-\text{upper}] [-\text{upper}] \\
\end{array}
\]

Since the change from LM to MH is not blocked by toneless syllables, as shown in (189b) and (189c), this rule does not require the target tonal node to be followed by another tonal node.

The change from LM to surface ML, as in the third syllable of /t³^-ï^g^t^-jcà.mô/ \(\rightarrow\) \([(t^*î^.x^*6)(xâ)(m6)]\) "telephone number", is due to a process that deletes the second tonal node of LM and thereby changes it into L before any other tone, as formalized below.

(191) Non-Initial Decontour

Non-Initial Decontour and Initial Decontour both delete the second tonal node of the lower register rising tone LM. Like Initial Decontour, Non-Initial Decontour also fails to apply if LM is followed by a toneless syllable, so that underlying /ts^b^ô.t^b^ô.t^b^ô.t^b^ô.x^w^ô.w^ô/ "automatic telephone network" surfaces as \([(ts^b^ô.t^b^ô.t^b^ô.x^w^ô)(w^ô)]\), but not as \*[(ts^b^ô.t^b^ô.t^b^ô.x^w^ô)(w^ô)]. This fact is incorporated into both rules by requiring the target of each rule to be followed by another tonal node in an adjacent syllable.

In spite of their apparent similarities, there are two important differences between Non-Initial Decontour and Initial Decontour. First, Non-Initial Decontour is triggered by a following syllable with any tone (actually H, H, MH and HM), while Initial Decontour
must be triggered by a following syllable specified with an upper register tone (i.e. H, H and MH). Second, the output of Initial Decontour feeds into Register Deletion so it becomes M (e.g. /tʰjŋ.w̥ŋ/ → [(tʰj)](w̥j)) "electrical net"); whereas the output of Non-Initial Decontour does not feed into Register Deletion to become M, but it feeds into M Insertion to become ML (e.g. /tʰjŋ.x̌.w̥ŋ/ → [(tʰj)](x̌)(w̥j)) but *[(tʰj)](x̌)(w̥j]) "telephone network"). To account for this fact, Initial Decontour must be ordered before Register Deletion while Non-Initial ordered after Register Deletion. In addition, Penultimate Register Dissimilation must be ordered before Non-Initial Register Deletion, since it applies to medial syllables which may otherwise undergo the latter rule.

To sum up, I have proposed six regressive tone sandhi rules, including two register deletion rules, two decontour rules, a register dissimilation rule and a M tone insertion rule. These rules apply in an order illustrated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Representation</th>
<th>/tʰjŋ.w̥ŋ/</th>
<th>/tʰjŋ.x̌.w̥ŋ/</th>
<th>/tʰjŋ.x̌.p̌̄ŋ/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Decontour</td>
<td><a href="w%CC%A5j">(tʰj)</a>]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(w̥j)]</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(p̌̄j)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penultimate Register Dissim.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(p̌̄j)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Deletion</td>
<td><a href="w%CC%A5j">(tʰj)</a>]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Initial Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(w̥j)]</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(p̌̄j)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Insertion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(w̥j)]</td>
<td><a href="x%CC%8C">(tʰj)</a>(p̌̄j)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>&quot;electric net&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;telephone network&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;telephone book&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3. Obstruent-induced upper register

When used in a syllable with an underlying coda obstruent, a low rising tone LM may alternate in exactly the same way that it does when it is used in other syllables. It surfaces as M word-initially when followed by an upper register tone H, H or MH, as in (193a). It surfaces as MH word-initially when followed by a non-upper register tone or word-medially when followed by a word-final lower register tone, as in (193b). And it
surfaces as ML in non-final positions, as in (193c), provided that the speech rate is normal or fast, and provided that the underlying coda obstruent either deletes before a following vowel or glide, or assimilates to a following sonorant consonant. Following are some examples.

(193) Alternation of LM in obstruent-final syllables followed by a sonorant

a. /lāk.lāk/ [(lā)(lā)] "six-six"
   /lāk.lāg/ [(lā)(lā)] "six-zero"
   /lāk.uḡ/ [(lā)(uḡ)] "six-five"
   /lāk.jīk/ [(lā)(jī)] "six-one"
   /lāk.ē/ [(lā)(ē)] "six-two"

b. /lāk.uḡ.ēlāk.uḡ/ [(lā)(uḡ)(lā)(uḡ)] "six-five-six-five"
   /lāk.uḡ.ēlāk.lāg/ [(lā)(uḡ)(lā)(lā)] "six-five-six-zero"

if the coda obstruent of the syllable to which LM is linked is not deleted or assimilated to a sonorant, then LM surfaces as H, as shown in the following examples.

(194) Alternation of LM in obstruent-final syllables not followed by a sonorant

/lāk.sōŋ/ [(lās)(sō)] "six-three"
/lāk.sē/ [(lās)(sē)] "six-four"
/lāk.pēk/ [(lāp)(pē)] "six-eight"
/lāk.tēç/ [(lāt)(tēç)] "six-nine"
/lāk.sēk/ [(lās)(sē)] "six-ten"
/lāk.soŋ.ēlāk.sē/ [(lās.sē)(lās)(sē)] "six-three-six-four"
/lāk.pōk.ēlāk.tēç/ [(lāp.pō)(lāt)(tēç)] "six-eight-six-nine"

In slow tempo speech, LM always surfaces as H, even if the coda obstruent of the syllable it is linked to is deleted or assimilated to a sonorant, as the following data show.

(195) Alternation of LM in slow tempo obstruent-final syllables

/lāk.ēk/ [(lā)(ēk)] "six-six"
/lāk.jēŋ/ [(lā)(jē)] "six-zero"
/lāk.ēg/ [(lā)(ēg)] "six-five"
/lāk.jēk/ [(lā)(jē)] "six-one"
/lāk.ē/ [(lā)(ē)] "six-two"
/lāk.ēlāk.ēk/ [(lā)(lā)(lāk)] "six-six-six"
/lāk.ē.ēk.ēk/ [(lā)(lā)(lā)] "two-six-one"
thus appears that in most cases LM surfaces as \( \text{H} \) in obstruent-final syllables. We account for this process with two rules. One rule assigns a [\(+\text{upper}\)] feature to a rising contour associated with an underlying obstruent-final syllable, i.e. with a syllable node which dominates a mora which dominates a [-sonorant] root node, as shown below.

(196) Register Insertion

The upper register feature inserted by this rule can be considered as induced by the obstruent coda consonant, and is therefore not arbitrary. The second rule deletes the first tonal node of a rising contour associated with an underlying obstruent-final syllable, as shown below.

(197) Obstruent-Induced Decontour

In order to always generate the correct surface forms, it is necessary to order these rules differently relative to Coda Obstruent Deletion and Coda Obstruent Assimilation in slow and normal tempos. Thus, in slow tempo, Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour apply before Coda Obstruent Deletion and Coda Obstruent Assimilation, and therefore they apply to every syllable that has an underlying coda obstruent, as shown in the following sample derivation.
(198) Sample derivation of /lɔk.ʊʃ/ \(\rightarrow\) [l6.ʊʃ] "six-five" in slow tempo

---|---|---
[-upper] | [+upper] | [+upper]
Tonal | Tonal | Tonal
\[\sigma\] | \[\sigma\] | \[\sigma\]
Root | Root | Root
[+son] [+son] [-son] [+son]
/l ɔ k. ʊʃ/ | /l 6 k. ʊʃ/ | /l 6. ʊʃ/

In normal tempo, on the other hand, Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour apply after Coda Obstruent Deletion and Coda Obstruent Assimilation, and therefore they only apply to those syllables that retain their underlying coda obstruent because they fail to undergo Coda Obstruent Deletion or Coda Obstruent Assimilation. This is shown in the following sample derivation.

(199) Sample derivation of /lɔk.ʊʃ/ \(\rightarrow\) [l6.ʊʃ] "six-five" in normal tempo

---|---|---
[-upper] | [+upper] | [+upper]
Tonal | Tonal | Tonal
\[\sigma\] | \[\sigma\] | \[\sigma\]
Root | Root | Root
[+son] [+son] [-son] [+son]
/l ɔ k. ʊʃ/ | /l 6. ʊʃ/ | /l 6. ʊʃ/

In addition to their ordering relative to segmental rules such as Coda Obstruent Deletion and Coda Obstruent Assimilation, Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced
Decontour must also apply before all other rules of tonal alternations. This is because the short high level tone \( H \) produced by Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour always patterns with underlying upper register tones MH and H in triggering other tonal processes such as initial decontour. On the other hand, if Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour do not change an underlying LM into \( H \), then the surviving LM will undergo all other tonal processes that affect LM. The following table shows the ordering of Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour with other tone sandhi rules.

(200) Order of initial and non-initial decontour rules and other tonal rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Representation</th>
<th>/lôk.ç/</th>
<th>/lôk.s/</th>
<th>/lôk.lôk/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coda Obstruent Assimilation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lôs.s/</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lôk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda Obstruent Deletion</td>
<td>/lô.ç/</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda Obstruent Glottalization</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô?/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Insertion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lôs.s/</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstruent-Induced Decontour</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lôs.s/</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Decontour</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Register Deletion</td>
<td>/lô.ç/</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Insertion</td>
<td>/lô.ç/</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/lô[ô].lô2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Representation</td>
<td>[(lô)(ç)]</td>
<td>[(lôs)(s)]</td>
<td>[(lôl)(lô?)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>&quot;six-two&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;six-four&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;six-six&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.4. Decontour of upper register rising tone

The upper register rising tone MH becomes M when followed by H or \( H \), as shown in the following data.

(201) Decontour of MH before H or \( H \)

| /xù.cwé/ | [(xù)(cwé)] | "river water" |
| /tsbö.j1k/ | [(tsbö)(jì?)] | "tea leaves" |
| /tbsg.c3k/ | [(tbg)(cg?)] | "co-student (classmate)" |
| /s.pèk.l1g.uy/ | [(s.pè)(l1g)(uy)] | "two hundred and five" |
| /s.pèk.l1g.l3k/ | [(s.pè)(l1l)(l3?)] | "two hundred and six" |

Unlike LM, MH does not become M before MH, as the following data show.
(202) Invariance of MH before MH

\[ /\text{xû.x}/ \quad \{ (\text{xû})(\text{x}) \} \quad \text{"river fish"} \]

\[ /\text{tsbô.xû}/ \quad \{ (\text{tsbô})(\text{xû}) \} \quad \text{"tea pot"} \]

\[ /\text{tbô.më}/ \quad \{ (\text{tbô})(\text{më}) \} \quad \text{"co-conspirator (accomplice)"} \]

cf. \[ /\text{xû.nî}/ \quad \{ (\text{xû})(\text{nî}) \} \quad \text{"New Year's greetings"} \]

\[ /\text{ji.xû}/ \quad \{ (\text{ji})(\text{xû}) \} \quad \text{"night pot"} \]

\[ /\text{kôô.më}/ \quad \{ (\text{kôô})(\text{më}) \} \quad \text{"conspirator"} \]

If the upper register rising tone is followed by a toneless syllable, it does not decontour, as shown in the following examples.

(203) No decontour of MH followed by toneless syllable

\[ /\text{gô.wô}/ \quad \{ (\text{gô})(\text{wô}) \} \quad *\{ (\text{gô})(\text{wô}) \} \quad \text{"childish language"} \]

\[ /\text{tsbô.jîk.tô}/ \quad \{ (\text{tsbô.jî})(\text{tô}) \} \quad *\{ (\text{tsbô.jî})(\text{tô}) \} \quad \text{"eggs cooked with tea"} \]

\[ /\text{jîg.kôg.xî}/ \quad \{ (\text{jîg.gô})(\text{xî}) \} \quad *\{ (\text{jîg.gô})(\text{xî}) \} \quad \text{"man-made lake"} \]

Based on these observations, the rule for decontouring the upper register rising tone can be formalized as follows.

(204) High Rising Decontour

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\text{Tonal} & \text{Tonal} & \text{Tonal} \\
\text{L} & \text{H} & \text{H} \\
[+upper] & [+upper] & \\
\end{array}
\]

Notice that HM does not trigger this rule, because underlingly it is not specified for register features. Also notice that since this rule is triggered by the short high level tone \( H \) produced by Register Insertion and Obstruent-Induced Decontour, it must be ordered after these two rules. No ordering is necessary between this and any other rules of tonal alternation. Following is a sample derivation with High Rising Decontour.
5.4. Summary

By now, I have discussed all the possible tonal alternations in Nantong Chinese. Fifteen rules have been proposed to account for these alternations. These include Tone Redistribution, Tone Spreading, Tonal Default, Final Register Default, Register Default, M Insertion, Tone Deletion, Initial Decontour, Register Deletion, Initial Register Deletion, Register Dissimilation, Decontour, Register Insertion, Obstruent-Induced Decontour, and High Rising Decontour. Many of these rules refer to the metrical foot or the word boundary in their structural descriptions. These entities will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
CHAPTER VI  PROSODIC DOMAINS OF RULE APPLICATION

6.0. Introduction

A span of segmental material in which a phonological rule applies is a domain of rule application. In this chapter, I will show that at the word level, the domains of various phonological rules in Nantong Chinese can be defined by the prosodic constituents metrical foot and phonological word. I will justify the existence of these prosodic constituents in 6.1, and I will explain in 6.2 how they are constructed as a function of speech tempo and how various rules apply in the domains they define. Prosodic constituents at higher levels, i.e. phonological phrase and intonational phrase, will be discussed in chapter VII.

6.1. Prosodic hierarchy at the word level

The existence of the prosodic hierarchy is not always self-evident. In fact, it has been quite controversial in the literature whether the domain of a phonological rule, i.e. the segmental material involved in a phonological process, corresponds to a constituent of the prosodic hierarchy or to one of the morphosyntactic hierarchy. Shih (1986) argues that the tone sandhi process in Mandarin by which LM becomes MH before another LM "operates on 'prosodic' structures, which are sensitive to but by no means isomorphic to syntactic structures". Chan (1980) argues that the dominant syllable of a tone sandhi domain in Fuzhou Chinese correlates to the head of a syntactic constituent, but Chan (1985) shows that tonal alternations in the same language are conditioned by stress, which is a derivative of the prosodic structure. Chen (1987), on the other hand, argues that the domain of tone sandhi (or tone group) in Xiamen Chinese can be formed with direct reference to syntactic information, such as XP, head, adjunct and the c-command relationship.
From the various segmental and tonal morphophonemic processes that have been studied so far, we can see that Nantong Chinese has a richer and more complicated phonological system than both Mandarin and Xiamen. Therefore, it is a good test case for the existence of the prosodic hierarchy. To find out whether such a hierarchy exists in this language, we can use the phonological rules that we uncovered in the previous chapters as diagnostic tools. Thus, given a sequence ABC, if one or more rules apply within AB but no rule applies within BC, then AB should be considered a domain. If such domains are consistent with prosodic constituents but are at odds with morphological or syntactic constituents, then we have evidence that there is a prosodic hierarchy which is independent of the morphosyntactic hierarchy. To ensure that possible influences on rule application from prosody are not mixed with those from morphology, I start by using morphologically simple words including transliterations of foreign names. These words are as good for our purpose as those composed of juxtaposed monosyllabic morphemes such as sequences of monosyllabic numerals, because each syllable of these foreign names is represented with a Chinese character which has a unique underlying segmental and tonal representation. We will discuss patterns of rule application in morphologically complex words in chapter VI.

6.1.1. The metrical foot

The notion of the metrical foot has been used all through chapters IV and V. A metrical foot in this language consists of a toned syllable followed by any number of toneless syllables. Many rules of segmental and tonal alternation make reference to the metrical foot. Specifically, Tone Redistribution and Tone Spreading both apply within the domain of a metrical foot (from a toned syllable to toneless syllables), M Insertion applies under the strong branch of a metrical foot, while Tonal Default and Tone Deletion apply under the weak branch of a metrical foot. For example, in fast tempo speech, Tone Deletion applies to every non-initial syllable within a metrical foot, as shown in the following data.
More importantly, lenition rules, such as Onset Lenition which changes an unaspirated onset plosive into a flap after a vowel or into a nasal after a nasal, Coda Lenition which deletes a coda obstruent, etc. always apply under the weak branch of the metrical foot.

As a domain of rule application, the metrical foot is purely prosodic and has nothing to do with morphology or syntax. For example, none of the metrical feet in the following data correspond to any morphological or syntactic unit.

We conclude that the metrical foot is a legitimate prosodic unit that defines the domain of application of many rules.

6.1.2. The phonological word

Many tonal rules discussed in chapter V refer to the word boundary. For example, Initial Decontour, which changes a LM into L (which later becomes M by another rule)
before an upper register tone, and Initial Register Deletion, which changes a LM into MH before a non-upper register tone, both apply to word-initial syllables. On the other hand, Register Dissimilation, which changes a word-medial LM into MH before another lower register tone, requires that its trigger be word-final. Similarly, Final Register Default assigns a [-upper] feature only to a word-final tonal node. Moreover, the Register Deletion rule which deletes the [-upper] feature before any other tonal node must apply within the boundaries of a word, since the [-upper] feature is never deleted in word-final positions.

Assuming that the domain of the rules mentioned above is the morphological word, then we expect that a word-medial syllable will never undergo the rules that refer to the word-boundary, and it will never fail to undergo rules that apply to word-medial syllables, as long as the structural descriptions of the relevant rules are satisfied. However, in the following set of data, we find some unexpected applications of these rules. Firstly, the underlying L of the second syllable of words in (208a) ought to surface as M since it is word-medial, yet it surfaces as ML as if it were word-final and underwent M Insertion. Secondly, the third syllable of words in (208b) ought to surface as ML, because it is neither word-initial nor followed by a word-final lower register tone, yet it surfaces MH as if it were word-initial.

(208) Unexpected application of rules referring to word boundary

a. /tç₃.l₃.tç₃.s₂/  [(tç₃)(l₃)(tç₃)(s₂)]  "Caracas"
/δ₁.l₃.s₂.tç₃/  [(δ₁)(l₃)(s₂)(tç₃)]  "Alaska"
/s₃.g₃.g₃.g₃.g₃g/  [(s₃)(g₃)(g₃)(g₃)(g₃g)]  "3-3-3-3-3"
/s₃.g₃.g₃.g₃.g₃.s₃g/  [(s₃)(g₃)(g₃)(g₃)(g₃)(s₃g)]  "3-3-3-3-3-3"

b. /t₅.m₅.ts₇.₇.kék/  [(t₅)(m₅)(ts₇.₇)(kék)]  "Damascus"
/j₅.k.x₅.g.n₅.s₇.p₅/  [(j₅)(x₅)(g₅)(n₅)(s₇)(p₅)]  "Johannesburg"
/스.스.스/  [(스)(스)(스)]  "2-2-2"
/스.스.스.스/  [(스)(스)(스)(스)]  "2-2-2-2"

The following is a more detailed illustration showing why these words seem to be exceptional given the sandhi rules we discussed in chapter V.
(209) An incorrect derivation of words with "unexpected" tonal rule application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>&quot;Caracas&quot;</th>
<th>Damascus&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>/tcà.là.tçà.s^/</td>
<td>/td.mó.ts^h.kék/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decontour</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Insertion</td>
<td>[((tçà)(tçà)(tçà)(tçà))]</td>
<td><a href="tk%C3%A9k">((tçà)(tçà)(tçà)(tçà))</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>*(((tçà)(tçà)(tçà)(tçà)))(s^)l</td>
<td>*(((tçà)(tçà)(tçà)(tçà)))(s^)l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solution to this problem lies in the fact that a morphologically word-medial syllables is not necessarily phonologically word-medial. In other words, those syllables that are morphologically word-medial but behave as if they were word-initial or word-final may well be phonologically word-initial or word-final, as shown below, where each pair of brackets represent the boundaries of a phonological word.

(210) Phonological words within morphological words in slow tempo speech

a. /tcà.là.tçà.s^/ [((tçà)(tçà)(tçà)(tçà))]("Caracas")
   /sà.n.m.s^s^/ [((s^)(s^)(s^)(s^))]("Alaska")
   /gà.j.(tçà)/ [((gà)(tçà))][((tçà)(jò))] "Australia"

b. /jò.k.(xè.pà)/ [((jò)(xè)(pà))][((xè)(pà))]("Johannesburg")
   /sà.g.sà.sà.sà.s^s^/ [((s^)(s^)(s^)(s^)(s^))]("3-3-3-3")
   /sà.g.sà.sà.sà.s^s^ / [((s^)(s^)(s^)(s^)(s^))]("3-3-3-3")

Consequently, the L in the second syllable becomes ML because it is now word-final, and the LM in the third syllable becomes MH because it is now word-initial, as shown in the following illustration.

(211) The correct derivation of words with "unexpected" tonal rule application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>&quot;Caracas&quot;</th>
<th>Damascus&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>/tcà.là.tçà.s^/</td>
<td>/td.mó.ts^h.kék/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Decontour — —  
M Insertion  
Output  

We thus show that it is the phonological word, not the morphological word, that defines the domain of word level sandhi processes.

6.2. Metrical structure as a function of speech tempo

Having justified metrical feet and phonological words as domains of phonological rules at the word level, we now consider how these prosodic constituents are constructed. Again, we use monomorphemic words in order to rule out any possible influences from morphology. In these words, the only thing that affects the construction of the prosodic hierarchy is speech tempo. A word may have three different tonal patterns depending on speech tempo. For example, the word /pù Jï.uë.jo/ "Bolivia" is [(pùdi.ué)(jâ)] in fast tempo, [(pù.li)(uë)(jâ)] in normal tempo and [(pù)(lî)][(uë)(jâ)] in slow tempo, as shown in the following narrowband spectrogram.

(212) Tonal patterns of /pù Jï.ué.jà/ "Bolivia" at various speech rates

Slow tempo  
Normal tempo  
Fast tempo  

Figure 18 - Tonal patterns of /pù Jï.ué.jà/ "Bolivia" at various speech rates

These different tonal patterns are totally predictable, if we assume that the internal structure of the phonological word varies according to speech tempo, as shown below.
6.2.1. Metrical feet and phonological words in slow tempo

In slow tempo speech, tone deletion never occurs, but rules affecting word-initial or word-final syllables may apply in the middle of a morphological word, suggesting that there is more than one phonological word in a morphological word, as shown below.

(214) Tone sandhi in polysyllabic words (slow tempo)

```
/pù.î.ü.ê.jò/  /pù.î.ü.ê.jò/  /pù.î.ü.ê.jò/  "Bolivia"
/jò.î.sò.ê.nò.k/  /jò.î.sò.ê.nò.k/  /jò.î.sò.ê.nò.k/  "Arizona"
/pù.î.nî.ê.jò.jò/  /pù.î.nî.ê.jò.jò/  /pù.î.nî.ê.jò.jò/  "Polynesia"
/jò.k.xò.ê.nê.sò.pò/  /jò.k.xò.ê.nê.sò.pò/  /jò.k.xò.ê.nê.sò.pò/  "Johannesburg"
/tçê.k.kê.k.ê.sò.ê.k.ê.k/  /tçê.k.kê.k.ê.sò.ê.k.ê.k/  /tçê.k.kê.k.ê.sò.ê.k.ê.k/  "Czechoslovakia"
/mê.sò.k.pê.k.ê.k.mê.jò/  /mê.sò.k.pê.k.ê.k.mê.jò/  /mê.sò.k.pê.k.ê.k.mê.jò/  "Mesopotamia"
/pê.ê.nê.k.sò.ê.gê.ê.zê.ê.zê/  /pê.ê.nê.k.sò.ê.gê.ê.zê.ê.zê/  /pê.ê.nê.k.sò.ê.gê.ê.zê.ê.zê/  "Buenos Aires"
/tê.î.ê.k.wô.k.sò.ê.tô.k.kê.k/  /tê.î.ê.k.wô.k.sò.ê.tô.k.kê.k/  /tê.î.ê.k.wô.k.sò.ê.tô.k.kê.k/  "Vladivostok"
```

```
/ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  "2-2-2-2-2-2"
/ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  "2-2-2-2-2-2-2"
/ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  /ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê.ê/  "2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2"
```

1 Some hexasyllabic words are lexically marked to be pronounced as two trisyllabic sequences, as shown in the following examples.

```
/tê.ê.k.kê.k.ê.k.sò.ê.k.ê.k.k/  /tê.ê.k.kê.k.ê.k.sò.ê.k.ê.k.k/  "Czechoslovakia"
/jê.ê.fê.sê.ê.pê.pê/  /jê.ê.fê.sê.ê.pê.pê/  "Addis Ababa"
/tê.ê.k.ê.sê.sê.kê.ê.mê/  /tê.ê.k.ê.sê.sê.kê.ê.mê/  "Dar es Salaam"
/tê.ê.k.ê.k.ê.ê.ê.ê.pê /tê.ê.k.ê.k.ê.ê.ê.ê.pê / "Tegucigalpa"
```

The fact that tone deletion does not apply in this set of data suggests that no toned syllable is under the weak branch of a metrical foot. In other words, all feet constructed on underlingly toned syllables are unary. On the other hand, the change of LM into MH in the third syllable and the change of L into ML in the second syllable indicate that a word boundary between the second and the third syllables divides each morphological word into two phonological words, which is either binary or ternary in slow tempo, since it contains no more than three and no less than two metrical feet.

On the other hand, underlingly toneless syllables, such as the repetitive affix -ja-, always surface with tones derived by tone spreading or tonal default, as shown below.

(215) Underlingly toneless syllables in slow tempo speech

/mô.ja.mô.ti/ [(mà.â)(mô.ri)] "scolded and scolded"
/çûk.ja.çûk.ti/ [(çûk.kâ)(çût.ti)] "talked and talked"
/tê.gja.tê.g.ti/ [(tê.gá)(tê.ní)] "waited and waited"

Since tone spreading occurs within a metrical foot, the first and second pairs of syllables in each word must be each under a binary foot. Moreover, since the first LM in /mô.ja.mô.ti/ undergoes Register Dissimilation to become MH in [(mà.â)(mô.ri)], the two feet of this word must be under the same phonological word.

Based on these observations, we propose the following set of rules for constructing the prosodic structure in slow tempo speech, with a sample derivation shown in (217).

(216) Foot and Word Construction

a. Place a unary foot on every underlingly toned syllable;
b. Link every underlingly toneless syllable to the first foot on its left;
c. Build right-dominant binary phonological words from left to right;\(^2\)
d. Build a unary phonological word on the remaining foot or adjoin it to the preceding phonological word if possible.

\(^2\) The phonological word has never been reported in the literature to be bounded. Therefore, it is possible that what we are dealing with here is a superfoot or cola, which is a constituent larger than the metrical foot but smaller than the phonological word, and is usually bounded, according to Hammond (1983) inter alia. However, since what we call a phonological word corresponds in most cases to a morphological word, and since no phonological rules in this language refer to any other prosodic constituent that could be construed as the phonological word, I will continue to refer to this bounded prosodic constituent as the phonological word. What is important here is the content, not the label.
(217) Sample derivation of prosodic structure in slow tempo speech

(216a) Feet on toned syllables

(216b) Link toneless syllables

(216c) Binary words on feet

The different prosodic structures in words with or without underlyingly toneless syllables may explain the behavior of the glide deletion and onset assimilation rules, which delete the onset glide [j] after a vowel, or assimilate the onset sonorant [j] and [l] to the preceding coda consonant. It is argued in 4.1.3 that these rules must be prosodically conditioned, i.e. they do not apply in toned syllables, but do apply in underlyingly toneless syllables, such as those used in sentential particles and in the repetitive and the enumerative affixes. The following sample derivation shows how the onset glide [j] of an underlyingly toneless syllable undergoes Onset Assimilation, but the same onset glide of a toned syllable does not.

(218) Sample derivation of toned and toneless syllables with regard to onset assimilation
Similarly, the onset glide of the second syllable of /mə.ja.mə.ti/ "scolded and scolded" is deleted in the surface form [mə.ə.ə.mə.rə], because this syllable is underlingly toneless. In contrast, the onset glide of the fourth syllable of /pə.lə.ə.ə.jə/ "Bolivia" is not deleted in the surface form [pə.lə.ə.ə.jə], because this syllable is toned.

The behavior of pseudo-toneless syllables in slow tempo speech is most interesting. They may or may not undergo tone spreading processes that affect toneless syllables, but either way, they never undergo glide deletion or onset assimilation rules, as shown in the following examples.

(219) Toneless syllables versus pseudo-toneless syllables

a. No glide deletion in pseudo-toneless affixes

/tʃʰ.ʃ.ʃə/ [tʃʰ.ʃ.ʃə] *[tʃʰ.ʃ.ʃə] *[tʃʰ.ʃ.ʃə] "feeling hungry"
/kʰ.ʃ.ʃə/ [kʰ.ʃ.ʃə] *[kʰ.ʃ.ʃə] *[kʰ.ʃ.ʃə] "feeling lack of oil"
/mə.ʃ.ʃə/ [mə.ʃ.ʃə] *[mə.ʃ.ʃə] *[mə.ʃ.ʃə] "hot and spicy"

b. Onset assimilation fails to occur in pseudo-toneless directionals and locatives

/tʃʰ.k-1ə/ [tʃʰ.k-1ə] *[tʃʰ.k-1ə] *[tʃʰ.k-1ə] "come in"
/tʃʰ.k-1ə/ [tʃʰ.k-1ə] *[tʃʰ.k-1ə] *[tʃʰ.k-1ə] "come out"
/kə.ə.k-1ə.tə/ [kə.ə.k-1ə.tə] *[kə.ə.k-1ə.tə] *[kə.ə.k-1ə.tə] "inside the room"
/tə.ə.k-1ə.tə/ [tə.ə.k-1ə.tə] *[tə.ə.k-1ə.tə] *[tə.ə.k-1ə.tə] "among the classmates"

To account for the behavior of the pseudo-toneless syllables, we assume that they are underlingly toned, but are lexically marked (represented as o!) for tone deletion. Since tone deletion occurs under the weak branch of a metrical foot, what this means is that they are lexically marked to undergo a foot deletion rule, formalized as follows.

(220) Lexical Defooting

\[ \phi \quad \phi \]
\[ \sigma \quad \sigma! \]

The Lexical Defooting rule causes a pseudo-toneless syllable to become dominated by the weak branch of a metrical foot. This rule is optional in slow tempo: if it applies, then the pseudo-toneless syllable undergoes tone deletion, tone spreading and lenition rules that
apply within the foot; but if it does not apply, then none of those rules will apply and the pseudo-toneless syllable will surface like a regular toned syllable. With regard to the glide deletion and onset assimilation rules, as long as they are ordered before Lexical Defooting, they will not affect pseudo-toneless syllables whether or not Lexical Defooting applies, because when they apply, the pseudo-toneless syllables are still dominated by unary feet, and therefore do not satisfy their structural description. The following sample derivation shows how the surface tone of pseudo-toneless syllables are derived with or without Lexical Defooting applying.

(221) Sample derivation of pseudo-toneless syllables with regard to onset assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second syllable is</th>
<th>pseudo-toneless</th>
<th>pseudo-toneless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>&quot;chewy&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;chewy&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After foot &amp; word building</td>
<td>/(tʃjɔ)(jɛn)/</td>
<td>/(tʃjɔ)(jɛn)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset Assimilation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Defooting &amp; Tone Deletion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>/(tʃjɔ)(jɛn)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output after other rules</td>
<td>[(tʃj1)(jɛn)]</td>
<td>[(tʃj1)(jɛn)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2. Metrical feet and phonological words in normal tempo

Although Lexical Defooting is optional in slow tempo speech, it is obligatory in normal tempo speech, as the following data show.

(222) Pseudo-toneless syllables in normal tempo speech

/çŷk.1a.çŷk.tʰi/  [[(çŷk.1a)][(çŷk)(tʰi)]]  "talk fro talk to (after all the talking)"
  but *[[(çŷk)(1a)][(çŷk)(tʰi)]]
/tēg.1a.tēg.tʰi/  [[(tē.1a)][(tē)(tʰi)]]  "wait fro wait to (after all the waiting)"
  but *[[(tē)(1a)][(tē)(tʰi)]]
/mōo.1a.mōo.tʰi/  [[(mō.1a)][(mō)(tʰi)]]  "scold fro scold to (after all the scolding)"
  but *[[(mō)(1a)][(mō)(tʰi)]]

Words containing toneless syllables have the same tonal pattern in normal tempo speech as in slow tempo speech, as shown below.

(223) Underlyingly toneless syllables in normal tempo speech

/mōō.1a.mōō.ti/  [[(mō.1a)(mō.1i)]]  "scolded and scolded"
Words containing no toneless syllables, on the other hand, undergo Tone Deletion, so that even-numbered syllables become toneless as long as they are not the rightmost toned syllable. Therefore, these words have a completely different tonal pattern in normal tempo speech than in slow tempo speech, as shown below (cf. slow tempo data in (214)).

(224) Tone sandhi in polysyllabic words (normal tempo)

It appears that to construct the prosodic structure of these words in normal tempo speech, we can first build a unary foot on the rightmost toned syllable, then build binary feet from left to right, and finally do something about the remaining syllable if there is one. Such an approach predicts that even-numbered non-final syllables are always under the weak branch of a metrical foot and therefore toneless. This is incorrect, because, as we can see from the following example words, an even-numbered non-final syllable can be under the strong branch of a metrical foot if it is followed by an underlyingly toneless syllable.

3 Hexasyllabic words that are lexically marked as two separate phonological words in slow tempo speech are also treated as two separate words in normal speech, e.g.
Notice that there is no easy way of building the foot structure in these words by placing binary feet, whether we start from the right edge or the left edge of the word.

(225) Words in which even-numbered syllables are not toneless in normal tempo

/səŋ.xé.ə.1îŋ/  [(sɪ)(xé.ə)(1î)]  "monkey face"
/jëŋ.tâ.3.thŋ/  [(jɪ̃)(tâ.3̃)(tĥ)]  "potato soup"
/tsâ.tçâ.p3g/  [(ts' *à)(tç̂.ã)(p4)]  "sparrow spots (freckles)"
/jô.t' >.a-.p' >y/  [(jỗ)(t' *^.^)(p' *Ŝ)]  "wild rabbit (hare) fur"

As an alternative analysis, we assume that as the speech rate increases, the number of metrical feet in a phonological word decreases. This can be effected with a rule that deletes every unary foot flanked by two other unary feet, each dominating a head syllable, as formalized below.

(226) Normal Tempo Defooting

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \ 
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\sigma
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Notice that this rule requires the flanking feet to be unary, i.e. each linked to a head syllable with a straight association line. Thus, assuming this rule applies iteratively from left to right to a sequence of unary feet, only even-numbered non-final syllables lose their dominating feet, because the odd-numbered syllables are always preceded by a newly generated binary foot, not a unary foot. In addition, we can explain why the second syllable of words in (225) does not come under the weak branch of a metrical foot, since that syllable cannot undergo Normal Tempo Defooting because it is not followed by a syllable with a unary foot (the third syllable is toneless). These observations show that the foot structure in normal tempo speech must be constructed on the basis of slow tempo foot structure by applying Prosodic Defooting iteratively from left to right, as shown below.
(227) Sample derivation of foot structure in normal tempo speech

When the foot structure is complete, an unbounded right-dominant phonological word can be constructed on it, as shown below.

(228) Phonological words in normal tempo speech

The normal tempo prosodic structure constructed above explains why rules that apply under the weak branch of a metrical foot, such as Tone Deletion and Onset Lenition, should apply in even-numbered underlylingly toned syllables in normal tempo speech as long as they are not word-final or followed by a toneless syllable. It also explains why rules that refer to word-initial or word-final syllables, e.g. Initial Register Deletion and Register Dissimilation, do not apply in the middle of a quadrisyllabic or pentasyllabic word in normal tempo speech, though they do apply in slow tempo speech (cf. (214) and (224)).

6.2.3. Metrical feet and phonological words in fast tempo

In fast tempo speech, all underlylingly toned syllables except the first and the last lose their underlying tones, as shown in the following data (cf. slow tempo data in (214) and normal tempo data in (224)).
(229) Tone sandhi in polysyllabic words (fast tempo)

/Bù.lù.uë.jò/
/[jò.lù.sùg.nùk]/
/[pù.lù.nù.jù]/
/[jùk.xùg.nù.sù.pù]/
/[tcù.kùkù.kù.sù.tì.kù.sù.kù]/
/[mù.sù.pù.kù.tù.kù.mù.tù.jù]/
/[pù.ù.nù.kù.qù.lù.sù]/
/[fù.ù.lù.tù.kù.wù.kù.sù.tù.sù.kù.kù]/
/[ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù]/
/[ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù]/
/[ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù]/

Since tone deletion takes place under the weak branch of the metrical foot, the tonal patterns in the above data suggest that all syllables except the first and last underlyingly toned syllables are put under the weak branch of the metrical foot. Such a foot structure can be constructed by placing an n-ary unbounded foot on the first toned syllable and another one on the last toned syllable. However, this approach does not explain why n-ary feet instead of unary or binary feet should be constructed in fast tempo speech, and it is inconsistent with the foot construction in normal tempo speech which involves a defooting process which reflects the reduction in overall duration as a function of the increase of speech rate. A more reasonable analysis should therefore be based on the same observation as in normal tempo speech that the increase of speech rate forces the number of metrical feet in a phonological word to decrease. Thus, the foot structure in fast tempo speech can be built on the basis of slow tempo foot structure by deleting all metrical feet in a phonological word except the first and the last, with the following rule.

4 Hexasyllabic words that are lexically divided into two phonological words in slow and normal tempo speech are not so divided in fast tempo speech, e.g.

/jù.lù.sù.tù.jù.pù.pù/  
/[tù.kù.lù.sù.sù kù.lù.jù/  
/[ùù.kù.fù.jù.tù.sù.sù.pù/}
(230) Fast Tempo Defooting

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

This rule differs from Normal Tempo Defooting in that it does not require the flanking feet to be unary, i.e. linked to a head syllable with a straight association line. As such, it applies to every medial foot. The following shows how this rule applies.

(231) Sample derivation of foot structure in fast tempo speech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>FTD (1st iteration)</th>
<th>FTD (2nd iteration)</th>
<th>FTD (3rd iteration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \phi ) ( \phi ) ( \phi )</td>
<td>( \phi ) ( \phi ) ( \phi )</td>
<td>( \phi ) ( \phi ) ( \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ) ( \sigma ) ( \sigma )</td>
<td>( \sigma ) ( \sigma ) ( \sigma )</td>
<td>( \sigma ) ( \sigma ) ( \sigma )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\((pù.li.uè)(j\j)\)

After the foot structure in fast tempo speech is constructed, placing a right-dominant word tree on the foot structure will produce the phonological word structure, as shown below.

(232) Derivation of phonological word in fast tempo speech

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\phi \\
\sigma \sigma \sigma \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

\((pù.li.uè)(j\j)\)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\phi \\
\sigma \sigma \sigma \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

\((pù.li.ni.j\j)\)

6.2.4. Segmental and tonal alternations under different prosodic structures

Once the various foot structures and word structures are constructed in different speech rates, the various rules of segmental and tonal alternations which take prosodic units as their domains of application will apply accordingly to produce the observed surface
forms. Following is a sample derivation of the three different surface forms of the word /ŋã.tɔ.1p.jɔ/ "Australia" which we presented as the beginning of this section.

(233) Sample derivation of /ŋã.tɔ.1p.jɔ/ "Australia" in different tempos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fast tempo</th>
<th>Normal tempo</th>
<th>Slow tempo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tone Deletion</td>
<td>/ŋã.tɔ.1p.1(ɔ)(jɔ)/</td>
<td>/ŋã.tɔ.1p.1(1p)(jɔ)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonal Def &amp; Reg Def</td>
<td>/ŋã.tɔ.1p.1(ɔ)(jɔ)/</td>
<td>/ŋã.tɔ.1p.1(1p)(jɔ)/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, with the prosodic constituents metrical foot and phonological word as their domains of application, none of these rules of segmental and tonal alternations needs to directly refer to speech rate as its condition of application, since everything follows from the difference in prosodic structures dictated by different speech rates. Otherwise, the Tone Deletion rule would have to be analyzed as deleting the tonal node(s) of a syllable flanked by two underlingly toned syllables; and this rule must be conditioned such that it applies in normal or fast tempo speech but not in slow tempo speech. Such a rule offers no explanation why any tone should be deleted when flanked by other tones, and why such a process should occur only in normal and fast tempo speech. Furthermore, without the metrical foot as their domain of application, rules like Onset Lenition, Coda Lenition, Tone Redistribution, Tone Spreading etc. would have to apply in syllables that do not have any tonal specification. However, given the framework of autosegmental phonology, it is not possible to represent the absence of some feature specification. Therefore, the prosodic domain analysis seems to be the only viable approach to rule application in this language.
6.3. Summary

In this chapter, I have justified the existence of metrical feet and phonological words. I have shown how these prosodic constituents are constructed differently in various speech rates. I argue that the behavior of various phonological processes in different speech rates is a function of the internal structures of these prosodic constituents in different speech rates. Given that these prosodic constituents define the domains of phonological rule application, it is not necessary to make phonological rules sensitive to speech rate.
CHAPTER VII  THE ROLE OF MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

7.0. Introduction

There are two major schools of thought about the role of morphology and syntax in phonology. One school, represented by Chan (1980), Kaisse (1985), Chen (1987, 1990), Odden (1987b) among others, believes that phonological rules have direct access to morphological and syntactic information. The other school, represented by Selkirk (1978), Nespor and Vogel (1986), Hsiao (1991), Zhang (1992) and many others, believes that phonological rules are affected by syntax and morphology only via prosodic structure. In the previous chapter, I have shown that in polysyllabic monomorphemic words, where no morphological or syntactic information is available, prosodic constituents such as the metrical foot and the phonological word define the domain of application of various rules. What we need to find out in this chapter is how prosodic structure relates to the morphological and syntactic structures. I will show in 7.1 that in compounds, including reduplicated words, prosodic structure preserves the integrity of embedded morphemes and respects word boundaries, and that the manipulation of prosodic structure may be conditioned by lexical categories. In 7.2, I will show how prosodic structure at the phrase level generally agrees with the syntactic structure, but may also override syntactic structure by fusing certain items into a phonological word or a metrical foot even though they are separated by a word boundary.

7.1. Prosodic structure in compounds

In this section, I will show that the construction of prosodic structure generally ignores morpheme boundaries, but it preserves the integrity of non-final embedded
morphemes and respects morphological word boundaries. Unless otherwise specified, the
discussion will focus on the tonal patterns of compounds in normal tempo speech, because
these patterns are most complicated in normal tempo speech in polymorphemic words as
well as in monomorphemic words.

7.1.1. Irrelevance of morphological structure in trisyllabic compounds

Trisyllabic compounds have the same foot structure as trisyllabic monomorphemic
words, i.e. the second syllable always joins the first syllable to form a binary foot, and as
such undergoes tone deletion, tone spreading and lenition rules, as long as the third syllable
is toned. This foot structure is found in trisyllabic compounds with different morphological
structures, e.g. [(AB)C], [A(B)] or [ABC], as shown below, where "()" and "[]" in the
literal translation indicate constituents at different levels of the morphological hierarchy.

(234) Prosodic structure of trisyllabic compounds

a. /kɨŋ.sı̆.tʃʒ/ 
   [(tʃʒ)(kɨŋ)]  
   "television set"

/bɨŋ.sɨ̆.kʊŋ/ 
   [(tʃʒ)(kʊŋ)]  
   "library"

/cɨŋ.x̂.pʰŋ/ 
   [(tʃʒ)(pʰŋ)]  
   "telephone book"

/dʰŋ.ðʊŋ/ 
   [(pʰŋ)]  
   "glucose"

b. /jɛŋ.piŋ.tʰŋ/ 
   [(jɛŋ.m̥ĭ)(tʰŋ)]  
   "lima bean"

/tʰd̥.sɨ̆.tʰŋ/ 
   [(tʰd̥)(tʰŋ)]  
   "food market"

/x̂.g.ʂ.k.tʰŋ/ 
   [(x̂.ʂ)(tʰŋ)]  
   "red cross"

/lɛŋ.pʰŋ.tʰŋ/ 
   [(lɛŋ.pʰŋ)]  
   "balsam pear"

c. /tʰl.sɨ̆.ɕĭŋ/ 
   [(tʰl)(ɕĭŋ)]  
   "district, city and county"

/səŋ.tʂəŋ.ɕa/ 
   [(səŋ특별시)]  
   "upper, middle and lower"

1 The Chinese character meaning "ten" is shaped like +, hence "ten character" means the shape of the
character meaning ten, i.e. the cross.
Since prosodic structure is constant regardless of the morphological structure of these compounds, we conclude that the construction of prosodic structure in these words is guided by the same set of rules as those responsible for monomorphemic words, i.e. a unary foot is built on every toned syllable, and Normal Tempo Defooting later deletes the second foot and reassociates the second syllable to the first foot, resulting in a binary foot followed by a unary foot. Such a foot structure allows Tone Deletion to apply in the second syllable, and Tone Spreading, Tone Redistribution or Tonal Default rules will supply the second syllable with its surface tone.

7.1.2. Morphological integrity in polysyllabic compounds

Like trisyllabic compounds, compounds with more than three syllables usually have the same foot structure as monomorphemic words with the same number of syllables, i.e. an even-numbered syllable always joins its preceding syllable to form a binary foot, and therefore becomes toneless and undergoes tone spreading and lenition rules, as long as it is not the last toned syllable or followed by a toneless syllable. For example, in all of the following quadrisyllabic compounds, the second syllable joins the first syllable to form a binary foot, even though the morphological structures of the two groups are [(AB)(CD)] and [{(AB)CD}] respectively. Again, the symbols "()", "[]" and "{}" in the literal translation indicate constituents at different levels of the morphological hierarchy.

(235) Prosodic structure of quadrisyllabic compounds

a. /tʰIQ,tʰIQ,sw⁵g.t⁴h'/
   [(tʰIQ,tʰIQ,sw⁵g,t⁴h')]
   "electrically.powered toy"

/bək,'lI,ci⁵g.t⁴h'/
   [(bək,'lI,ci⁵g,t⁴h')]
   "physical phenomenon"
Based on the foot structure in these compounds, we may conclude that the same set of rules for constructing prosodic structure in normal tempo monomorphemic words also apply to quadrisyllabic compounds. Specifically, a unary foot is placed on every toned syllable and Normal Tempo Defooting deprives the second syllable of its foot and adjoins it to the first foot.

There is a systematic exception to the account given above: if the first three syllables form a morphological constituent in which the second and third syllables form a sub-constituent, then the second and third syllables must both join the first syllable to form a ternary foot, and as such both undergo tone deletion, tone spreading and lenition rules. For example, the morphological structure of the following quadrisyllabic compounds is ((A(BC))D), and their foot structure is [(ABC)(D)].

(236) Exceptional foot structure of quadrisyllabic compounds

\[/x{\hat{s}}.g.s{\check{e}}.x.s{\check{e}}.x.w{\check{e}}/\]
\[[(x{\hat{s}}.g.s{\check{e}}.x.s{\check{e}}.x.w{\check{e}})]\]
\["Red Cross Association"

\[/l.h.p{\hat{g}}.s{\check{e}}.s{\check{e}}.x.w{\check{e}}/\]
\[[(l.h.p{\hat{g}}.s{\check{e}}.s{\check{e}}.x.w{\check{e}})]\]
\["balsam pear flower"

\[/j.e.g.p{\hat{g}}.s{\check{e}}.s{\check{e}}.t.s{\check{e}}/\]
\[[(j.e.g.p{\hat{g}}.s{\check{e}}.s{\check{e}}.t.s{\check{e}})]\]
\["lima bean seed"

A closer examination of all the quadrisyllabic compounds above reveals that when the foot structure is regular, the third syllable of a compound is sister either to the first syllable, or to the fourth syllable, or to a constituent that dominates the first and second syllables; but when the foot structure is irregular, none of these relationships holds. These structural differences are illustrated below.
Morphological structures of quadrisyllabic compounds

(235a) 
```
[(tʰj.g. tʰb.g)(w5.g)(tɕʰj)]
```
"electric-powered toy"
regular

(235b) 
```
[(tʰj.j. s’j) (tʃ’j)(tɕʰj)]
```
"television set factory"
regular

(236) 
```
[(jɛ. m_ɛ. tʰɛ) (tɕ’j)]
```
"foreign flat bean seeds"
irregular

We can see from this illustration that only the compound with an irregular tonal pattern has a morphological constituent encompassing the two medial syllables. Based on this observation, I hypothesize that the failure of the third syllable to be put under a single foot when it forms a constituent with its immediately preceding syllable reflects an effort to preserve the integrity of the constituent by not splitting it into two feet. To formally state this hypothesis, we must invoke the notion of c-command, which was first proposed to describe a certain syntactic relationship, and is defined in Reinhart (1983) as follows.

(238) C-command

\[ \alpha \text{ c-commands } \beta \text{ if every branching node dominating } \alpha \text{ dominates } \beta. \]

By this definition, sister constituents always c-command each other, but they do not c-command their mother node or sister nodes of their mother node. Thus, if we mark the four syllables of a quadrisyllabic compound as \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) and \( \delta \), then in (235a), \( \gamma \) does not c-command either \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) and in (235b), \( \gamma \) c-commands both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), but in the irregular case (236), \( \gamma \) c-commands \( \beta \) but not \( \alpha \), as shown below.
(239) C-command in quadrisyllabic compounds

Thus, we might say that $\gamma$ is part of the foot that dominates $\beta$ if $\gamma$ c-commands $\beta$ but does not c-command $\alpha$. However, such a generalization must be modified, since if $\gamma$ is the final toned syllable, then it is not part of the foot that dominates $\beta$, even if it c-commands $\beta$ and does not c-command $\alpha$, as we can see in (234b).

Based on these observations, the hypothesis about the integrity of morphological constituents can be formally stated as follows.

(240) Morpheme Integrity Constraint (MIC)

A foot dominating $\alpha$ and $\beta$ dominates every $\gamma$ that c-commands $\beta$ and does not c-command $\alpha$, provided that $\gamma$ precedes a footable $\delta$.

With this MIC, the foot that dominates $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is forced to also include $\gamma$ in words like those in (236), creating a ternary foot dominating the first three syllables. This explains why in those words, both the second and the third syllables lose their underlying tones and become targets of tone spreading and lenition processes.

In fact, no matter how deep a morpheme is embedded in a morphological hierarchy, its integrity is always preserved. In the following examples, the morpheme //së k.tsʰ2// "cross" is one level more deeply embedded than it is in [(xاهرةzsʰ4.tsʰ2)(xʰ2)].
(240) Morpheme Integrity Constraint on more deeply embedded morphemes

The situation is much the same in other compounds with five or more syllables. Recall that every even-numbered non-final syllable in monomorphemic words joins its preceding syllable to form a binary foot unless it is followed by a toneless syllable. The same foot structure is found in polysyllabic compounds regardless of their morphological structure, as seen in the following data. Again, "()", "[ ]", "{ }", "« »" and "« »" in the literal translation indicate constituents at progressively higher levels of the morphological hierarchy.

(241) Prosodic structure of compounds with five or more syllables

If the first three syllables is a constituent in which the second and third syllables form a subconstituent, then the first foot is always ternary. As a result, the third syllable loses its underlying tone, as shown below.
(242) Irregular stress and tonal patterns in compounds with five or more syllables

\[ /x\text{g-}\text{n-s}\text{e-k.ts}\text{b}\text{-x}\text{*e.-y}\text{n}/\]
\[<\{(\text{red(cross)})\text{assoc.}\}\{\text{member}\}>\]
\["\text{Red Cross Association member"}\]

\[/u\text{g-}\text{ts}\text{e-g.f}\text{b-}\text{tc}\text{g}/\]
\[<\{(\text{no})(\text{gov't})\}\{\text{doctrine}\}>\]
\["\text{anarchism"}\]

\[/x\text{g-}\text{n-s}\text{e-k.ts}\text{b}\text{-x}\text{*e.-y}\text{n-tse}\text{g}/\]
\[<\{(\text{red(cross)})\text{assoc.}\}\{\text{mbr}\}>\]
\["\text{anarchist"}\]

\[/u\text{g-}\text{ts}\text{e-g.f}\text{b-}\text{tc}\text{g}/\]
\[<\{(\text{no})(\text{gov't})\}\{\text{doctrine}\}\{\text{element}\}>\]
\["\text{anarchist (derogatory"}\]

The irregular foot structure of these words is also explicable with the MIC. Since the third syllable of each of the above words c-commands the second syllable but not the first syllable, it must become part of the foot that dominates the first and second syllables to avoid a violation of MIC.

7.1.3. Word boundaries in polysyllabic compounds

In 7.1.1, we concluded that the prosodic structure of a trisyllabic compound is not affected by its morphological structure, and therefore the second syllable of a trisyllabic compound is always part of a binary foot, regardless of the morphological structure of the compound. However, sometimes the second syllable of a trisyllabic compound does not lose its underlying tone, and behaves instead like a word-initial or word-final syllable, as shown below.

(243) Trisyllabic compounds split into two phonological words

a. \[/f\text{i-n-}\text{t}^\text{b}\text{y.g.s}\text{e}/\]
\[\{\text{new(electric view)}\}\]
\["\text{new television"}\]

\[/f\text{i-n-}\text{t}^\text{b}\text{y.g}/\]
\[\{\text{new(electric view)}\}\]
\["\text{New Zealand"}\]

\[/t\text{c}^\text{b}^\text{y.-t}^\text{b}^\text{y.g.s}\text{e}/\]
\[\{\text{old(electric view)}\}\]
\["\text{old television"}\]

\[/t\text{c}^\text{b}^\text{y.-p}\text{a.ts}\text{e}/\]
\[\{\text{old(report paper)}\}\]
\["\text{old newspapers"}\]
Each contrasting pair in the above data appears to have the same morphological structure and serve the same syntactic function, and are therefore both seen as compounds. There does not seem to be any phonological condition that may trigger the difference in the prosodic structures of each contrasting pair. Therefore, anything that may have caused the difference appears to be lexical. It seems that in each contrasting pair, the one split into two phonological words is less conceptualized, less familiar, less frequently used and often more recently created; and is therefore more like a string of juxtaposed words than a true compound.

Given the phonological behavior of the phrase-like compounds, it is appealing to simply treat them as syntactic phrases. However, there are good reasons not to do so. To elaborate, it is necessary to define what we mean by phrases as opposed to compound words. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the many theoretical issues regarding wordhood in Chinese languages, the criterion we will use to identify words and phrases is based on the idea that a word is the smallest linguistic unit dominated by a non-branching syntactic constituent to which a syntactic rule can refer, while a phrase consists
of more than one of such units dominated by a branching syntactic constituent. For example, there is a common syntactic rule by which identical modifiers of conjunctive NPs can be deleted save the first one, e.g. *American men and women = American men and American women*. This rule does not apply to constituents of compound words, e.g. *seagulls and hawks ≠ seagulls and seahawks*. Thus, while *American men and American women* are phrases each composed of two words, *seagulls and seahawks* are each a single compound word. Similarly, in Nantong Chinese, a sequence of a monosyllabic adjective followed by a head noun is usually *not* a syntactic phrase, since it does not undergo the conjunction reduction rule. For example, in (244a), the semantic scope of the modifier *jìg* "new" is limited to the first conjunct. In (244b), on the other hand, the semantic scope of the disyllabic modifier *jìg.mì*"new" is ambiguous: it can modify both conjuncts.

(244) Conjunction reduction in phrases but not in compounds

a. ʃg.či.x ʃnotin ʃl.či.x ʃtf. ʃnew electric view and record image machine ≠ ʃg.či.x ʃl.či.x ʃtf. ʃnew TV and new VCR

b. ʃg.či.x ʃl.či.x ʃnotin ʃl.či.x ʃtf. ʃnew electric view and record image machine = ʃg.či.x ʃl.či.x ʃnotin ʃl.či.x ʃtf. ʃnew TV and new VCR

I shall refer to sequences like *jìg.ch.x* "new television" as compound phrases, because they behave like phrases phonologically but like compounds syntactically. A compound phrase is a compound that contains word boundaries in it, while a compound word is a compound that does not contain any word boundaries. It is the presence of the word boundary that accounts for the difference in the prosodic structures of these words, as shown in the sample derivation below.

(245) Construction of prosodic structure in words with and without word boundary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;new television&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;Hangzhou City&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;Nantong City&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ((jìg)(xči)(lči)(sči)) ]</td>
<td>[ ((xči)(lsči)(sči)) ]</td>
<td>[ ((nyči)(tsči)(sči)) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ # σ</td>
<td>σ σ # σ</td>
<td>σ σ σ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Foot construction
b. Normal Tempo Defooting

The same analysis applies to similar phenomena found in compounds with four or more syllables. In quadriseyllabic compounds, the word boundary is either between the first and second syllables or between the third and the fourth syllables, but occasionally also between the second and the third syllables, as shown below.

(246) Word boundaries in quadriseyllabic compounds

| a. | /jaŋ # tʰjŋ.sʧ tʧʒ/ | [new][electric view: machine] | “new television set” |
|    | /tʃbʱ # tʰjŋ.sʧ tʧʒ/ | [old][electric view: machine] | “old television set” |
|    | /tʃʰjŋ # tʃʰŋ.ʃ[^] tʃk/ | [light][heavy amount: class] | “light heavyweight” |
|    | /ca # tʃpʰ싸.ʧb$/ | [small][warty: grape] | “small balsam pear” |
|    | /nɛŋ # jɛŋ.ϲ Ultimately] | [tender][foreign: flat beans] | “tender lima beans” |
|    | /jaŋ # tʃz.nɛ.jä/ | [new][Guinea] | “New Guinea” |
| cf. | /ɲɛŋ.sʧ.ʦʧ / | normal: [(n[tʃz](15)(ʧ)$)] fast: [(n[tʃz.ʦʧ](15)(ʧ)$)] | “Yugoslavia” |
|      | [south(Slav)] | |
| b. | /tʃz.nä.jä # ʃɛŋ/ | [Guinea][person] | “Guinean” |
|    | /mɔŋ.ʧʒ.ku # tʃb股权投资/ | [Mexico][city] | “Mexico City” |
|    | /ŋa.rb.ʦʧ # wɔ/ | [Austrian][language] | “Austrian” |
| c. | /kɔk.fʊŋ # pʰʦʧ/ | [state defense][ministry chief] | “defense minister” |
| cf. | /uŋ.ʦʧ.pʰʦʧ/ | [foreign exchange][ministry chief] | “foreign minister” |
The fact that the second and the third syllables of words in (246a) are not separated into two prosodic units cannot be explained by MIC, because MIC does not explain why there is a word boundary between the first and the second syllables.

In compounds with five or more syllables, the word boundary is usually between the third and the fourth syllables, though sometimes it is also found between the second and the third syllables. Sometimes, there can be multiple word boundaries in a compound, which split the compound into more than two phonological words, as shown below.

(247) Word boundaries in compounds with five or more syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Prosodic Structure</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /tʃᵽ.ɲɘ.jə # pʂ.ʂã/</td>
<td>[(tʃᵽ.ɲɘ)(jə)][(pʂ.ʂ)(sã)]</td>
<td>&quot;Guinea-Bissau&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Guinea][Bissau]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃᵽ.ɕk.ɲʏ # ɪ.ɻ.ɐŋp/</td>
<td>[(ʃᵽ.ɕ)(ɲ)(ɪ.ɻ)(tʰ(ŋ))]</td>
<td>&quot;Medical College Auditorium&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(medical study)][court][ritual hall]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mɛ.ɪ.ɕk.ɲɛ # xɔk.ʦɑŋ.kók/</td>
<td>[(mɛ.ɪ.ɕ)(ɛ)(xɔt.ʦɑŋ)(kô)]</td>
<td>&quot;American United States&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[American][combine multiple states]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/uŋ.ɭɛ.ɡəŋ # ʈɭɡ.ʃãŋ.ɡ/</td>
<td>[(uŋ.ɭɛ.ɡ)(kâ)(tʰ(ɧ)(ŋ))]</td>
<td>&quot;Recreation Palace Cinema&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(culture)][palace][electrical image][court]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃᵽ.ɕk.ɲʏ # tsɛŋ.ƙãŋ.ʂɛk.tʰãŋ/</td>
<td>[(ʃᵽ.ɕ)(ɲ)(ɛ)(ƙâ)(sɛ)(tʰ(ŋ))]</td>
<td>&quot;Medical College employees' cafeteria&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(med study)][court][employee][dine hall]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(east south)][Asia][country][union]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /tsʃ.ɭɪ # ƙbŋ.ɭʊ.kók/</td>
<td>[(tsʃ.ɭɪ)(k)()]</td>
<td>&quot;Chile Republic&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Chili][republic]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɲɭŋ.ʈbŋ # ʃᵽ.ɕk.ɲʏ/</td>
<td>[(ɲɭŋ.ʈbŋ)(ʃᵽ.ɕ)(ɲ)]</td>
<td>&quot;Nantong Medical College&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Nantong][medical study][court]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but also /ɲɭŋ.ʈbŋ # ʃᵽ.ɕk.ɲʏ/</td>
<td>[(ɲɭŋ.ʈbŋ)(ʃᵽ.ɕ)(ɲ)]</td>
<td>&quot;Nantong Medical College&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Nantong][medical study][court]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /uŋ # tʃ₂k.ɭɛ # ʈbŋ.ʊɛk/</td>
<td>[(uŋ)][(tʃ₂t)(ɭɛ)][(tʰ(ŋ)(uɛ)]</td>
<td>&quot;invertebrate&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[no][spine][animal]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɨŋ # tʃ₂.ɭɪ # tsʰã.ʦɑŋ/</td>
<td>[(ɪŋ)][(tʃ₂)(ɭɪ)][(tʰ(ɘ)(sã)]</td>
<td>&quot;remote control&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[far][distance][control]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prosodic structures of all the above polysyllabic compounds can be derived with the same analysis we use to derive the prosodic structure in trisyllabic compounds. This suggests that the construction of the prosodic structure in Nantong is post-lexical, i.e. it respects morphological word boundaries, but usually ignores morpheme boundaries.
7.1.4. Defooting in reduplicated words

Reduplication is a common process in this language. Many lexical categories may undergo reduplication, though the prosodic structures of the resulting reduplicated forms can be different in different lexical categories. In the simplest case, when an adjective is reduplicated, both tonal and segmental materials of the base are copied. For example, a monosyllabic adjective can be reduplicated to indicate a vivid description, as shown below.

(248) Monosyllabic adjectives reduplicated

\[
\begin{align*}
/çà/ & \rightarrow /çà.çà-ti/ \quad [(çà)(çà.rí)] \quad \text{"thin (as for paper)"} \\
/lè/ & \rightarrow /lè.lè-ti/ \quad [(lè)(lè.rí)] \quad \text{"sturdy"} \\
/tʃèg/ & \rightarrow /tʃèg.tʃèg-ti/ \quad [(tʃèg)(tʃèg.ní)] \quad \text{"tight"} \\
/ʃʃ/ & \rightarrow /ʃʃ.ʃʃ-ti/ \quad [(ʃʃ)(ʃʃ.rí)] \quad \text{"thin (as for string)"} \\
/xè/ & \rightarrow /xè.xè-ti/ \quad [(xè)(xè.rí)] \quad \text{"thick (as for paper)"}
\end{align*}
\]

Disyllabic adjectives may be reduplicated syllable by syllable, also to indicate a vivid description. In this case, the reduplicated second syllable (the fourth syllable of the surface form) heads a foot on its own, which may include the following toneless affix (e.g. -ti etc.). The reduplicated first syllable (the second syllable of the surface form), on the other hand, joins the original first syllable to form a binary foot, and therefore loses its underlying tone and undergoes tone spreading and lenition processes. Since the behavior of this syllable is entirely predictable on the basis of Normal Tempo Defooting, I assume that both syllables are copied with the tonal material as well as the segmental material. These observations are shown in the following examples.

(249) Disyllabic adjectives reduplicated

\[
\begin{align*}
/tʃé.tʃy/ & \rightarrow /tʃé.tʃé.tʃy.tʃy-ti/ \quad [(tʃé.nz.tʃy)(tʃy.tʃy.rí)] \quad \text{"tidy"} \\
/tʃé.pḥog/ & \rightarrow /tʃé.fé.pḥog.pḥog/ \quad [(fé.fé.pḥog)(pḥog.ní)] \quad \text{"fat"} \\
/kò.jiŋ/ & \rightarrow /kò.kò.jiŋ.jiŋ-ti/ \quad [(kò.jiŋ)(jiŋ.jiŋ.ní)] \quad \text{"happy"} \\
/jò.pá/ & \rightarrow /jò.jò.pá.pá-ti/ \quad [(jò.jò.pá)(pá.rí)] \quad \text{"shaky"}
\end{align*}
\]

These two sets of data seem to suggest that reduplication of adjectives always involves copying of the entire syllable to be reduplicated, including its tonal and segmental specifications. However, if the adjective to be reduplicated is disyllabic but monopedal,
meaning it contains only one toned syllable, then neither syllable is copied with the tonal material, and the resulting surface form is still monopedal, as the following data show.

(250) Monopedal disyllabic adjectives reduplicated

\[
\begin{align*}
/pjhgjjeg/ &\rightarrow /pjhgjjeg-ti/ \quad [\{(p^{j}g.\bar{g}.1g.\bar{g}.n\}] \quad "\text{pretty}" \\
/xù.3/ &\rightarrow /xù.\bar{x}u.3-3-ti/ \quad [\{(xù.\bar{x}u.3.3.r\}] \quad "\text{merry}" \\
/lïg.fog/ &\rightarrow /lïg.\bar{g}.fog.fog-ti/ \quad [\{(lïg.\bar{g}.f.\bar{g}.f.n\}] \quad "\text{clean}" \\
/sï.3t\bar{a}/ &\rightarrow /sï.\bar{s}t.3t\bar{a}.t\bar{a}-ti/ \quad [\{(sï.\bar{s}t.3t\bar{a}.t\bar{a}.r\}] \quad "\text{cozy}" \\
\end{align*}
\]

The problem here is how the rule is to be formalized. We cannot say that a tone is reduplicated just in case there is a following tone, because in monosyllabic adjectives, the tone is reduplicated without a following tone. We cannot say the tone is not reduplicated when there is no following tone either, because we cannot refer to the absence of an entity in the rule. The correct analysis, I believe, is that one of the reduplication processes involves both the toned syllable and its dominating foot, as formalized below.

(251) Foot Reduplication

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i &\rightarrow \phi_i \phi_i \\
\sigma_i &\rightarrow \sigma_i \sigma_i
\end{align*}
\]

This rule produces an exact copy of a foot \(i\) and its head syllable \(i\) (the one dominated by the strong branch represented with the vertical line), and puts the copy right next to the original foot. In monosyllabic and disyllabic dipedal adjectives, each syllable is dominated by a unary foot. Therefore, Foot Reduplication applies to every syllable, producing a sequence of unary feet, which then undergoes Normal Tempo Defooting to yield the surface foot structure. Of course, for this rule to apply properly, we must assume that the syllables it affects are lexically marked for reduplication. Ignoring the suffix \(-ti\), we can illustrate the application of Foot Reduplication as follows.
Sample derivation of foot reduplication

a. monosyllabic monopedal
b. disyllabic dipedal

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_i & \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\sigma_i & \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

Obviously, Foot Reduplication does not account for the reduplication of toneless syllables, since these syllables never come under the strong branch of the metrical foot. Therefore, we need a rule which reduplicates a single syllable, as formalized below.

(253) Syllable Reduplication

\[
\sigma_i \rightarrow \sigma_i \sigma_i
\]

Since this rule does not refer to the prosodic status of the syllable it applies to, it is a more general rule than Foot Reduplication, and therefore must be ordered after Foot Reduplication under the elsewhere condition. Another observation about this rule is that it also accounts for the reduplication of the first syllable of a disyllabic monopedal word. This is because Foot Reduplication produces an exact copy of a base syllable under the strong branch of a metrical foot along with the dominating foot, and places this copy right next to the base syllable. This process is not possible if the base syllable is under a branching foot, because that would lead to a crossing association line violation, as shown below.

(254) Crossing association line violation resulting from Foot Reduplication

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_i \rightarrow \sigma_i \\
\phi_i \rightarrow \phi_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

To avoid such a violation, both syllables of a disyllabic dipedal word must be reduplicated by Syllable Reduplication. A foot expansion rule formalized below will then link the reduplicated and unfooted syllables to the existing foot, yielding the correct surface foot structure, as shown in the following sample derivation.
(255) Foot Expansion

\[
\phi \rightarrow \sigma
\]

(256) Sample derivation of reduplication in disyllabic dipedal words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Foot Reduplication</th>
<th>Syllable Reduplication</th>
<th>Foot Expansion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \phi_i )</td>
<td>( \sigma_i )</td>
<td>( \phi_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma_f )</td>
<td>( \sigma_j )</td>
<td>( \sigma_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sə. tʰa/</td>
<td>/sə. sz. tʰa. tʰa/</td>
<td>/sə. sz. tʰa. tʰa/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A technical detail is that syllables or feet that are to be reduplicated must be lexically marked as such, so that not all syllables or all feet undergo reduplication. In the following adjective forms each composed of a monosyllabic adjective and a suffix, only the second syllable, i.e. the suffix, is lexically marked to be reduplicated. The resulting sequence of three toned syllables then undergoes Normal Tempo Defooting so that the second syllable joins the first to form a binary foot and therefore becomes toneless.

(257) Adjectives with reduplicated suffixes

| /tʃiŋ/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /tʃiŋ-pə.pə-ti/ | \([(tʃi.m.mə)(pə.rə)] \) | "stingy" |
| /xú/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /pə.pə-ti/ | \([(xú.pə)(pə.rə)] \) | "irritable" |
| /xŠŋ/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /xŠŋ-fʒ-fʒ-ti/ | \([(xŠŋ.fʒ)(fʒ.rə)] \) | "bloody" |
| /ûfŋ/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /pʰfŋ.pʰfŋ-ti/ | \([(û.pʰfŋ)(pʰfŋ.n.n)] \) | "dark" |
| /jέŋ/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /tʃy.tʃy-ti/ | \([(jέ.nzy)(tʃy.rə)] \) | "chewy" |

There is evidence that Foot Reduplication is lexically conditioned, because all the reduplicated forms it produces are adjectives. The most telling evidence comes from the following, where the same morphemes are reduplicated with tonal materials in adjectives and without tonal materials in adverbs. The explanation is that these morphemes undergo Foot Reduplication to form an adjective but Syllable Reduplication to form an adverb.

(258) Adjectives and adverbs with reduplication

| /xá/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /xá.xá-ti/ | \([(xá.xá.rə)] \) | adj. "good" |
|      | \( \rightarrow \) | /xá.xá-tə/ | \([(xá.xá.rə)] \) | adv. "in good manner" |
| /tʃiŋ/ | \( \rightarrow \) | /tʃiŋ.tʃiŋ-ti/ | \([(tʃi.n.n)(tʃi.n.n)] \) | adj. "light, gentle" |
In other lexical categories, tonal material is never reduplicated. For example, when a monosyllabic verb\(^2\) is reduplicated to indicate a short and tentative action, the resulting second syllable is always toneless, as shown below.

**Monosyllabic verbs reduplicated**

\[
/\text{pɔ} / \quad \text{"look"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{pɔ.pɔ} / \quad \text{[}([\text{pɔ.pɔ}])\text{]} \quad \text{"take a look"}
\]

\[
/\text{søŋ} / \quad \text{"taste"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{søŋ.søŋ} / \quad \text{[}([\text{søŋ.søŋ}])\text{]} \quad \text{"get a taste"}
\]

\[
/\text{tɛŋ} / \quad \text{"wait"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{tɛŋ.tɛŋ} / \quad \text{[}([\text{tɛŋ.tɛŋ}])\text{]} \quad \text{"wait a minute"}
\]

\[
/\text{jɔ̃} / \quad \text{"play"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{jɔ̃.jɔ̃} / \quad \text{[}([\text{jɔ̃.jɔ̃}])\text{]} \quad \text{"play a little"}
\]

\[
/\text{tsɔ̃u} / \quad \text{"sit"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{tsɔ̃u.tsɔ̃u} / \quad \text{[}([\text{tsɔ̃u.tsɔ̃u}])\text{]} \quad \text{"sit for a while"}
\]

A class of nouns is formed by reduplicating a monosyllabic verb before the suffix -\(\text{a}\) to indicate someone who carries out the action indicated by the verb or something with which the action is carried out. A similar construction is formed by reduplicating the last syllable of a noun or adjective before the suffix -\(\text{a}\), which indicates an object with some geometrical shape. In both cases, the reduplicated syllable is toneless. Following are some examples.

**Nouns formed with reduplication**

\[
\text{a.} /\text{tçɔ̃} / \quad \text{"twist"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{tçɔ̃.tçɔ̃-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{tçɔ̃.tçɔ̃-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"(pencil) sharpener"}
\]

\[
/\text{kɔ̃b} / \quad \text{"erase"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{kɔ̃b.kɔ̃b-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{kɔ̃b.kɔ̃b-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"eraser"}
\]

\[
/\text{pɔ́b} / \quad \text{"pick"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{pɔ́b.pɔ́b-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{pɔ́b.pɔ́b-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"(ear) picker"}
\]

\[
/\text{tçɔ̃} / \quad \text{"call"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{tçɔ̃.tçɔ̃-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{tçɔ̃.tçɔ̃-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"whistle"}
\]

\[
/\text{tɔ̃yŋ} / \quad \text{"spin"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{tɔ̃yŋ.tɔ̃yŋ-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{tɔ̃yŋ.tɔ̃yŋ-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"spinner"}
\]

\[
/\text{jɔ́} / \quad \text{"shake"} \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{jɔ́.jɔ́-a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{jɔ́.jɔ́-a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"rattler"}
\]

\(^2\) Reduplication of polysyllabic (including disyllabic) verbs is extremely rare in this language. The function of reduplicated monosyllabic verbs is carried out for polysyllabic verbs by using of the suffix -\(\text{xats}^\text{a}\), which may also be used on monosyllabic verbs, e.g.

\[
/\text{cɔ́k.ɔ́k} / \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{cɔ́k.ɔ́k.xats}^\text{a} / \quad \text{[}([\text{cɔ́k.ɔ́k.xats}^\text{a}])\text{]} \quad \text{"do a study"}
\]

but \(/\text{pɔ́} / \quad \rightarrow \quad /\text{pɔ́.pɔ́} / \quad \text{[}([\text{pɔ́.pɔ́}])\text{]} \quad \text{"take a look"}
\]
Certain classifiers, which are the unit names of certain nouns, are reduplicated to mean "every". The reduplicated syllable is also unstressed in this case, as shown in the following examples.

(261) Monosyllabic classifiers reduplicated

/tšk.tsk xâ wâk.ti/  [tšk.tsk][xâ][wâk.ti]  "Every crab is alive"

Cl     crab alive

/kô.ku tšâ qâ.xâ.ti/  [(kô.ku)][tšâ][qâ][xâ][tî]  "Every egg is good"

Cl     egg good

/tê.g.jeq ta tâŋ.ti/  [(tê.g.jeq)][tâŋ][tî]  "He knows everything"

he Cl Part., knowledgeable

Many kinship terms are inherently reduplicated, with the second syllable being toneless, as shown below.

(262) Reduplicated kinship terms

/tô.tô/  [(tô.tô)]  "grandpa, husband"
/nà.nà/  [(nà.nà)]  "grandma"
/nâ.nà/  [(nâ.nà)]  "wife"
/tôbô.tsô/  [(tôbô.tsô)]  "mother's brother"
/ô./  [(ô.ô)]  "mother's younger sister"
/pôk.pok/  [(pôk.pô)]  "father's older brother"
/mô.mo/  [(mô.mo)]  "wife of father's older brother"
/pà.pa/  [(pà.pa)]  "father's younger brother"
/sêg.seg/  [(sêg.seg)]  "wife of father's younger brother"
/kô.ku/  [(kô.ku)]  "older brother"
/tô.sâ/  [(tô.sâ)]  "older sister"
/tô.g.ô/  [(tô.g.ô)]  "younger brother"
When parents talk to small children, they reduplicate some simple words, also with the second syllable produced by reduplication being toneless, as shown below.

Reduplicated forms in motherese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Reduplicated Form</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tçâk/</td>
<td>/tçâk.tçâk/</td>
<td>[(tçâtcâk)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/se/</td>
<td>/sé.se/</td>
<td>[(sé.sè)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ké/</td>
<td>/ké.ke/</td>
<td>[(ké.kè)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gò.ø/</td>
<td>/gò.go/</td>
<td>[(gò.gò)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/uâ/</td>
<td>/uâ.uâ/</td>
<td>[(uâ.uâ)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the reduplicated forms shown above are derived by first copying the syllable to be reduplicated with Syllable Reduplication, and then associating the new syllable with the existing foot by Foot Expansion. Therefore, the only lexical category in which Foot Reduplication may apply is adjective.

7.2. Prosodic structure in phrasal constructions

The prosodic structure of syntactic phrases including sentences reveals several facts about the relationship between prosodic structure and syntactic structure. First, the construction of metrical feet and phonological words usually takes place within morphological word boundaries. Second, because of a rule that combines two monopedal words into one bipedal word, and because of the Foot Expansion rule, a metrical foot or a phonological word may be constructed across word boundaries. Finally, prosodic constituents larger than the phonological word, i.e. the phonological phrase and the intonational phrase, do exist at syntactic phrases, but their boundaries do not necessarily correspond to those of syntactic constituents.

---

3 Instead of the expected [(ké.yè)], the form [(ké.kè)] is found. In general, lenition does not occur in such words in motherese, although tone spreading and tonal default rules do occur. The reason for this exception appears to be metalinguistic.
7.2.1. Phonological words bounded by morphological words

It was shown earlier in this chapter that in constructions which look like compounds but still contain word boundaries, metrical feet and phonological words are built within the morphological word boundaries. We will see in this section that this is also true in phrases that contain morphological word boundaries. In other words, the parsing of a syntactic phrase into phonological words is usually the same as its parsing into morphological words, as shown below.

(264) Parsing of syntactic phrase into phonological and morphological words

a. /sê.mê # sê # mês.xwê/ "Second sister goes to market"
   [(sê)(mê)][(sê)][(mês)(xwê)]
   *[(sê)(mê)][(sê)][(mês)(xwê)]
   *[(sê.mê)(sê.mês)(xwê)]
   *[(sê.mês.sê.mês.xwê)]

cf. b. /mê.jê.q.çwê.tsbç.pêyô/ "chronic kidney disease"
   *[(mê)(jê)][(çwê)][(tsbç)(pêyô)]
   [(mê)(jê)][(çwê)(tsbç)(pêyô)]
   [(mê.jê.q.çwê.tsbç)(pêyô)]
   [(mê.jê.q.çwê.tsbç.pêyô)]

In (264a), the third syllable /sê/ cannot be the final syllable of a word including the first three syllables, because if it were, then its lower register tone LM would trigger Register Dissimilation in the preceding syllable /mê/ and cause it to surface as [mê], which is not true. This syllable cannot be the first syllable of a word including the last three syllables either, because if it were, it would undergo Initial Register and surface as [sê], which is also false. Therefore, this syllable must stand alone as a phonological word, with the preceding and following syllables forming two separate phonological words. In (264b), on the other hand, we find the same speech tempo sensitive prosodic structures as we find in polysyllabic monomorphemic words. The following narrowband spectrograms clearly show the difference in pitch contour between the pentasyllabic sentence and pentasyllabic compound shown above.
Spectrograms of /mè#sè#mïsà.x*'/ and /mg.c''#.p^Ig/ in normal tempo

Figure 19 - Spectrograms of /mè#sè#mïsà.x*'/ and /mg.c''#.p^Ig/

Thus, it appears that morphonological word boundaries are respected in the construction of prosodic structure in syntactic phrases as well as in compounds.

7.2.2. Merging of monopedal phonological words

If every phonological word is built within morphological word boundaries, then we expect that a morphological word boundary always coincides with a phonological word boundary. If this is true, then every syllable that precedes a morphological word boundary ought to undergo phonological rules that apply to word-final syllables. For example, a word-final LM tone syllable ought to become MLM prepausally or ML otherwise, and a word-final L tone syllable ought to become ML. However, in the following data, the LM syllables that precede a morphological word boundary often behave like a non-final syllable by undergoing Initial Register Deletion and becoming MH.

(266) Phonological words across morphological word boundaries

a. V NP

/sê.t#t^ô/ \[(sê)(tô)] "sell eggs"
/sê.t#t^ô/ \[(sê)(tô)] "sold eggs"
"sold eggs"
"sell egg cakes"
"draw a picture"
"drew a picture"
"draw a portrait"

4 No clear evidence for this process is found in noun phrases, since whenever the modifier of a head noun is monosyllabic, it becomes part of a compound.
A closer examination of the above data reveals that a phonological word is built across a morphological word boundary just in case there is a monopedal word on each side of the word boundary. Therefore, these phonological words can be regarded as the result of a phonological process that fuses two monopedal words into a bipedal one. This process seems to reflect an effort to avoid monopedal words, and is consistent with the observation that phonological words in this language are usually binary. We can account for this process with a rule formalized as follows.

(267) Word Fusion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\hline
\phi \\
\end{array}
\]

With this rule, we can maintain the claim that phonological words are constructed within the boundaries of morphological words, while offering a plausible explanation for the apparently exceptional phonological words across morphological word boundaries.

One should note that Word Fusion does not apply if the preceding monopedal word is focused (emphasized) or prepausal. For example, words being contrasted always are the foci of an utterance and therefore they receive more prominence and do not undergo Word Fusion, as the following examples show.
(268) Contrastive constructions not undergoing word fusion

\[ /\text{mæk} \text{th}^5 \text{g pëk mä th}^5 \text{g}/ \]
\[ [\text{mæk}[\text{th}^5 \text{g}]) \lor [\text{pëk}[\text{mä}[\text{th}^5 \text{g}]) \]
"Sell eggs, not buy eggs."

\[ /\text{xw}^8 \text{xw}^8 \text{m}^8 \text{pük j}^8 \text{m}^8 \text{xw}^8 \text{m}^8 / \]
\[ [\text{xw}^8 ([\text{xw}^8 \text{m}^8])] \lor [(\text{pük}[\text{j}^8 \text{m}^8][\text{xw}^8 \text{m}^8])] \]
"Draw a picture, don't trace a picture."

\[ /\text{fåg cën tsok pëk cën}/ \]
\[ [\text{fåg}[\text{cën}) \lor [(\text{tsok}[\text{pëk}[\text{cën})] \]
"(Rice) meal smells good, porridge does not."

7.2.3. Expansion of metrical feet across morphological word boundaries

Word fusion is one case where a prosodic constituent can cross a morphological word boundary. Another case where this can happen is the expansion of a metrical foot to include unstressed words separated by word boundaries.

Postverbal prepositions such as la "at", xo "to" etc. and postverbal bare classifiers such as tÇ, pëg etc. are toneless and undergo lenition and tone spreading, just like verbal suffixes. Following are some examples.

(269) Postverbal prepositions undergo tone spreading

\[ /\text{fåg-ta la tçok-sog}/ \]
\[ [(\text{fåg}.nà[(\text{la}[\text{tçok-sog}])] \]
"put on the table"

\[ /\text{fåg-ta ta- tçïg la tçok-sog}/ \]
\[ [(\text{fåg}.nà[(\text{tçïg}[\text{la}[\text{tçok-sog}])] \]
"put some money on the table"

\[ /\text{nö-ta la sé-sog}/ \]
\[ [(\text{nö}.rà[(\text{la}[\text{sé-sog}])] \]
"held in hand"

\[ /\text{nö-ta pëg sël la sé-sog}/ \]
\[ [(\text{nö}.rà[(\text{pëg}[\text{sël}[\text{la}[\text{sé-sog}])] \]
"held a book in hand"

\[ /\text{tçï-ta xo tsok.sog}/ \]
\[ [(\text{tçï}.rà[(\text{xo}[\text{tsok.sog}])] \]
"lent (it) to Zon San"

\[ /\text{tçï-ta pëg sël xo gu}/ \]
\[ [(\text{tçï}.rà[(\text{pëg}[\text{sël}[\text{xo}[\text{gu}])] \]
"lent a book to me"

\[ /\text{nö-ta xo lî.så}/ \]
\[ [(\text{nö}.rà[(\text{xo}[\text{lî.så}])] \]
"took (it) to Li Si"

\[ /\text{nö-ta tÇ mëg xo tbo}/ \]
\[ [(\text{nö}.rà[(\text{tÇ}[\text{mëg}[\text{xo}[\text{tbo}])] \]
"took some money to him"

The indefinite pronoun tÇ "some" is usually toneless, and so are postverbal personal pronouns gû "me", nî "you(sl)"; tbo "him/her/it". gû.nen "us", nî.nen
"you(pl)"', *tʰə.nen* "gû "them", unless emphasized. These toneless pronouns also undergo lenition and tone spreading, as shown below.

(270) Postverbal pronouns undergo tone spreading

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
/tʰʰ₂k-tə tə/ & {[(tʰʰ₂k-tə tə]}} \\
\text{eat} & \text{"ate some"} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
/nō-tə tə/ & {[(nō.rə.tə]}} \\
\text{take-Prf some} & \text{"took some"} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
/pʰô tʰo.nəg/ & {[(pʰô tʰo.nəg]}} \\
\text{fear them} & \text{"fear them"} \\
\end{array}
\]

(271) Subject personal pronouns do not undergo tone spreading

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
/t histó jëg.ue gû.nəg pék tsʰg.jëg/ & {[(t histó.jëg.ue] [(gû.nəg] [(pék] [(tsʰg.jëg]}} \\
\text{he believe we not sincere} & \text{"He believes that we are not sincere"} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
/gû kôk.tsʰa ní sz ku xô.jëg/ & {[(gû] [(kôk.tsʰa] [(nî sz ku] [(xô.jëg]}} \\
\text{I think you are CI nice person} & \text{"I think you are a nice person"} \\
\end{array}
\]

When there are toneless postverbal prepositions, classifiers and pronouns in a sentence, tone spreading crosses boundaries of major syntactic constituents, as shown in the following illustration.

(272) Tone spreading across boundaries of syntactic constituents

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{VP} \\
\text{PP} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{P} \\
\text{N} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{VP} \\
\text{Det} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{P} \\
\text{P} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{N} \\
\end{array}
\]

We know that tone spreading occurs within the domain of a metrical foot. We also know that the construction of prosodic structures respects morphological word boundaries. Therefore, tone spreading ought to end with the right edge of the verb or noun that
precedes a toneless word. Yet, as we can see, the domain of tone spreading in the above examples goes beyond that right edge. A natural explanation of this paradox is that in these examples, tone spreading occurs in a metrical foot which has expanded to include any number of toneless syllables that follow. No additional rules are necessary to account for this phenomenon, since the effect of foot expansion can be achieved with the same rule that associates toneless syllables produced by Syllable Reduplication to the preceding foot, as discussed in 7.1.4. What is important is that the foot expansion illustrated here exemplifies yet another case where a prosodic constituent can cross morphological word boundaries.

(273) Sample derivation of Foot Expansion across syntactic boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Foot Expansion</th>
<th>Lenition &amp; Tone Redistr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/nɔ-tɔ ʦʰ b ʨʰ ʨʰ ʦʰ o/</td>
<td>/nɔ-tɔ ʦʰ b ʨʰ ʨʰ ʦʰ o/</td>
<td>[(nɔ ʦʰ ʨʰ)] [(ʨʰ ʦʰ ʨʰ)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>took-Prf some money to him</td>
<td>&quot;took some money to him&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the prosodic structure so constructed, lenition and tone spreading naturally occur across morphological word boundaries.

7.2.4. Intonational phrase and phonological phrase

Both the intonational phrase and phonological phrase are sequences of phonological words that serve as domains of some phonological processes. An intonational phrase may be defined as a sequence between two pauses, and a phonological phrase is smaller than the intonational phrase.

I have shown in chapter IV that a number of rules apply in all syllables except prepausal ones. These rules include Coda Nasal Assimilation which causes the coda nasal to become homorganic with the following consonant, Coda Obstruent Assimilation which causes the coda obstruent to geminate to the following consonant, Place Feature Default which supplies the default place feature [dorsal] for placeless segments, and some others. The Foot Expansion rule discussed earlier also applies within a span of non-prepausal
syllables. If we regard this span of syllables as the intonational phrase, with the prepausal syllable as the right edge of the intonational phrase, then all the above-mentioned rules apply within the intonational phrase. In fact, no rules in this language may apply across the boundary, i.e. the pause, of such an intonational phrase.

On the other hand, there are two rules that apply with a domain which is larger than the phonological word but may be smaller than the intonational phrase. First, the Word Fusion rule we discussed earlier in this chapter does not apply if the first word is prepausal or focused (emphasized), as shown below, where boldface indicates focus and a check mark indicates a pause.

(274) Contrastive constructions that do not undergo word fusion

\[
/mà tʰh₃ŋ pek m₃ tʰh₃ŋ/ \quad [(m₃)(tʰh₃ŋ)](pₚ)(m₃)(tʰh₃ŋ)
\]
sell eggs not buy eggs

"Sell eggs, not buy eggs."

cf. /m₃ tʰh₃ŋ/
sell eggs

\[
/t₇ g u₆.ta ∨ g₉ n₉ t₇ j₉ pek.t₇ u₆.ta/ \quad [(t₇)](u₆.ta), [(g₉ n₉ t₇ j₉)](pₚ.t₇)(u₆.ta)
\]
lamp bad prf eyes not prf bad

"Lamp has become bad, eyes have not."

cf. /t₇ g u₆.ta/
lamp bad prf

"Lamp has become bad."

\[
/m₃ t₈ h₉ m₃ l₉ h₉ m₃ t₇ j₇ j₉/ \quad [(m₃)(t₈ h₉)](m₃)(l₉ h₉)(m₃)(t₇ j₇ j₉)
\]
sell rice sell noodles sell snacks

"Sell rice, sell noodles, sell snacks."

\[
/ma-t₇ a t₇ t₇ h₃ t₇ h₃ n₉/ \quad [(m₃)(t₇)](t₇ h₃)(m₃)(t₇ h₃ n₉)
\]
buy prf some chicken eggs duck eggs and goose eggs

"Bought some chicken eggs, duck eggs and goose eggs."

Word Fusion does apply if the second word is focused or prepausal, as the following data show.

(275) Contrastive constructions that do undergo word fusion

\[
/m₃ t₇ h₃ n₉ pe m₃ j₆ n₉/ \quad [(m₃)(t₇ h₃ n₉)](pₚ)(m₃)(j₆ n₉)
\]
sell eggs not sell salt

"Sell eggs, not sell salt."

\[
/t₇ g u₆.ta ∨ pek sz u₉ ta/ \quad [(t₇)](u₆.ta), [(pₚ.sz)](u₉ ta)
\]
lamp bad prf not is dim prf

"Lamp has become bad, not dim."

The second rule that applies within a domain smaller than the intonational phrase but larger than the phonological word is the Non-Initial Decontour that we discussed in chapter
V. This rule changes a non-initial LM into L (which later becomes ML by M Insertion).

Unlike most other tonal rules, which apply within the phonological word, this process can apply across a phonological word boundary (which may or may not correspond to a morphological word boundary), as we can see from the following data.

(276) LM decontour across a phonological word boundary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Phonological Word Boundary</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tê.thê # tsbê.kê/</td>
<td><a href="tsb%C3%AA">tê</a>(xô)</td>
<td>&quot;treat oneself&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.thê ∨ tsbê.kê/</td>
<td>[tê]∨<a href="x%C3%B4">tsbê</a></td>
<td>&quot;treat ∨ oneself&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;celebrate birthday&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;celebrate ∨ birthday&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;Second sister goes to market&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, if the word-final LM is prepausal or focused, it no longer undergoes the Decontour rule. Instead, it surfaces as MLM by M Insertion, as shown below.

(277) LM decontour fails to apply across a phonological word boundary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Phonological Word Boundary</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tê.thê # tsbê.kê/</td>
<td><a href="tsb%C3%AA">tê</a>(xô)</td>
<td>&quot;treat oneself&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.thê ∨ tsbê.kê/</td>
<td><a href="tsb%C3%AA">tê</a>(xô)</td>
<td>&quot;treat ∨ oneself&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;celebrate birthday&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;Second sister goes to market&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tê.sè.gê.xû # sè.gê.xû/</td>
<td><a href="s%C3%A8.g%C3%AA">tê</a>(xû)</td>
<td>&quot;Second sister goes to market&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The behavior of Word Fusion and LM Decontour suggests that they both apply within a domain whose right edge is a focused or prepausal syllable. As this domain is larger than the phonological word but smaller than the intonational phrase, we shall refer to it as the phonological phrase.
There is no evidence that phonological phrase and intonational phrase correspond to any syntactic categories. The discourse focus that defines the right edge of a phonological phrase is usually pragmatically determined, and may be placed on words that are not at the right edge of a syntactic category. As a result, there is no correspondence between a phonological phrase and a syntactic category. In the following example, the first phonological phrase (dominated by Φ) includes only part of the first VP, and the second one includes part of the first VP and part of the second VP. Neither correspond to a single syntactic category.

(278) Phonological phrases versus syntactic categories

With regard to intonational phrases, it is true that their boundary, i.e. the pause, usually coincides with the boundary between syntactic constituents. However, this fact alone does not guarantee that an intonational phrase always corresponds to a syntactic category. In the example illustrated below, it is quite clear that the first and the third intonational phrases (dominated by I) both encompass materials that are not exclusively dominated by a single syntactic category.
The construction of the phonological phrase and the intonational phrase in this language seems to be quite simple. After the construction of metrical feet and phonological words is complete, we build a phonological phrase on every focused or prepausal word, which is the head of the phonological phrase because it dominates the only syllable in the phonological phrase that can preserve its underlying LM contour. After that, we build an intonational phrase on the prepausal phonological phrase, which is the head of the intonational phrase because it dominates the only syllable that ends Foot Expansion and may undergo Coda Obstruent Glottalization. Following is a sample derivation of an intonational phrase.
(280) Sample derivation of intonational phrase

\[
\begin{align*}
[(m\hat{a})] & [(b\hat{a})] [(p\check{e})] [(m\hat{a})] [(b\hat{a})] \\
\phi & \phi & \phi & \phi & \phi \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

Building metrical feet

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega & \omega & \omega & \omega & \omega \\
\phi & \phi & \phi & \phi & \phi \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

Building phonological words

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi & \phi & \phi \\
\omega & \omega & \omega & \omega & \omega \\
\phi & \phi & \phi & \phi & \phi \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

Building phonological phrase

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi & \phi \\
\omega & \omega & \omega & \omega & \omega \\
\phi & \phi & \phi & \phi & \phi \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

Building intonational phrase

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi & \phi \\
\omega & \omega & \omega & \omega & \omega \\
\phi & \phi & \phi & \phi & \phi \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma & \sigma
\end{align*}
\]

Applying Word Fusion

We assume that Word Fusion and Foot Expansion are both structure changing rules. They are not involved in the construction of the prosodic structure. Rather, they alter parts of the prosodic structure when it is completely built.
7.3. Summary

In the above, I have shown that prosodic constituents and morphosyntactic constituents are not isomorphic. Although metrical feet and phonological words are constructed within morphological word boundaries, there can be more than one phonological word within a morphological word, and a metrical foot or phonological word can cross a morphological word boundary due to the later rules Word Fusion and Foot Expansion which alter the prosodic structure. The phonological phrase is constructed with a focal or prepausal syllable at its right edge, and the intonational phrase is constructed with a prepausal syllable at its right edge. Neither one corresponds to a major syntactic constituent or is sensitive to some syntactic relation. With regard to the preservation of morphosyntactic information in the prosodic structure, the only clear-cut case is a constraint against splitting non-word-final embedded morphemes into two metrical feet. Another case where morphosyntactic information appears to influence phonology concerns Foot Reduplication, which only applies to adjectives, and Syllable Reduplication, which applies to all lexical categories except adjectives. Other than these two cases, no interaction is found between phonology and morphology or syntax.


APPENDIX  A SCHEME FOR THE NANTONG PHONETIC ALPHABET

The transliteration of local personal and place names occasionally used in this study with Roman letters in lieu of the International Phonetic Alphabet is based on the following Nantong Phonetic Alphabet, which I designed to provide an easier way of transcribing local personal and place names, recording vernacular literature, helping native speakers obtain literacy, and even teaching this language to non-native speakers.

I. The Alphabet (24)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aa</th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>Cc</th>
<th>Dd</th>
<th>Ee</th>
<th>Ff</th>
<th>Gg</th>
<th>Hh</th>
<th>Ii</th>
<th>Jj</th>
<th>Kk</th>
<th>Ll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>[pe]</td>
<td>[tse]</td>
<td>[te]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[fe]</td>
<td>[ke]</td>
<td>[xe]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[tce]</td>
<td>[ke]</td>
<td>[ie]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mm</td>
<td>Nn</td>
<td>Oo</td>
<td>Qq</td>
<td>Pp</td>
<td>Ss</td>
<td>Tt</td>
<td>Uu</td>
<td>Vv</td>
<td>Yy</td>
<td>Zz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[me]</td>
<td>[ne]</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>[ekh]u</td>
<td>[p]he</td>
<td>[se]</td>
<td>[t]he</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>[g]</td>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>[tse]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. The Initials (35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>ng</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| [p] | [p^] | [m] | [f] | [t] | [t^] | [n] | [l] | [g] | [k] | [k^] | [x] | [n]
| j  | ch | sh | z  | c  | s  | v  | hi | pi | mi | di | ti |
| [t]j | [t]h | [c] | [s] | [i] | [u] | [p]j | [p^] | [m^] | [t] | [t^] | [t]h |

| n ] | [i] | [i] | gu | ku | xu | u | jy | chy | shy | y |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| [n] | [i] | [i] | [k^] | [k^h] | [x^] | [w] | [t]w | [t^w] | [w^] | [q] |

III. The Finals (30)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>ai</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>ei</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>ir</th>
<th>yr</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>ein</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>yn</td>
<td>ing</td>
<td>eng</td>
<td>er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aq</th>
<th>aiq</th>
<th>oq</th>
<th>eq</th>
<th>iq</th>
<th>uq</th>
<th>yq</th>
<th>iq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a? ]</td>
<td>[a? ]</td>
<td>[o? ]</td>
<td>[e? ]</td>
<td>[i? ]</td>
<td>[u? ]</td>
<td>[y? ]</td>
<td>[i? ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. The Tone Marks (5)

- low level ° [\'] high rising ` ["] high level - [\'] high falling ` ["] low rising ` [\']

---

1 The initials j, ch and sh are to be pronounced as [tʃ], [tʃh] and [ʃ] when followed by ir, yr or ing.
2 The initials l and n are to be pronounced as [l^] and [n^] when followed by ein.
3 The letter i in this final is omitted when preceded by jy, chy, shy or y.
4 Tones are to be marked on the last vowel of each syllable. Toneless syllables are not marked.
The table below includes all the syllables of Nantong Chinese, with tones suppressed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>cha</th>
<th>de</th>
<th>gai</th>
<th>hen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ai</td>
<td>chaq</td>
<td>dei</td>
<td>gaiq</td>
<td>heng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba</td>
<td>che</td>
<td>den</td>
<td>gan</td>
<td>heq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bai</td>
<td>chei</td>
<td>deng</td>
<td>gao</td>
<td>ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baiq</td>
<td>chein</td>
<td>deq</td>
<td>ge</td>
<td>hon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ban</td>
<td>cheng</td>
<td>der</td>
<td>gei</td>
<td>hoq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baq</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>gen</td>
<td>hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be</td>
<td>ching</td>
<td>dia</td>
<td>geng</td>
<td>huai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bei</td>
<td>chiri</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>geq</td>
<td>huaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ben</td>
<td>chiri</td>
<td>din</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>huan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beng</td>
<td>chiq</td>
<td>ding</td>
<td>gon</td>
<td>huaj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beq</td>
<td>chy</td>
<td>diq</td>
<td>goq</td>
<td>huei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bie</td>
<td>chyei</td>
<td>don</td>
<td>gu</td>
<td>huen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin</td>
<td>chyen</td>
<td>doq</td>
<td>guai</td>
<td>huenq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bing</td>
<td>chyeq</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>guaiq</td>
<td>huong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>chyen</td>
<td>dv</td>
<td>guan</td>
<td>huan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bir</td>
<td>chyng</td>
<td>dy</td>
<td>guaq</td>
<td>hung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bo</td>
<td>chyon</td>
<td>dyn</td>
<td>guei</td>
<td>huoq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bon</td>
<td>chyoq</td>
<td>dyq</td>
<td>guen</td>
<td>hv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boq</td>
<td>chyoq</td>
<td>eq</td>
<td>eui</td>
<td>ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bu</td>
<td>chyr</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>gun</td>
<td>iai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bun</td>
<td>co</td>
<td>eng</td>
<td>guo</td>
<td>iag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bv</td>
<td>con</td>
<td>er</td>
<td>guon</td>
<td>iaj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cai</td>
<td>coq</td>
<td>fan</td>
<td>guoq</td>
<td>ict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caiq</td>
<td>cs</td>
<td>faq</td>
<td>guq</td>
<td>icin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can</td>
<td>cv</td>
<td>fei</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>ien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caq</td>
<td>cz</td>
<td>fen</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ieng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ce</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>feng</td>
<td>hai</td>
<td>ieq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cei</td>
<td>dai</td>
<td>feg</td>
<td>han</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cen</td>
<td>daiq</td>
<td>fon</td>
<td>haq</td>
<td>ing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceng</td>
<td>dan</td>
<td>foq</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>iq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceq</td>
<td>daq</td>
<td>foq</td>
<td>hei</td>
<td>ir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>kwaiq</td>
<td>mai</td>
<td>ngeq</td>
<td>poq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jac</td>
<td>kuan</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>ngoq</td>
<td>pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>kuaq</td>
<td>maq</td>
<td>ngor</td>
<td>pun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jei</td>
<td>kuei</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>ngq</td>
<td>pv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jcin</td>
<td>kuen</td>
<td>mei</td>
<td>ngu</td>
<td>sai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jeng</td>
<td>kun</td>
<td>men</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>saig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jin</td>
<td>kuo</td>
<td>meng</td>
<td>niao</td>
<td>san</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jing</td>
<td>kuoq</td>
<td>meq</td>
<td>nian</td>
<td>se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jiq</td>
<td>kv</td>
<td>mie</td>
<td>nioq</td>
<td>sei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jir</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>sen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jy</td>
<td>laq</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>shaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyai</td>
<td>lai</td>
<td>mon</td>
<td>nyr</td>
<td>she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyen</td>
<td>lau</td>
<td>moq</td>
<td>nyr</td>
<td>shei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyn</td>
<td>laq</td>
<td>moq</td>
<td>nyr</td>
<td>shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyo</td>
<td>laq</td>
<td>moq</td>
<td>nyr</td>
<td>shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyoq</td>
<td>laq</td>
<td>moq</td>
<td>nyr</td>
<td>shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jyq</td>
<td>leng</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>paiq</td>
<td>shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jjr</td>
<td>leq</td>
<td>nai</td>
<td>paiq</td>
<td>shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kai</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>nan</td>
<td>paq</td>
<td>shiq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaiq</td>
<td>liaq</td>
<td>naq</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>shir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan</td>
<td>liq</td>
<td>neq</td>
<td>pei</td>
<td>shy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaq</td>
<td>lin</td>
<td>neq</td>
<td>pei</td>
<td>shy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ling</td>
<td>neiq</td>
<td>peng</td>
<td>shyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kei</td>
<td>liq</td>
<td>nenq</td>
<td>peq</td>
<td>shyei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ken</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>neng</td>
<td>piaq</td>
<td>shyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keng</td>
<td>lon</td>
<td>neq</td>
<td>pie</td>
<td>shyeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keq</td>
<td>loq</td>
<td>ngai</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>shyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>ngan</td>
<td>ping</td>
<td>shyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kon</td>
<td>lv</td>
<td>ngaq</td>
<td>piqu</td>
<td>shyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koq</td>
<td>ly</td>
<td>nge</td>
<td>piri</td>
<td>shyoq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku</td>
<td>lyn</td>
<td>ngei</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>shyoq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuai</td>
<td>lyg</td>
<td>ngen</td>
<td>pon</td>
<td>shyr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. A Sample Text

V'GUEI DA TVER SA'IPÉ

TURTLE WITH HARE RACE

Once upon a time, there were a hare and a turtle. The hare always looked down upon the turtle, and complained about him walking too slow. One day, the turtle said to the hare, "Since you always complain about me walking slow, let's have a race and see who runs faster." The hare said, "Good. If you want a race, you have a race." He thought, "This slowpoke, how dare he race with me. He's sure to lose!" They asked
caúpùn. Íssenlingshâ, tîr chein z jîn lein di cêng chyettide, er ñguei zess lppv lppv di
referee a command down hare like cl arrow manner adv rushed out while turtle only a step a step adv
the monkey to be the judge. A signal came, and the hare rushed out as fast as an arrow, while the turtle was

mänman pó. Tîr ly'îde der czxei, chîrllidde, kînkun ñguei lin'inger ai med'deq, to shîng
slowly crawl hare ran some time tired see turtle even shadow and not exist he heart only crawling slowly step after step. The hare ran for a while, and was tired. He saw no sign of the turtle,

dixe sheîn, "Gèggu männtengeî, bësshëdeq sêncxze cai shyân deq son ngu lei. Bëllv
under think this slow buffalo not know what time till catch can up me cmt better and thought, "This slowpoke, God knows when he'll catch up with me. I might as well take a nap. There

kuèn gu zèîge ba. Dên ngu kuèn shîngde zai ly ai lûdecchlîr." Sheîn xëde, to chy kuèn
sleep cl nap sug wait me sleep woke then run and have time think done he then sleep

chîrlaidê. Chy lai to kuèn côdde di czxei, ñguei zêngyîr shyân sonlaidê, érchei cêgudê to.
began right at he slept fast adj time turtle finally caught up and surpassed him

Dënîe tîr kuèn shîngde, ñguei de dénie pé de zêngdîn. Tîr plîngde mîng di lý ai
wait hare sleep woke turtle already almost walk to end hare spared life adv and
When the hare woke up, the turtle almost reached finish line. The hare ran as fast as he could, but there

beccen lûdecchlîr. Ñguei ñngde, tîr sîde.
not have time turtle won hare lost
wan't enough time. The turtle won, and the hare lost.